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Abstract

Wyner [96] proved that unconditionally secure communication over noisy channels is

possible if the wiretapping channel is noisier than the main channel. The work has

developed the following belief: Physical-channel characteristics are great resources to

build security functionalities in the information-theoretic framework. We follow this belief

and investigate the three problems of secret key establishment, manipulation detection,

and distance bounding verification over physical-layer channels.

We investigate secret key establishment (SKE) between Alice and Bob when they are

connected through a pair of noisy wiretap channels with leakage to Eve. Our results

show the possibility of SKE even in cases where the main channels are noisier than Eve’s

channels. We then notice two implicit assumptions of this work: (i) local randomness is

freely available, and (ii) the wiretap channels are independent. We remove Assumption

(i) by considering no local randomness for the parties. The results appreciate the role of

noise as a single resource for randomness derivation and key generation in this setting.

Regarding the second assumption, we consider the general two-way wiretap channel,

where simultaneous data transmission can help achieve higher key rates. We show under

what condition our security requirements can be strengthened without sacrificing the SK

capacity.

We consider manipulation detection against physical-layer adversaries noticing their

limitations. We define leakage-resilient algebraic manipulation detection (LR-AMD)

codes and prove optimal LR-AMD code constructions in general and special leakage

scenarios. We show two applications of these codes: (i) robust nonperfect secret sharing

and (ii) manipulation detection over wiretap channels. We then discuss how these codes

can be composed with other primitives to guarantee bitwise manipulation detection and

SKE against active adversaries over binary wiretap channels.
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Distance bounding verification (DBV) allows a verifier to check an upper bound on

a claimed distance from a prover. We study DBV over physical channels with security

against distance fraud (DFA), mafia fraud (MFA) and terrorist fraud (TFA) attacks. We

show efficient DFA- and MFA-secure protocols only using physical channel properties.

We further prove that TFA-security becomes feasible if the parties’ communication is

limited by the bounded retrieval model (BRM).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditional cryptography considers security as an objective to be achieved over higher

layers of the network stack, where the communication is modeled by a graph with com-

municating devices as nodes that are connected through error-free links. According to

this paradigm, a channel between a sender and a receiver is defined as a path connecting

them over the graph. The channel is not necessarily reliable nor secure as its content

can be observed and arbitrarily changed by untrusted middle-node adversaries over the

path. Providing security functionalities in this communication model has thus become a

real challenge in the cryptography community.

Practical approaches to security in the above scenario have been given for the com-

putational setting that assumes the adversary has limited computational power and can

only handle problems that are solvable in polynomial time. However, almost all these ap-

proaches rely on complexity assumptions which are yet open to be proven. Furthermore,

none of these solutions resist computationally unbounded adversaries and this renders

them vulnerable to future threats, especially, the emerging quantum computers. For

instance, Diffie and Hellman [32] considered the problem of key exchange between Alice

and Bob when they are connected by a two-way error-free channel whose content is public

to Eve as a passive adversary with limited computational power. They provided an ele-

gant solution to the above problem, namely the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHKE)

protocol, whose (computational) security relies on the difficulty of solving the discrete

logarithm problem (DLP) [25]. Although DLP is still believed to be a hard problem, it

has not been proven to be infeasible, implying that the security of DHKE (and many

other similar approaches in the computational setting) is not guaranteed. There are
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polynomial-time solutions to DLP that assume little prior knowledge [66]. More sig-

nificantly, the most worrisome future threat to DLP-based cryptosystems comes from

quantum computers. Shor [79] showed that if such machines are built, the DLP (and the

factorization of composite numbers) can be solved in polynomial time.

To address this concern, the research community attempted to approach security

based on information theory rather than complexity theory. Unfortunately, the solutions

appeared drastically less practical as they required access to long keys shared between

the devices. Shannon [77] initiated the study of information-theoretically secure commu-

nication, where Alice wants to transmit a message securely to Bob, using a public (but

authentic) channel that reveals all its content to the eavesdropper, Eve. Shannon proved

that to provide perfect secrecy in this model, Alice and Bob must share a secret key

with entropy at least equal to the message entropy and thus for a full entropy message,

the key length must be at least equal to the message length. This result is particularly

disappointing because, in the information theoretic setting and without making extra

assumptions (such as prior correlated information), it is impossible to establish secure

shared keys by communication over (reliable) public channels [59].

As an alternative to approaching security over public channels, there is a second

paradigm that seeks for security solutions in the physical-layer of the network stack,

where natural characteristics of the environment are viewed as great resources to build

security functionalities. Indeed the physical-layer environment bears properties that make

information-theoretic security not only possible, but also practical. In this thesis, we

follow this paradigm and investigate new solutions to information-theoretic security using

physical-layer resources of the network. In the next chapters, we particularly study three

security-related problems, namely secret key establishment, manipulation detection, and

distance bounding verbification and show how physical channel properties can be used to

design secure protocols for these tasks.
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1.1 Secret Key Establishment

Wyner [96], and subsequently Csiszár and Körner [26], pioneered the study of secure

communication from Alice to Bob over a noisy channel with a wiretapper, Eve. They

showed that Alice can communicate securely to Bob without using any shared key if

the wiretapping channel is noisier than the main channel. The authors also derived the

secrecy capacity, which represents the highest achievable secure transmission rate in bits

per channel use on average. The result can be used for secret key establishment (SKE)

as Alice can generate a random key and send it securely to Bob. Similarly, the SK

capacity is defined as the highest achievable key rate. When the wiretapping channel is

less noisy, no key bits can be generated in the above setting. To resolve this, the followup

work assumed additional resources such as public discussion [59], secure feedback [2], or

modulo-additive feedback [53] channels, along with the noisy wiretap channel. In many

communication scenarios however, assuming access to such resources is not realistic. This

creates a gap between the theoretical study of SKE and its use in practice.

In Chapter 3, we investigate the SKE problem in more natural settings where parties

are connected to each other only through noisy wiretap channels. We first consider

SKE over a pair of noisy wiretap channels in opposite directions. This is a realistic

model that matches, e.g., a wireless environment where two nodes communicate in both

directions and their communication is wiretapped by their neighbors. We prove lower

and upper bounds on the SK capacity and derive the capacity for special cases. Finding

the capacity in general remains an open problem. The above work holds two main

assumptions: (i) likewise the previous work [26, 96], local randomness is freely available

to the communicants, and (ii) the two wiretap channels are independent without influence

on each other. We revisit the problem by removing the first assumption, i.e., considering

no randomness of any kind (independent or correlated) for the parties. The results

3



appreciate the role of channel noise as a single resource for both purposes of randomness

derivation and key generation at the same time. More specifically, we show that the

setup allows for SKE even in cases when the wiretapper’s channels are less noisy than

the main channels. Although this work is dedicated to the SKE problem, it initiates a new

research direction: possibility and construction of cryptographic primitives when the only

resource for randomness is the channel noise. We next remove the second assumption and

extend the study of SKE to the two-way wiretap channel setting, where simultaneous

data transmission in the two directions affect the observations over the channel. Our

results show that the communicants can use this property to achieve higher key rates

over the two-way channels.

In the final part of this chapter, we notice that the security notion used in our work

follows the weak SK capacity definition given in [3,26,59,96] that requires negligible key

leakage in rate, as opposed to the strong SK capacity where the total key leakage must

be negligible. Maurer and Wolf [60] proved that the weak and the strong SK capacities in

the setups of [3,26,59,96] are equal. However, the proof cannot be immediately applied to

all SKE setups thereafter. We modify Maurer-and-Wolf’s proof and show that the weak

and the strong SK capacities equal in any setup that allows reliable data transmission

from Alice to Bob or vice versa. We furthermore extend this study to the problem of

secure message transmission (SMT) and show the equality of weak and strong secrecy

capacities for any setup that allows the sender to have access to a random source.

1.2 Manipulation Detection

Chapter 3 explores security against an unbounded adversary who only “observes” mes-

sages over the channel. In this chapter, we consider an adversary who can also tamper

with the communication. For this adversary, manipulation detection is required in order

4



to enable the receiver to verify whether the transmitted message has stayed untouched.

Classical solutions to this, referred to as message authentication codes (MACs), propose

appending to the message a relatively short authentication tag which is calculated based

on the message and a shared key between the devices. Followup research proposed mech-

anisms that rely on correlated information [61]. Unfortunately, this is the closest one can

get to keyless message authentication, i.e., when the adversary can arbitrarily change

messages over the channel, it is impossible to achieve authentication without keys or

correlated information. This also raises the question whether our SKE results become

prevailed by the above impossibility result when active adversaries are present.

In Chapter 4, we notice that adversaries targeting physical channels may not necessar-

ily be able to fully control the communication and change messages arbitrarily. In other

words, the set of tampering functions an adversary can choose from to change a commu-

nicated message is usually limited. This limitation in tampering with the channel may

allow us to design coding schemes to protect against such adversaries while not requiring

shared keys. We model tampering over physical-layer channels by an abstract communi-

cation channel with leakage that can be algebraic manipulable by the adversary, i.e., the

adversary can decide on an adversarial noise variable that is added to the transmitted

data over the channel. We formalize this study and define leakage-resilient algebraic ma-

nipulation detection (LR-AMD) codes to detect manipulation over this channel model.

We develop the study of LR-AMD codes as an independently interesting primitive that

can be used in other cryptographic applications, in addition to manipulation detection

over physical channel.

Depending on whether manipulation detection is guaranteed for a randomly or an

adversarially chosen message, we define LR-AMD codes with weak and strong security

notions, respectively. We prove lower bounds on the minimum additional bits (code

redundancy) required by weak and strong LR-AMD codes. We also derive general trans-
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formations from AMD to LR-AMD coding which prove that currently existing optimal

(in redundancy) weak/strong AMD codes can be used as optimal weak/strong LR-AMD

codes. While in strong LR-AMD codes the redundancy can become vanishingly small

compared to the message length, for weak LR-AMD codes it will be proportional to

the message length. We consider a particular type of leakage, called block leakage, and

design a block-leakage-resilient (BLR)-AMD code construction that requires negligible

redundancy. We show two applications of LR-AMD and BLR-AMD codes in cryptog-

raphy: First, adding robustness to linear nonperfect secret sharing schemes and second,

detection of algebraic manipulation over wiretap channels. Additionally, we show how

our BLR-AMD code construction can be composed with other primitives to provide un-

limited bitwise manipulation detection, in addition to privacy, in message transmission

or key agreement over binary symmetric and binary erasure wiretap channels.

We also study online-adversarial channel, where the adversary has a linear/constant

delay in receiving codeword bits before using them to decide on her manipulation of

a codeword bit. For linear-delay adversaries algebraic manipulation detection can be

achieved by strong systematic AMD codes. For constant delay adversaries, we show that

unary coding achieves arbitrary small failure probability, at the price of requiring much

redundancy. The work raises a number of open problems and directions to future work.

1.3 Distance Bounding Verification

Distance bounding verification (DBV) is a variant of the distance bounding problem

where the proving party claims an upper bound on its distance to the verifying party

and the verifier checks whether this claim is true. Current approaches to this problem

[16, 18, 19, 44, 74, 94] use signal’s time of flight as a resource to estimate the prover’s

distance by calculating the time of a rapid challenge-response phase between the verifier
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and the prover, thus requiring the verifier to have an accurate clock. Accurate time

measurement in these protocols introduces implementation challenges [72], especially in

hostile environments where estimating the prover’s processing time is a big challenge.

In Chapter 5, we formalize the study of secure DBV using physical channel properties

as an alternative to time measurement. We consider a signal propagation environment

that attenuates the signal as a function of distance, and then corrupts it by an additive

noise. We consider three well-studied attack scenarios against DBV: (1) distance fraud

attack (DFA) where a malicious prover claims a distance that is lower than its actual

distance, (2) mafia fraud attack (MFA) where an intruder positions itself between the

verifier and an honest prover to claim that the prover is closer, and (3) terrorist fraud

attack (TFA) where a malicious prover colludes with an intruder to convince the verifier

that the prover is closer.

We show that it is possible to construct efficient protocols with security against DFA

and MFA, even if the adversary has unlimited computational power; on the other hand,

it is impossible to design TFA-secure protocols without time measurement, even if the

adversary is computationally bounded. We further show that by limiting the adversary’s

communication capability to the bounded retrieval model (BRM), it is possible to con-

struct protocols that are secure against all three attacks. We use numerical analysis to

elaborate on the parameter conditions and the communication cost required by our DBV

protocols for providing security. The work opens a new direction to the study of secure

distance bounding protocols.

1.4 Thesis Organization

We begin in Chapter 2 by introducing the notations, preliminary definitions, and basic

concepts which we use throughout this work. Chapter 3 involves the study of secret key
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establishment including our SKE protocols and bounds on the SK capacity with proofs

in Appendix A. We next study the problem of manipulation detection and LR-AMD

codes in Chapter 4 and provide in Appendix B the detailed proof of our results in the

chapter. The problem of distance bounding verification is included in Chapter 5, where

we introduce secure DBV protocols whose proof of security is given in Appendix C. We

provide this work with a conclusion and remark directions to future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries and Definitions

This chapter provides the reader with the basic concepts and definitions that will be

required in the next chapters. We describe the most common notations used through-

out this work, discuss about communication resources and its terminology, and give

information-theoretic-security definitions, primitives and existing results, which are re-

lated to our study.

2.1 Notations

We use calligraphic X letters to show sets/groups of elements and their sizes, and use

uppercase X and lowercase x letters to denote random variables and their realizations

over sets, respectively. Consider X n, the set of all sequences of length n whose elements

are in X . A member xn ∈ X n is called an n-sequence, xi denotes its i-th element, and xji

denotes the subsequence of i-th to j-th elements. When it is clear from the context, we

remove the superscript from an n-sequence notation xn (or if random Xn) and replace

the letter by bold x (or if random X).

We use PX and PXY and PX|Y , respectively, to denote the marginal distribution of

X ∈ X as well as the joint and conditional distributions of (X, Y ) ∈ X×Y . PrX(E) shows

the probability of event E over the distribution PX of X, and for random variable Y =

f(X), its expected value over the distribution of X is shown by ExY =
∑

x∈X PX(x)f(x).

We use X ↔ Y ↔ Z to show a Markov chain between X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y and Z ∈ Z

in the given order: the Markovity means that for any (x, y, z) ∈ X × Y × Z, we have

PX|Y Z(x|y, z) = PX|Y (x|y), which by itself implies PZ|XY (z|x, y) = PZ|Y (z|y).
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For n ∈ N and x ∈ R, we let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} and [x]+ = max{0, x}. For two

variables x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , we use x||y to show their concatenation. The notation |X |

indicates the size of the set X ; some times (mainly in Chapter 4), we use the Fraktur

letter X to replace this notation in showing the size of X . The function dH(x, y) denotes

the Hamming distance of two bit strings x, y ∈ {0, 1}n. All logarithms are base 2, unless

mentioned otherwise. For a probability value 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we use h(p) = −p log p − (1 −

p) log(1− p) to denote the binary entropy function.

2.2 Communication Resources: Sources and channels

2.2.1 Sources and channels: basic concepts

A source is a communication resource that outputs random variables according to a dis-

tribution over an alphabet. A channel refers to a part of the communication system which

transports random variables from an input to an output based on a probability distribu-

tion, when each input/output variable is defined over a certain alphabet. In this work,

we are particularly interested in discrete-time sources and channels whose input/output

variables (over time) are sequences of elements [36]; in this setting, a channel/source use

is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (resource use). A source use refers to the act of receiving one variable from

the source output alphabet. A channel use refers to sending one variable as the channel

input and receiving the resulting variable from the channel output.

We define two other main concepts related to communication resources, namely the

alphabet type and the memory. Depending on the input/output alphabets, communica-

tion resources are divided into discrete and continuous, defined as follows.

Definition 2 (discrete vs. continuous resource). A resource (source or channel) is called
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discrete if its its (input/ouput) alphabets are sets of discrete elements; otherwise, it is

called continuous.

Regarding memory, a resource can be divided into memoryless and stateful.

Definition 3 (memoryless vs. stateful resource). A source is memoryless (otherwise

stateful) if the probability distribution of its output at any time is independent of the

output at other times. A channel is memoryless (otherwise stateful) if the probability

distribution of its output depends only on the input at that time and is conditionally

independent of other channel inputs or outputs.

2.2.2 Discrete memoryless sources and channels: terminology

Our work mainly focuses on discrete memoryless (DM) resources, i.e., sources and chan-

nels that are both discrete and memoryless: such a resource can be specified by its

input/ouput alphabet as well as a probability distribution. Definitions 4-8 show our DM

source and channel terminology.

Definition 4 (DMS). A discrete memoryless source (DMS) (S, PS) is a source that in

each use returns a random variable S ∈ S according to the probability distribution PS.

Definition 5 (DMMS). A discrete memoryless multiple source (DMMS) (SA,SB,SE,

PSA,SB ,SE) for three parties Alice, Bob, and Eve, is a correlated three-output source that

in each use returns to the above parties three random variables SA ∈ SA, SB ∈ SB, and

SE ∈ SE, respectively, according to the probability distribution PSA,SB ,SE .

Definition 6 (DMWC). A (one-way) discrete memoryless wiretap channel (DMWC)

(XA,YB,YE, PYB ,YE |XA), from Alice to Bob and Eve, is a channel that in each use, takes

an input XA ∈ XA from Alice and returns to Bob and Eve random variables YB ∈ YB,

and YE ∈ YE, respectively, according to the probability distribution PYB ,YE |XA.
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Given a DMWC and a known input distribution, we define its inverse as a virtual channel

in the opposite direction, described below.

Definition 7. Given a distribution PX , for a DMWC (X ,Y ,Z, PY Z|X), we define its

inverse as (Y ,X ,Z, PXZ|Y ) such that PXZ|Y is calculated as

PXZ|Y =
PX .PY Z|X

PY
, where PY =

∑
x,z

PX .PY Z|X .

Definition 8 (TWDMWC). A two-way discrete memoryless wiretap channel (TWDMWC)

(XA,XB,YA,YB,YE, PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB) is a channel that in each use, takes inputs XA ∈

XA from Alice and XB ∈ XB from Bob, and returns to the parties random variables

YA ∈ YA, YB ∈ YB, and YE ∈ YE, respectively, according to the probability distribution

PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB .

Remark 1. The above resource types can all be seen as special cases of the last one, i.e.,

a TWDMWC by specifying which inputs and/or outputs are present, noting that a source

can be defined as a channel with no input.

The above definitions cover describe DM resources considered in SKE scenarios in

the literature, cf. [2,3,26,28,48,59,69,86,96] as well as continuous memoryless resources

by using probability density function instead of probability distribution. An example of

such a continuous-alphabet resource is the Gaussian wiretap channel (GWC) [56].

Definition 9 (GWC). A (real-input) Gaussian wiretap channel (GWC), from Alice to

Bob and Eve, is a continuous memoryless channel that in each use, takes an input XA ∈ R

from Alice and returns to Bob and Eve random variables YB ∈ R and YE ∈ R, respectively,

such that

YB = XA +NB, and YE = XA +NE,

where NB and NE are independent, real Gaussian noise variables with zero mean and

standard deviations σB and σE.
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2.3 Information-theoretic security: definitions and primitives

2.3.1 Random variables and information measures

Shannon [76] introduced an information measure to quantify the amount of uncertainty

associated with a random variable. Known as Shannon entropy (or briefly entropy), this

measure returns the expected value of information contained in the random variable in

terms of bits. Below, we give a definition of Shannon entropy, followed by conditional

entropy and mutual information as two related measures.

Definition 10 ((Shannon) entropy). For a random variable X ∈ X with distribution PX ,

its (Shannon) entropy is denoted by H(X) and is obtained as H(X) = −Ex logPX(x).

Given Y ∈ Y such that (X, Y ) has joint distribution PXY , their conditional entropy of

X given Y given by H(X|Y ) = −Ex,y logPX|Y (x|y).

Definition 11 ((Shannon) mutual information). For random variables X ∈ X and Y ∈

Y with joint distribution PXY , their mutual information is denoted by I(X;Y ) and is

obtained as I(X;Y ) = −Ex,y log PX(x)PY (y)
PXY (x,y)

.

Lemma 1 shows the relation between the above measures.

Lemma 1. [23] The following relationships hold between Shannon information measures.

H(X|Y ) = H(XY )−H(Y ),

I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(XY ).

The following lemma, known as Fano’s inequality, relates the conditional entropy to

the probability of error between two variables.

Lemma 2 (Fano’s inequality). [23] For random variables X,X ′ ∈ X with pe = Pr(X 6=

X ′), it holds that H(X|X ′) ≤ h(pe) + pe log |X − 1| < 1 + pe log |X |.
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We use three further measures to capture the uncertainty in a random variable, namely

statistical distance, Rényi entropy and min-entropy. The statistical distance between

two random variables is a difference metric that shows how similar the two variables are

distributed.

Definition 12 (Statistical distance). For two random variables X,X ′ ∈ X with distri-

butions PX and PX′, their statistical distance is denoted by |X −X ′|s and is obtained as

|X −X ′|s = 1
2

∑
x∈X |PX(x)− PX′(x)|.

Rényi entropy generalizes the notion of Shannon entropy in quantifying uncertainty

with different orders. Here by Rényi entropy of random variable, we mean the its collision

entropy (that is Rényi entropy of order 2) which is defined as follows.

Definition 13 (Rényi-entropy). For a random variable X ∈ X with distribution PX , its

Rényi -entropy is denoted by H2(X) and is obtained as H2(X) = − log
∑

x

(
PX(x)

)2
.

The min-entropy measure (also known as Rényi entropy of order ∞) returns the

minimum (instead of the expected) information contained in the variable in bits.

Definition 14 (Min-entropy). [34] For a random variable X ∈ X with distribution PX ,

its min-entropy is denoted by H∞(X) and is obtained as H∞(X) = − log maxx PX(x).

Given Y ∈ Y such that (X, Y ) has joint distribution PXY , the conditional min-entropy

of X given Y is given by H̃∞(X|Y ) = − log(Ey maxx PX|Y (x|y)).

In the following, we defined three classes of sources based on the min-entropy of their

output. For simplicity, we use the concepts of a source and its (output) random variable

interchangeably. The first definition introduces weak sources as a class of sources (or

random variables) with min-entropy greater than a certain value.

Definition 15 (Weak source). A random variable X over the set X of size X is called a

β-weak source if it holds H∞(X) ≥ β logX. The source is called β-weak conditioned on

the random variable Z if it holds H̃∞(X|Z) ≥ β logX.
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The following definitions give two subclasses of weak sources with additional restric-

tive properties, named block sources and somewhere-random sources.

Definition 16 (Block source). A random variable X = (X1, . . . , Xn) with elements

Xi ∈ Xi of size Xi is called a β-block source if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and xj ∈ Xj, 1 ≤ j < i,

it holds H∞(Xi|(Xj = xj)j<i) ≥ β logXi.

Definition 17 (Somewhere-random source). A random variable X = (X1, . . . , Xn) with

elements Xi ∈ Xi of size Xi is called a β-somewhere random (or shortly κ-SR) source if

for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it holds H∞(Xi) ≥ β logXi. The source is called β-SR conditioned

on the random variable Z if for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it holds H̃∞(Xi|Z) ≥ β logXi.

2.3.2 Randomness extraction and privacy amplification

Many cryptographic primitives/protocols are based on randomized algorithms that re-

quire sources of perfect (uniform) randomness. Nevertheless, perfect randomness is not

always immediately accessible, and in many communication scenarios, only imperfect

(non-uniform) randomness is provided to start with. This non-uniformity can also be

caused in a scenario where the source output is partially leaked to an adversary and

hence does not remain a uniform random variable. A well-studied problem is whether

and how one can make uniform randomness from sources of imperfect randomness. The

problem is called randomness extraction. We note that privacy amplification is also an

extension of this to cases where there is leakage to the adversary and hence the objec-

tive is to extract a random variable that remains uniform even given the adversary’s

view. The solution to this problem depends on what is known about the source (output)

distribution.

When the source distribution is known, Shannon’s source coding theorem [76] shows

that one can obtain (arbitrarily close to) uniformly distributed randomness by using the

source sufficiently many times independently, and then applying a deterministic source
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coding rule to the source output. The coding rule is based on the concept of typicality

(defined below) for a sequence that requires its occurrence probability to be close to a

certain typical probability.

Definition 18 (Typical sequence). [23, Chapter 3] For ε > 0, integer n > 0, and

probability distribution PX over the set X , the sequence xn is called ε-typical with respect

to PX if

|nH(X) + logP (xn)| ≤ nε, where P (xn) =
n∏
i=1

PX(xi).

Lemma 3 also known as asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) shows that, using

sufficiently many independent copies of the source output, the resulting sequence is a

typical sequence according the source distribution with high probability.

Lemma 3 (AEP). [23, Chapter 3] Let Xn be identical, independently distributed (i.i.d.)

according to the distribution PX over X . For any ε > 0, for sufficiently large n > 0, the

sequence Xn is an ε-typical sequence with respect to PX with probability at least 1− ε.

This property suggests (informally) that although the source output may be a biased

random variable, independently repeated use of this source gives a sequence of i.i.d.

variables that is either not typical (with arbitrarily small probability) or it occurs with

almost the same probability among all typical sequences. Shannon’s deterministic source

coding (or data compression) [23] simply repeats the source to obtain Xn and labels it

either i (or its binary representation) if it is the i-th ε-typical sequence or ⊥ if it is not

ε-typical. The result is formalized as follows.

Theorem 1 (Source coding theorem). [23, Chapter 3] Let Xn be identical, independently

distributed (i.i.d.) according to the distribution PX over X . For any ε > 0, for sufficiently

large n > 0, there are deterministic encoding/decoding functions Encs : X n → {0, 1}k ∪

{⊥} and Decs : {0, 1}k → X n, where k ≤ nH(X) + ε, such that Decs(Encs(x
n)) returns

xn if Encs(x
n) 6= ⊥ or returns ⊥ otherwise, and we have PrX(Enc(Xn) = ⊥) ≤ ε.
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Source coding converts the source output into a new uniform variable that can be

later inverted to the original source output. In other words, although source coding gives

uniform randomness as output, it is proposed for invertible compression of data which

is an over functionality from the randomness extraction viewpoint. There are other

communication primitives, however, that look only at extracting uniform randomness

(without invertibility). For instance, a communication primitive called equipartition is

introduced to derive uniform randomness from a channel output, i.e., a randomness that

is independent of the channel input.

Definition 19 (Equipartition). An (Γ, ε)-equipartition of C ⊆ Yn w.r.t. c ∈ X n for the

DMC (X ,Y , PY |X) is a function ψ : C → [Γ] ∪ {⊥} such that when Xn is input to the

channel and Y n is the output, it holds that Pr(ψ(Y n) = j|Xn = c) is the same for all

1 ≤ j ≤ Γ and Pr(ψ(Y n) = ⊥|Xn = c) ≤ ε.

Lemma 4 shows that there exists an equipartition for a DMC (X ,Y , PY |X) that can

derive randomness rates up to H(Y |X) bits per channel use. This implies the noisier

the channel, the higher the achievable rate of randomness that is independent from the

channel input.

Lemma 4. [92, Lemma 3.2] For any PX , typical c ∈ X n w.r.t. PX , C ⊆ Yn, large enough

n, and Re < H(Y |X), there exists a (Γ, ε)-equipartition ψ(.) over the DMC (X ,Y , PY |X)

with Γ = b2nRec, ε = 2n(Re−H(Y |X)) → 0. Furthermore, for each j ∈ Γ it holds that ψ−1(j)

has size at most 2nε|C|/Γ.

Theorem 1 and Lemma 4 show the possibility of randomness extraction using deter-

ministic functions; however, they both rely on two main assumptions: (1) the resource

distribution is known, and (2) the resource can be used unlimitedly many times. Allow-

ing extractors that use some extra uniform randomness as seed, both assumptions can
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be removed. For instance, if only Rényi entropy of a source (instead of the distribution

information) is known, we can use universal hashing to derive uniform randomness.

Definition 20. [20] A family G of hash functions g : X → Y is called universal if, for

any x1 and x2 in X , the equality g(x1) = g(x2) happens with probability 1/|X | when h(.)

is chosen uniformly at random from G.

Lemma 5. [14] Let X ∈ X be a random variable with the Rényi entropy H2(X) ≥ κ0

and G(.) be randomly selected from a universal family G : X → {0, 1}κ of hash functions.

Then S = G(X) satisfies H(S|G) ≥ κ− 2κ−κ0

ln 2
.

A disadvantage of using universal hashing is that it requires extra randomness to

select a hash function from the family and this randomness is not small. An alternative

to this is using seeded extractors that need much smaller extra randomness as seed. This

primitive however requires a bound on the min-entropy of the input source, rather than

its Rényi entropy.

Definition 21 (Seeded extractor). [65] For positive integer κ and positive ε, a function

Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r is called a (κ, ε)-extractor if, for any random variable

X ∈ {0, 1}n with H∞(X) ≥ κ, it holds |Ext(X,Ud)− U r|s ≤ ε, where U l is an indepen-

dent uniform distribution over {0, 1}l. The function is called a (κ, ε)-strong-extractor if

|[Ud, Ext(X,Ud)]− Ud+r|s ≤ ε.

Lemma 6. [88] For any choice of n > 0, 0 < k ≤ n, and ε > 0, there exists an explicit

(k, ε)-strong-extractor, Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}r, such that

r = k − 2 log(
1

ε
)−O(1),

d = O(log(k)
(

log(
n

ε
)
)2

).

When only deterministic extraction is allowed, we can still remove “either” of the

assumptions. Given (at least) two independent outputs of the source, we can remove
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the first assumption and covert the two outputs to a uniform random variable. This is

achieved via two-source extractors.

Definition 22 (Two-source extractor). [22] For positive integers κ1, κ2 and positive ε,

a function TExt : {0, 1}n1 ×{0, 1}n2 → {0, 1}r is called a (κ1, κ2, ε)-two-source-extractor

if, for any two independent random variables X1 ∈ {0, 1}n1 with H∞(X1) ≥ κ1 and

X2 ∈ {0, 1}n2 with H∞(X2) ≥ κ2, it holds |TExt(X1, X2)− U r|s ≤ ε.

Lemma 7 shows a recent result on the construction of two-source extractors.

Lemma 7. [33] For any choice of parameters n > 0, 0 < κ1 ≤ n, 0 < κ2 ≤ n, and ε > 0

that satisfy κ1 +κ2 ≥ n+ Ω(polylog(n/ε)), there exists an efficient (κ1, κ2, ε)-two-source-

extractor, TExt : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}r, with

r = max(κ1, κ2) + κ1 + κ2 − n− 4 log(1/ε).

On the other hand, when the source distribution is known, the following theorem

shows the existence of deterministic extractors that do not require repeated use of the

source.

Lemma 8 (Deterministic extractor). [27] For any ε > 0 and any κ-source X ∈ X , there

exists a deterministic extractor Ext : X → {0, 1}l with l ≥ κ − ε such that |Ext(X) −

Ul|s ≤ ε, where Ul ∈ {0, 1}l is uniform.

2.3.3 Information reconciliation and error-correcting codes

Consider a communication scenario where two parties Alice and Bob are provided with

correlated (but not identical) random variables X and Y . Information reconciliation

is the task of generating an identical shared variable S from these correlated variables.

When there is a noiseless channel say from Alice to Bob, information reconciliation can

be attained by sending error-correction information G over this noiseless channel, so that
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Y and G can be used to recover X. A universal family of hash functions can be used for

this purpose.

Lemma 9. [60] Let Xn and Y n be random sequences of length n drawn i.i.d. according

to the joint probability distribution PX,Y over X × Y. For any ε > 0, for sufficiently

large n > 0, L = (1 + ε)nH(X|Y ), and any universal family H of functions from X n to

{0, 1}L, there exists a function h ∈ H such that Xn can be decoded from Y n and h(Xn)

with error probability at most ε.

Lemma 9 shows that information reconciliation is doable when (1) the joint distribu-

tion PXY is known, and (2) independent repetition of these variables X and Y is allowed.

These assumptions can be relaxed for particular classes of correlation using a primitive

called secure sketch [34]. The study of this primitive is out of the scope of this work.

When the communication channel is noisy, the task of information reconciliation is

achieved using error correcting codes. Error-correction coding is a technique to enable

reliable data transmission over unreliable (noisy) communication channels. Block code

is a primitive used for reliable communication over noisy channels (DMCs).

Definition 23. An (n,M, ε)-block code for the DMC (X ,Y , PY |X) is a pair of encod-

ing and decoding functions Enc : [M ] → X n and Dec : Yn → [M ] such that for any

i ∈ [M ] when xn = Enc(i) is input to the channel and Y n is the output, it holds that

Pr(Dec(Y n) = i) ≥ 1− ε.

Channel coding theorem shows the existence of block codes, for a DMC (X ,Y , PY |X),

that achieve reliable communication rates up to I(X;Y ).

Theorem 2 (Channel coding theorem). For any PX , Rc < I(X;Y ), and large enough

n, there exists an (n,M, ε)-block code for the DMC (X ,Y , PY |X) with ε-typical codewords

ci ∈ X n w.r.t. PX such that M = b2nRcc and ε = 2n(Rc−I(X;Y )) → 0.

Proof. See e.g. [23,41].
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2.3.4 Message authentication

A message authentication code (MAC) is a shared key cryptographic primitive that

protects a message against arbitrary tampering of an adversary. The code is defined by

a function Mac : K ×M → T takes a shared key sk ∈ K as well as a message m ∈ M

and returns an authentication tag t = Mac(sk;m). A message and tag pair (m′, t′) are

then verified if t′ = Mac(sk;m′) holds. We limit ourselves to one-time MACs, defined as

follows.

Definition 24 (MAC). A function Mac : K × M → T is called an ε-secure one-

time message authentication code (MAC) if for any message m ∈M and any adversary

Adv : T → M× T , it holds that Pr[t′ = Mac(SK;m′)|(m′, t′) = Adv(Mac(SK;m))] ≤ ε,

with the probability taken over the uniform key SK ∈ K.
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Chapter 3

Secret Key Establishment

over Physical-Layer Channels

In a seminal paper [96], Wyner proposed a new model for secure communication in the

information-theoretic setting, called the wiretap channel, where Eve receives a noisier

version of what Bob receives from Alice. This approach is interesting as it takes advan-

tage of noise in the physical-layer channels and does not require Alice and Bob to have

prior shared keys. The model was generalized by Csiszár and Körner [26] to discrete

memoryless wiretap channel (DMWC) in which a message sent by Alice is received in

noisy forms by both Bob and Eve. The results in [26, 96] show that wiretap codes for

perfectly secure communication exist if and only if Bob’s channel is less noisy [51] than

Eve’s channel. The optimality of a wiretap code is measured in terms of the secrecy rate

which is the average number of message bits it transmits securely per channel use. The

secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel is the highest achievable secrecy rate.

In real life, all communication channels are inherently noisy and reliable communica-

tion is attained by using layers of channel coding to remove noise from the communication.

One can look at the above two approaches to secure communication as implementing secu-

rity at two different layers of a multilayer network architecture. Reliable communication

is always implemented at the physical layer of the network stack, making it possible to

assume error-free channels for higher layers. Traditional cryptography considers security

in the upper layers of the network; hence, it assumes existence of error-free channels. The

noisy channel paradigm, on the other hand, considers message reliability and security as

two properties that can be achieved simultaneously at the physical layer.
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Related work

Maurer [59] considered the wiretap channel model for the purpose of secret key establish-

ment (SKE), where Alice and Bob want to establish a shared key that is secure against

Eve. Following the definition of secrecy capacity, he defined the secret-key (SK) capac-

ity of a wiretap channel as the highest rate of secure and reliable key that Alice and

Bob can establish by communicating over the channel. For the one-way wiretap channel

setup [26,96], the SK capacity equals the secrecy capacity as highest key rate is achieved

by Alice sending a random key securely and reliably to Bob. Maurer [59] thus revis-

ited the SKE problem assuming a public discussion channel in addition to correlated

randomness (e.g., obtained from a wiretap channel). The public discussion channel is

an error-free channel that can be used unlimitedly by Alice and Bob to communicate in

both directions; however, its content is completely available to Eve. Maurer proved that

SK capacity in the new setup is strictly higher than that of a single wiretap channel;

more interestingly, Alice and Bob are able establish keys in some cases where the se-

crecy capacity of the wiretap channel is zero. Similar results were independently derived

by Ahlswede and Csiszár [3]. In the above, the public channel is assumed to be freely

available to Alice and Bob in the sense that the communication over this channel is not

counted in calculating the SK rate.

The followup work on SKE has studied the problem if various communication settings.

Csiszár and Narayan [28] studied SKE using correlated sources and a limited-rate one-

way public channel from Alice to Bob. Ahlswede and Cai [2] showed that the secrecy

capacity in Wyner’s setup can be increased by adding an unlimited secure (and reliable)

output feedback channel. Noisy feedback over modulo-additive wiretap channels [53] is

another extension of the SKE problem. SKE using correlated sources and a (one-way)

wiretap channel was considered in [48] and [69] independently.
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Our work

Assuming the existence of the above resources lets achieve higher secret-key rates. In

many communication scenarios, however, access to such resources may not be realistic

and it may not be necessarily the best strategy (for maximizing the secret-key rate)

to realize them from existing resources. In this chapter, we investigate SKE in a very

basic setting where Alice and Bob can send messages to each other over noisy channels

that are eavesdropped. This is the scenario that models for instance two devices that

are communicating in a wireless environment and their communication is intercepted by

other devices in the neighborhood.

SKE in a DM setup. We start by describing the SKE problem in a general discrete

memoryless (DM) setup in Section 3.1. We define a DM setup as specific communication

scenario with a set of discrete-alphabet and memoryless resources (See Section 2.2.2)

that can be used as many times as required by the communicants. The performance of

a SKE protocol over a setup is measured in terms of rate, that is the number of key bits

divided by the cost imposed to the resources by the protocol. The cost for a resource is

generally a function of how many times the resource is used. We define the SK capacity

as the highest achievable key rate based on certain security conditions. We also explain

a number of important results on SKE in various setting.

SKE using 2DMWC and TWDMWC. In Section 3.4, we study SKE over a pair of

discrete memoryless wiretap channels (DMWCs) in two directions. We refer to this setup

as 2DMWC. We show lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity in the 2DMWC setup

and derive the capacity for special cases. We notice however two restrictive assumptions

in this study:

(i) Local randomness is freely available to the parties (similar to the previous work).

(ii) The two DMWCs in the two directions are independent.
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The first assumption is not realistic in many SKE scenarios, e.g., when communi-

cating devices with limited/even no access to random sources are available. In practice,

generating randomness with high entropy needs specialized hardware and/or software as

well as access to complex processes that could be hard to obtain specially when devices

with low computational resources are considered. A natural question is then whether

the need for a separate random source can be eliminated. In Section 3.5, we revisit SKE

over 2DMWC removing the first assumption; in other words, considering no randomness

of any kind (independent or correlated) for the parties. The results appreciate the role

of channel noise as a single resource for both purposes of randomness derivation and key

generation at the same time. We show that the setup allows secure SKE even in cases

when the wiretapper’s channels are less noisy than the main channels.

The second assumption does not match for example wireless scenarios where simul-

taneous signal transmission by parties in the two directions can cause superpositions of

the signals and hence affect observations over the channel. In Section 3.6, we remove

the second assumption by studying the two-way discrete memoryless wiretap channel

(TWDMWC) setup, which is a more general communication model. The communicants

can use this property as an advantage to achieve higher secret-key rates by benefiting

from simultaneous transmission to confuse the wiretapper.

From weak to strong capacity. The above study of SKE over noisy channel considers

a weak notion of SK capacity that requires negligible information leakage about the key

to the adversary. Maurer and Wolf [60] suggest an alternative definition to the weak

SK capacity, called strong SK capacity, where the secrecy requires absolutely negligible

information leakage about the key. The authors prove the equality of weak and strong

SK capacities for the early setups in [3, 26, 59, 96]. Whether this equality holds for any

DM setup is not answered in the literature. We show that weak and strong SK capacities

are equal for any DM setup that allows reliable transmission in at least one direction. We
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extend this study to secure message transmission and show that weak and strong secrecy

capacities are equal if the setup allows the sender to use randomness. We provide trivial

counterexamples that show these sufficient conditions are not always necessary for the

equality of the capacities.

Remark 2. For consistency of our results, we assume full-duplex model of communica-

tion in both 2DMWC and TWDMWC setups. In this model, each channel use lets both

Alice and Bob send one symbol over their DMWC, and in each communication round, the

parties send a message of the same length over their DMWC. This communication model

is used to simplify the presentation of our results and to better compare the SK capacity

behavior over different setups. We note that the SKE results over 2DMWC can be easily

adapted to half-duplex communication model, where in each communication round, either

Alice or Bob sends a message (cf. Section 5).

3.1 Secret Key Establishment in a Discrete Memoryless Setup

To establish a secret key over a DM setup S, Alice and Bob follow a SKE protocol Π that

is publicly known to all parties. The SKE protocol Π may generally proceed in multiple

rounds, say t, provided that the communication resources allow interaction between Alice

and Bob. In each communication round 1 ≤ r ≤ t, Alice and Bob (either or both) send

input sequences and/or receive output sequences of symbols through the setup, based on

the ability of their communication resources. We denote the input and output sequences

in round r by X:r
A, X:r

B, Y:r
A, and Y:r

B, respectively. Eve may also receive a sequence of

symbols, denoted by Y:r
E , over the setup. Note that the output sequences by the setup

can be generated by sources or channels in the setup. An input sequence of a party in

round r is calculated as a function of their view of the protocol at the end of round r−1,

which includes the so-far received output sequences (from sources and/or channels). We
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denote by V:r
A, V:r

B, and V:r
E, the views of Alice, Bob, and Eve at the end of round r,

respectively, which can be written as

V:r
A = ||ri=1

(
X:i
A||Y:i

A

)
, V:r

B = ||ri=1

(
X:i
B||Y:i

A

)
, V:r

E = ||ri=1Y
:i
E. (3.1)

When the communication rounds are complete, Alice and Bob use their final views

V iewA = V:t
A and V iewB = V:t

B to calculate SA ∈ S and SB ∈ S, respectively, as estimates

of a shared secret key S over the predefined alphabet S. Eve also uses her V iewE = V:t
E

to obtain information about S.

Figure 3.1 shows how the parties’ views in round t− 1 and t are related to the keys,

calculated by Alice and Bob. For instance, Alice calculates X :t
A based on her view V:t−1

A

as X :t
A = f(V:t−1

A ), where f is a deterministic function. This means that, given V:t−1
A ,

X :t
A is independent of V:t−1

B which implies the Markov chain V:t−1
B ↔ V:t−1

A ↔ X :t
A. In a

similar way, one can derive Markov chains between other sets of variables in a general

SKE protocol.

Figure 3.1: The relationship between variables in a general SKE

We measure the communication efficiency of the protocol Π in terms of its cost over

S, which is defined as the sum of costs it imposes to the resources. In general, we define

the cost for a resource as follows.

Definition 25 (resource cost). The cost function of a resource R, denoted by CostR :

Z≥0 → R≥0, is a non-decreasing function, satisfying CostR(0) = 0, that returns a cost
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value given the number of resource uses. The resource R is called free if the function

CostR is zero for all inputs.

Remark 3. Our work only considers resources R whose cost function is linear and hence

can be specified by a per-use cost value cR, i.e., the cost of using the resource n times is

simply calculated as CostR(n) = ncR. With this assumption, we define cost of a protocol

as follows.

Definition 26 (cost of a protocol). Let the setup S provide the resources R1,R2, . . . ,Rm

with per-use costs cR1, cR2, . . . , cRm, respectively. For a protocol Π that uses the resources

for n1, n2, . . . , nm number of times, respectively, its cost is calculated as

CostSΠ =
m∑
i=1

nicRi. (3.2)

The security of SKE requires the resulting secret key S to be random, reliable, and

secret. The following provides a formal definition of a secure protocol for a given setup.

Definition 27 (Weak SK capacity). For Rsk ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0, a SKE protocol Π over a

setup S is (Rsk, δ)-weakly-secure if there exists a random variable S ∈ S such that the

following holds

Reliability: Pr(SA = SB = S) ≥ 1− δ, (3.3a)

Weak secrecy: I(S;V iewE) ≤ δ, (3.3b)

Randomness: H(S) ≥ CostSΠ(Rsk − δ). (3.3c)

The weak secret key (SK) capacity, CS
wsk, is the largest Rsk such that, for any arbitrarily

small δ > 0, there exists an (Rsk, δ)-weakly-secure SKE protocol.

Remark 4. The above definition of SK capacity matches those in [3,26,59,96]. Maurer

and Wolf [60] notice two weaknesses of this definition. The first is the key randomness:

(3.3c) does not require the key to be even close to uniform. The second weakness is the
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secrecy: (3.3b) requires negligible “rate” of information leakage about the key. Uniformity

is partially addressed in Definition 28.

Definition 28 (Uniform SK capacity). The SKE protocol Π in Definition 27 is called

(Rs, δ)-uniformly-secure if in addition to (3.3a)-(3.3c) it holds that

Uniformity: H(SA) ≥ log |S| − δCostSΠ. (3.4)

The uniform SK capacity, CS
usk, is the largest Rs such that, for any arbitrarily small

δ > 0, there exists an (Rs, δ)-uniformly-secure SKE protocol.

We define strongly-secure protocols that satisfy stronger uniformity and secrecy con-

ditions: (i) the key is perfectly uniform and (ii) the secrecy condition is on total key

information leakage, rather than rate.

Definition 29 (Strong SK capacity). A SKE protocol Π, as in Definition 27, is called

(Rs, δ)-strongly-secure the following holds

Reliability: Pr(SA = SB) ≥ 1− δ, (3.5a)

Strong secrecy: I(SA;V iewE) ≤ δ, (3.5b)

Strong uniformity: H(SA) = log |S| ≥ (Rs − δ)CostSΠ. (3.5c)

The strong SK capacity, CS
ssk, is the largest Rs such that, for any arbitrarily small δ > 0,

there exists an (Rs, δ)-strongly-secure SKE protocol.

In the sequel, we first consider only weak SK capacity and later give a general relation

between weak and strong SK capacities for any DM setup. Throughout if not explicitly

mentioned, by SK capacity, wean mean the weak SK capacity.

3.2 SKE over Existing Setups

The first results on SKE are due to Wyner [96] as well as Csiszár and Körner [26] who con-

sidered secure communication over a noisy wiretap channels. The setup consists of a (one-
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way) discrete memoryless wiretap channel (DMWC), denoted by (XA,YA,YE, PYBYE |XA),

from Alice to Bob and Eve, and a (single) discrete memoryless source (DMS) of random-

ness with uniform distribution for Alice. The channel’s per-use cost equals 1, but the

source is free (zero cost) and can be used unlimitedly many times. This implies that the

total cost of a protocol over the setup equals to the number of channel uses. We refer

to this setup by DMWC. The results in [26, 96] show that the SK capacity of this setup

equals:

CDMWC
wsk = max

WA,XA
[I(WA;YB)− I(WA;YE)] , (3.6)

where WA is a random variable from an arbitrary set such that WA ↔ XA ↔ (YB, YE)

forms a Markov chain. Leung-Yan-Cheong and Hellman [56] proved similar results for

when the DMWC is replaced by a Gaussian wiretap channel (GWC) such that the max-

imum signal transmission power is E0 and the noise powers of Bob’s and Eve’s channels

are ΣB and ΣE, respectively. The SK capacity expression for this setup can be simplified

as

CGWC+DMS
wsk = CB − CE, where CB = 1

2
log(1 + E0

ΣB
) and CE = 1

2
log(1 + E0

ΣE
).(3.7)

Maurer [59], and independently Ahlswede and Csiszár, [3] studied the advantage of

using a public discussion channel (PDC) for SKE. The PDC is a free two-way (wiretap)

channel between Alice ad Bob whose content is noiselessly available to all parties (includ-

ing Eve). The work considers using free public discussion together with free independent

randomness (DMS) and correlated randomness generated for the parties by a discrete

memoryless multiple source (DMMS), denoted by (SA,SB,SE, PSA,SB ,SE). The DMMS

has a per-use cost of 1, implying the cost of a protocol is given by the number of source

uses. We refer to this setup as DMMS+PDC. The tight characterization of the SK ca-

pacity over this setup is unknown in general; however, when the PDC can only be used

in either forward or backward direction (we use PFC and PBC to denote these restricted
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cases of PDC, respectively), the SK capacity equals [3]

CDMMS+PFC
wsk = max

V1A,V2A

[I(V1A;SB|V2A)− I(V1A;SE|V2A)] , (3.8)

CDMMS+PBC
wsk = max

V1B ,V2B

[I(V1B;SA|V2B)− I(V1B;SE|V2B)] , (3.9)

where (V1A, V2A) and (V1B, V2B) are independent pairs of random variables from arbitrary

sets, satisfying the Markov chains V2A ↔ V1A ↔ SA ↔ (SB, SE) and V2B ↔ V1B ↔ SB ↔

(SA, SE). In the case of PDC, which can be used in both directions, the SK capacity is

bounded as [3, 59]

max
(
CDMMS+PFC
wsk , CDMMS+PBC

wsk

)
≤ CDMMS+PDC

wsk ≤ I(SA;SB|SE), (3.10)

and it is shown that the lower bound is not tight. Similar results have been derived for

when the DMMS is replaced by the DMWC (XA,YA,YE, PYBYE |XA) from Alice to Bob

and Eve, where the SK capacity is bounded as

max
(
CDMWC+PFC
wsk , CDMWC+PBC

wsk

)
≤ CDMWC−PDC

wsk ≤ maxXA I(XA;YB|YE), (3.11)

where CDMWC+PFC
wsk = maxWA,XA [I(WA;YB)− I(WA;YE)] , and

CDMWC+PBC
wsk = maxWB ,XB [I(WB;XA)− I(WB;YE)] .

where the lower bound maximization is conditioned on the Markov chains WA ↔ XA ↔

(YB, YE) and WB ↔ YB ↔ (XA, YE). Csiszár and Narayan [28] considered a more

restricted version of DMMS+PFC where the public forward channel is limited in rate

(hence LFPC in brief); in precise, the number of source uses and public channel uses

should be equal and furthermore, in each channel use, at most R bits of information

can be transmitted. This restriction is made because in real-life communication channels

are limited in the amount of information they can transmit reliably (per channel-use)

and this imposes a cost on the resource. In this case, the SK capacity is obtained by

modifying (3.8) as below.
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CDMMS+LPFC
wsk = max

V1A,V2A

[I(V1A;SB|V2A)− I(V1A;SE |V2A) s.t. I(V1A;SA|SB) ≤ R] . (3.12)

Khisti et al. [48] as well as Prabhakaran et al. [69] studied a variant of SKE when the

parties are provided with a DMMS and a DMWC from Alice to Bob and Eve. It was

again assumed that parties have free access to independent uniform randomness. The

motivation is that in many communication scenarios, (noiseless) public channels are real-

ized by error correction over noisy channels (possibly with leakage). It is thus interesting

to determine when noiseless channel realization is or is not optimal. Assuming per-use

costs of 1 for each of the resources, one obtains the cost of using the DMMS+DMWC

setup by adding the total number of channel and source uses. The results of [48,69] show

the following lower bounds on the SK capacity in this setup.

CDMMS+DMWC
wsk ≥ max

µ,VA,W2A,W1A,XA

[
µRDMMS + [RDMWC ]+

1 + µ
s.t. I(W1A;YB) > µI(VA;SA|SB)

]
,(3.13)

where

RDMMS = I(VA;SB)− I(VA;SE), and RDMWC = I(W1A;YB |W2A)− I(W1A;YE |W2A). (3.14)

The key rates RDMMS and RDMWC denote the number of key bits achieved (on average)

from each source and channel use, respectively, and µ denotes the ratio between the

number of source uses to channel uses. When the DMMS does not have an ouput for

Eve (i.e., SE = ∅), the following upper bound on the SK capacity has been derived [48]

CDMMS+DMWC
sk ≤ max

µ,VA,XA

[
µ
I(VA;SB) + I(XA;YB |YE)

1 + µ
s.t. I(X;Y ) > µI(VA;SA|SB)

]
. (3.15)
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3.3 Basic primitives for SKE

In this chapter, we prove our lower bounds on the SK capacity in different setups by

showing the existence of SKE protocols with certain key rates. Random coding arguments

and the concept of typicality are primary tools for such proof. In Chapter 2, we defined

typical sequences as those whose occurrence probability is close to a typical probability

based on a given distribution. In the following, we slightly extend this to bipartite typical

sequences which are concatenation of two subsequences and their occupance probability

is close to a typical probability based on two given distributions. We define bipartite

typical and bipartite jointly-typical sequences as follows.

Definition 30. A sequence xN = (un||td) is an (ε, n)-bipartite typical sequence with

respect to the probability distribution pair (PU , PT ), iff

| − 1

N
logP (xN)− nH(U) + dH(T )

N
| < ε, where (3.16)

P (xN) =
N∏
i=1

P (xi) =
n∏
i=1

PU(ui)×
d∏
i=1

PT (ti).

Definition 31. A pair of sequences (xN , yN) = ((un||td), (u′n||t′d)) is an (ε, n)-bipartite

jointly typical pair of sequences with respect to the probability distribution pair (PU,U ′(u, u
′),

PT,T ′(t, t
′)), iff xN and yN are (ε, n)-bipartite typical sequences with respect to the marginal

probability distribution pairs (PU(u), PT (t)) and (PU ′(u
′), P ′T (t′)), respectively, and

| − 1

N
logP (xN , yN)− nH(U,U ′) + dH(T, T ′)

N
| < ε, where (3.17)

P (xN , yN) =
N∏
i=1

P (xi, yi) =
n∏
i=1

PU,U ′(ui, u
′
i)×

d∏
i=1

PT,T ′(ti, t
′
i).

The set A
(N,n)
ε is the set of all (ε, n)-bipartite jointly typical pairs of sequences (xN , yN) =

((un||td), (u′n||t′d)) with respect to the probability distribution pair (PU,U ′(u, u
′), PT,T ′(t, t

′)).

The following lemma extends the result of Lemma 3 for bipartite joint-typicality.
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Lemma 10 (Joint AEP for bipartite sequences). Let (XN , Y N) = ((Un||T d), (U ′n||T ′d))

be a pair of bipartite random sequences of length N , (each part) drawn i.i.d. according to

the distribution pair (PU,U ′(u, u
′), PT,T ′(t, t

′)). Then, for large enough n and d, we have

1. Pr((XN , Y N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε )→ 1

2. (1− ε)2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)−Nε ≤ |A(N,n)
ε | ≤ 2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)+Nε

3. If X̃N and Ỹ N are independent with the same marginal distributions as

P (xN , yN), i.e., (X̃N , Ỹ N) is generated according to the distribution P (xN)P (yN),

then

Pr((X̃N , Ỹ N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε ) ≤ 2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)+3Nε. (3.18)

Pr((X̃N , Ỹ N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε ) ≥ (1− ε)2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)−3Nε. (3.19)

Proof. Appendix A.1.1.

In the following, we introduce secure block code and secure equipartition as two fun-

damental primitives that we use in our SKE protocol constructions. We define a secure

block code for a DMWC as the composition of a block code (see Definition 23) and a key

derivation function. A secure block code can be used by two parties, connected through

a DMWC, to establish a secret key.

Definition 32. An (n,M,K, ε)-secure block code, with K ≤M , for the DMWC (X ,Y ,Z,

PY Z|X) consists of an (n,M, ε)-block code Enc/Dec for the DMC (X ,Y , PY |X), and a

key derivation function φsk : [M ] → [K], such that for uniformly chosen B ∈ [M ] and

S = φs(B), it holds that I(S;Zn) ≤ ε log(K).

Although the above definition of a secure block code as a primitive is new to the

literature, the work on secure message transmission or key agreement over one-way

DMWCs [26, 96] implicitly studies the existence of such a primitive. For instance, one
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can send a message S ∈ [K] using a secure block code (defined as above), by randomly

choosing a codeword in φ−1
s (S) and sending it over the channel. The receiver decodes

the codeword and applies φs to obtain the secure message. The results in [26, 96] let

us conclude the following lemma. For completeness we give a proof of the lemma in

Appendix A.1.2.

Lemma 11. Let (W1,W2, X, Y, Z) be such that W2 ↔ W1 ↔ X ↔ (Y, Z) is a Markov

chain. Also let Rc < I(W1;Y ), Rsc ≤ I(W1;Y |W2) − I(W1;Z|W2). When Rc, Rsc 6=

0, for large enough n, there exists an (n,M,K, ε)-secure block code for the DMWC

(X ,Y ,Z, PY Z|X) with ε-typical codewords ci ∈ X n such that M = b2nRcc, K = b2nRscc,

and ε = (2Rc + 1)/Rsc2
n(Rc−I(W1;Y )) → 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.1.2.

Lemma 11 indicates that, for the above DMWC, there exists a secure block code

that achieves key rates up to I(W1;Y |W2) − I(W1;Z|W2). In the following, we extend

this result by showing that there are sufficiently many secure block codes such that any

Xn ∈ X n as input to the channel belongs to at least one of them, with high probability.

Lemma 12. Let (W1,W2, X, Y, Z), Rc, and Rsc be as in Lemma 11, and R′ > H(X)−

Rc. For large enough n, there exist N (not necessarily disjoint) (n,M,K, ε)-secure block

codes for the DMWC (X ,Y ,Z, PY Z|X) with ε-typical codewords, such that M = b2nRcc,

K = b2nRscc, N = b2nR′c, and ε = (2Rc + 1)/Rsc2
n(Rc−I(W1;Y )) → 0; furthermore, the

probability that a randomly selected ε-typical sequence Xn ∈ X n belongs to at least one of

the secure-block codes is at least 1− e−γ, where γ = 2n(R′+Rc−H(X)−ε) →∞.

Proof. See Appendix A.1.3.

A secure equipartition is an extension of equipartition (see Definition 19) for random-

ness extraction over a DMWC that ensures the derived randomness is not only indepen-
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dent of the input but also independent of Eve’s received sequence. In other words, Eve

is uncertain about the extracted random variable.

Definition 33. An (Γ, ε)-secure equipartition of C ⊆ Yn w.r.t. c ∈ X n over the DMWC

(X ,Y ,Z, PY Z|X) is a function ψ : C → [Γ] ∪ {⊥} such that when Xn is input to the

channel and Y n and Zn are the outputs, it holds that Pr(ψ(Y n) = j|Xn = c) is the same

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ Γ, Pr(ψ(Y n) = ⊥|Xn = c) ≤ ε, and furthermore,

I(ψ(Y n);Zn|Xn = c) ≥ (1− ε) log(Γ). (3.20)

The following lemma shows the existence of a secure equipartition over the DMWC

that achieves randomness rates up to H(Y |XZ) bits per channel use.

Lemma 13. For any PX , typical c ∈ X n, C ⊆ Yn of size less than 2nH(Y ), Rse <

H(Y |XZ), and large enough n, there exists a (Γ, ε)-secure equipartition for the DMWC

(X ,Y ,Z, PY Z|X) such that Γ = b2nRsec and

ε =
3I(Y ;X,Z)h(ε′)

H(Y |XZ)− ε′
→ 0, where ε′ = 2n(Rse−H(Y |XZ)).

Proof. See Appendix A.1.4.

3.4 SKE in the 2DMWC Setup

The 2DMWC setup 1 consists of a pair of discrete and memoryless wiretap channels in the

two directions between Alice and Bob. There is a forward DMWC (XA,YA,YfE, PYBYfE |XA)

from Alice to Bob and Eve, and a backward DMWC and (XB,YA,YbE, PYAYbE |XA) from

Bob to Alice and Eve. The DMWCs are independent, i.e., a channel’s input does not

affect the other channel’s outputs. See Figure 3.2. We assume that the parties are pro-

vided with free access to local (independent) randomness. We also assume full-duplex

1The results of this section have been published in proceedings of the International Symposium on
Information Theory and its Applications (ISITA), 2010 [6, 7].
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communication model when in each 2DMWC use with cost of 1, both parties can send

one symbol over their channels.

Figure 3.2: The 2DMWC setup.

Although the 2DMWC setup has not been consider for SKE before, solutions to SKE

over 2DMWC can rely on existing results in Section 3.2.

(i) One approach to establish a shared key over a 2DMWC is key transport: Either

Alice or Bob chooses a random secret key and sends it in a secure and reliable way

over forward or backward DMWC, respectively. This implies a lower bound on the

SK capacity of a 2DMWC that equals the maximum of the SK capacities of forward

and backward DMWCs.

(ii) Another approach is to use the 2DMWC to realize a DMMS and a (limited rate)

public channel, whose SK capacity is given by (3.12): The DMMS can be real-

ized by either party (Alice or Bob) sending an independent identically distributed

(i.i.d.) random sequence over their channel, where the other party and Eve receive

correlated noisy versions. The public channel in forward/backward direction is real-

ized by using a capacity-achieving error correction code over the forward/backward

DMWC. The rate limit for a DMWC (used as a public channel) equals its capacity

for reliable transmission, i.e., R = maxX I(X;Y ). Depending on which channel is

used to create the DMMS and which channel is used to create the public channel,
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four possible cases of DMMS and public channel are realized. The lower bound

attained by this approach is the maximum of the four SK rates achieved by these

four realizations.

The above approaches to SKE over 2DMWC result in positive SK rates in many

scenarios; however, they do not always lead to the best achievable rate. Note that

channel noise is a potential resource for secrecy and removing it via error-correction

coding may sometimes decrease the key rate. Higher SK rates can be achieved by taking

into consideration channel noise in both DMWCs. Using the 2DMWC, one can realize the

DMMS+DMWC setup by leaving one DMWC as is and creating a DMMS by having an

i.i.d. sequence transmitted the other DMWC. This lower bound on the SK capacity can

be obtained by directly applying the expression of (3.13). For the sake of completeness,

we prove the lower bound by proposing a two-round channel coding construction, and

proving that it achieves the rate.

3.4.1 SK capacity: lower bound

Let the RVs (XA, YB, YfE) and (XB, YA, YbE) be consistent with the channel distributions

PYB ,YfE |XA and PYA,YbE |XB , respectively. Let VA, VB, (W1A,W2A), and (W1B,W2B) be

independent random variables from arbitrary sets, that satisfy the following Markov

chains:

VA ↔ YA ↔ (XB, YbE) and W2A ↔ W1A ↔ XA ↔ (YB, YfE), (3.21a)

VB ↔ YB ↔ (XA, YfE) and W2B ↔ W1B ↔ XB ↔ (YA, YbE). (3.21b)
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Theorem 3. Taking the above variables and letting

Rscf−1 = I(VB;XA)− I(VB;YfE), (3.22a)

Rscf = I(W1A;YB|W2A)− I(W1A;YfE|W2A), (3.22b)

Rscb−1 = I(VA;XB)− I(VA;YbE), (3.22c)

Rscb = I(W1B;YA|W2B)− I(W1B;YbE|W2B), (3.22d)

the secret-key capacity is lower bounded as

C2DMWC
wsk ≥ Lbnd2DMWC

sk

4
= max

µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB ,W2A,W2B ,W1A,W1B

{Lbnd1 + Lbnd2}, (3.23)

where

Lbnd1 =
µRscf−1 + [Rscb]+

1 + µ
s. t. I(W1B;YA) > µI(VB;YB|XA), (3.24)

Lbnd2 =
µRscb−1 + [Rscf ]+

1 + µ
s. t. I(W1A;YB) > µI(VA;YA|XB). (3.25)

Proof. Appendix A.2.

Notes about the lower bound. The SKE protocol proceeds in two independent and parallel

instances: instance 1 that is initiated by Alice in round 1 and finished by Bob in round 2

and instance 2 where the communication is in the opposite direction. While the detailed

protocol description is given is Appendix A.2, we give a brief explanation of instance 1.

Alice sends a random sequence XA over the forward channel, where Bob and Eve receive

YB and YfE, respectively. Bob obtains V by inputting YB to the DMC (YA,V , PV |YB),

and then finds (IB, JB) such that V = Enc′JB(IB), i.e., the IA-th codeword in the JA-th

secure block code over the inverse forward DMWC. In the second round, Bob sends back

to Alice the code index JB together with some fresh randomness UB in a secure way

via a secure block codeword XB = Enc(JB, UB); Alice and Eve receive YA and YbE,

respectively. Alice first decodes (JB, UB) = Dec(YA) and then uses the knowledge of JB
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to decode IB = Dec′JB(XA). Now that both parties have shared (IB, JB, UB), they apply

the key derivation function in their secure block codes to derive secret keys.

The lower bound expression (3.23) is obtained by maximizing the sum of two key

rates Lbnd1 and Lbnd2 which are achieved by instances 1 and 2 of the SKE protocol. On

the following, we explain how expression (3.24) for Lbnd1 is obtained (Lbnd2 in (3.25) can

be discussed similarly). The key rate Lbnd1 is a weighted average of the two quantities

Rscf−1 and Rscb, which indicate the secure transmission rates over the inverse forward

and the backward DMWCs, achieved in the first and the second communication rounds,

respectively. The parameter µ shows the ratio between the number of DMWC channel

uses in the first and the second round. The condition I(W1B;YA) > µI(VB;YB|XA)

implies that the backward channel should have enough reliability capacity so that Bob

can send error-correcting information to remove Alice’s uncertainty about what he has

received through the forward channel.

3.4.2 SK capacity: upper bound

While the lower bound in Theorem 3 is achieved by a two round protocol, a general key

establishment protocol may consist of many rounds. Each communication round can

contribute to the shared key between the two parties at the cost of channel uses of that

round. Theorem 4 gives an upper bound on the key rate achievable by any protocol with

any number of communication rounds.

Theorem 4. The SK capacity of the 2DMWC is upper bounded as

C2DMWC
wsk ≤ Ubnd2DMWC

sk

4
= max

XA,XB
[I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE)] (3.26)

Proof. The expression (3.26) falls as a special case of the upper bound (3.65) on the SK

capacity for the TWDMWC setup, which is proved in Appendix A.12.
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Notes about the upper bound. The expression (3.26) is the only known upper bound on

the SK capacity in the 2DMWC setup. The upper bound however is not a tight. To

see this, consider the case where the forward DMWC has zero secrecy capacity and the

backward channel from Bob to Alice is fully noisy, i.e., it cannot transmit even a single

bit of information reliably to Alice. In this case, the SK capacity clearly equals to that of

the one-way forward DMWC [26], which equals zero. However, the upper bound (3.26)

results in maxXA [I(XA;YB|YfE)] (since I(XB;YA|YbE) = 0 for all distributions XB) which

can remain positive in many cases.

The upper bound (3.26) equals the sum of two terms, maxXA I(XA;YB|YfE) and

maxXB I(XB;YA|YbE), each of which is calculated independently using the forward and

the backward channel probability distributions, respectively. Rephrasing the upper

bound as

Ubnd2DMWC
sk = max

µ≥0,XA,XB

[
µI(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE)

1 + µ

]
,

shows that the gap between our lower and upper bounds come from the conditions on µ

in the lower bound. One may argue that the upper bound expression can be improved

by deriving conditions on the channel use ratio µ in a general SKE protocol. Improving

the upper bound remains an interesting open question.

While the two bounds are not tight in general, they coincide in certain cases. In what

follows, we give our results on physically degraded channels which is as special case where

the lower and upper bound coincide and the SK capacity is known.

Remark 5. As noted earlier in Remark 2, the above lower and upper bounds are given

for SK capacity in full-duplex communication model, rather than a half-duplex. In the

former, a channel use with the cost of 1 involves both Alice and Bob to send one symbol

over their DMWCs, whereas in the latter, each channel use allows only either of the two

parties to send a symbol. It is easy to show that for a half duplex communication model
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the bounds are obtained by replacing (3.23) and 3.26 by

C2DMWC
wsk ≥ max

µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB ,W2A,W2B ,W1A,W1B

{Lbnd1 , Lbnd2}, and

C2DMWC
wsk ≤ max

XA,XB
[I(XA;YB|YfE) , I(XB;YA|YbE)] .

3.4.3 Physically degraded 2DMWC

A physically degraded DMWC is a special case of a DMWC where the adversary always

receives a degraded version of what the receiver observes through the channel. Wyner’s

“wiretap channel” [96] which has founded this line of research is a physically degraded

DMWC. Physically degraded channels can be formally shown by a Markov chain relation

between the input/ouput variables of the channel.

Definition 34 (pd-2DMWC). The DMWC (XA,YA,YE, PYB ,YE |XA) is called physically

degraded in obverse (resp. reverse) order if XA ↔ YB ↔ YE (resp. XA ↔ YE ↔ YB)

forms a Markov chain. A pd-2DMWC is a 2DMWC whose DMWCs are physically

degraded (either in obverse or reverse order).

Figure 3.3: 2DMWC with physically degraded channels (pd-2DMWC).

The following proposition shows the SK capacity in the case of pd-2DMWC. A

2DMWC is called physically degraded (pd-2DMWC) if both its DMWCs are physically

degraded. See Figure 3.3.
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Proposition 1. For the pd-2DMWC with channels (XA,YA,YfE, PYB ,YfE |XA) and (XA,YA,

YbE, PYB ,YbE |XA), the SK capacity equals

Cpd−2DMWC
wsk = max

XA,XB
[I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE)] .

and this capacity can be achieved by a one-round SKE protocol.

Proof. Appendix A.3.

3.4.4 Stochastically degraded 2DMWC

For pd-2DMWCs, the lower and the upper bounds coincide and the capacity is achieved

by a one-round SKE protocol. This implies that interaction over a pd-2DMWC can-

not increase the SKE rate. However, this is not generally true for a 2DMWC that has

stochastically degraded, instead of physically degraded, wiretap channels. In communi-

cation setups that do not offer interactive communication [26, 28, 48, 69], physically and

stochastically degraded wiretap channels are equivalent in terms of the secret-key capac-

ity. For the 2DMWC setup in which interactive communication is permitted, the upper

bound in (3.26) does not necessarily coincide with the lower bound in (3.23).

In the following, we consider a special class of 2DMWC where each DMWC is stochas-

tically degraded with independent channels. We refer to this setup as sd-2DMWC. Two

important classes of stochastically degraded channels with independent components are

binary symmetric wiretap channels and Gaussian wiretap channels. Although the results

of this section are given for discrete channels, they can be easily extended to continuous

memoryless channels.

Definition 35 (sd-2DMWC). The DMWC (XA,YA,YE, PYB ,YE |XA), is stochastically de-

graded in obverse (resp. reverse) order if there exist two RVs ỸB and ỸE such that

XA ↔ ỸB ↔ ỸE (resp. XA ↔ ỸE ↔ ỸB) forms a Markov chain and for all x ∈ XA,
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y ∈ YA, and y′ ∈ YE:

PXA,YB(x, y) = PXA,ỸB(x, y), PXA,YE(x, y′) = PX,ỸE(x, y′).

It consists of independent channels if PYB ,YE |XA = PYB |XA .PYE |XA. A sd-2DMWC is a

2DMWC whose DMWCs are stochastically degraded (either in obverse or reverse order),

and each consists of independent channels.

For this setup, the lower bound expression can be simplified to contain fewer axillary

variables; this makes much easier the maximization problem in calculating the lower

bound. The expressions (3.28) and (3.29) do not contain the RVs W1A,W2A,W1B and

W2B (3.24) and (3.25).

Proposition 2. The SK capacity in the sd-2DMWC setup is lower bounded as

Csd−2DMWC
wsk ≥ max

µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB
{Lbnd′1 + Lbnd′2}, (3.27)

where the random variables follow the Markov chains (3.21), and

Lbnd′1 =
µI(VB ;XA|YfE) + [I(XB ;YB)− I(XB ;YbB)]+

1 + µ
s.t. I(XB ;YA) > µI(VB ;YB |XA), (3.28)

Lbnd′2 =
µI(VA;XB |YbE) + [I(XA;YA)− I(XA;YfB)]+

1 + µ
s.t. I(XA;YB) > µI(VA;YA|XB). (3.29)

Proof. Appendix A.4.

The following theorem gives a tight characterization of the SK capacity under the

condition that one of the parties can only send only i.i.d variables. This capacity is

achieved by a two-round protocol. An example of such a scenario is when a base station

wants to establish keys with several users in different locations. The offline computation

power of the base station is high but its realtime computation power is limited. So, the

base station sends i.i.d. variables in realtime and stores the received variables from all

other nodes in all communication rounds. Next, it calculates the common keys with each
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user from the stored information in the offline mode. Our study of the above scenario

provides a solution to this problem.

Theorem 5. When one of the legitimate parties can only send i.i.d. variables, the lower

bound in (3.27) is tight and the SK capacity is achieved by a two-round protocol.

Proof. Appendix A.5.

Remark 6. In the above study of secret key establishment via interactive communication,

we have made two restrictive assumptions: (i) uniform local randomness is freely available

to the parties (similar to [26, 96] and the followup work) and (ii) the two DMWCs work

independently of each other. In the next two sections, we revisit the above work by

removing either of the two assumptions.

3.4.5 Comparing the bounds for binary channels

We consider a special case of 2DMWC, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where each DMWC

consists of two binary symmetric channels (BSCs), one from the sender to the legitimate

receiver (referred to as the main channel) with bit error probability pm, and one from

the sender to Eve (referred to as eavesdropping channel) with bit error probability pe.

We refer to this setting as 2BSWC. The binary noise variables in the main forward,

main backward, eavesdropping forward, and eavesdropping backward channels are all

independent and are respectively denoted by Nm,f , Ne,f , Nm,b and Ne,b, i.e.,

YB = XA +Nm,f , YfE = XA +Ne,f , (3.30)

YA = XB +Nm,b, YbE = XB +Ne,b. (3.31)

Recall that the 2BSWC setup falls into the class of stochastically degraded 2DMWC

with independent channels (sd-2DMWC), defined in Section 3.4.4. We apply the results
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Figure 3.4: 2DMWC with independent BSCs (2BSWC).

of Proposition 2 and Theorem 4 to this case and obtain lower and upper bounds on the

SK capacity.

Remark 7. Throughout, for probability values 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, we denote the error proba-

bility in the cascade of two BSCs with error probabilities x and y by x ? y = x+ y− 2xy.

The following lemma indicates the the cascade of any two BSCs is noisier than both.

Lemma 14. For any real values 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, we have

|x ? y − 0.5| ≤ min{|x− 0.5|, |y − 0.5|}, and (3.32)

h(x ? y) ≥ max{h(x), h(y)}. (3.33)

Proof. See Appendix A.13.

Lemma 15. The SK capacity for 2BSWC is bounded from below and above as

2
(

(1− h(pm))[h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)] + h(pm)[h(pe)− h(pm)]+

)
≤ C2BSWC

wsk ≤ 2[h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)].(3.34)

Proof. See Appendix A.6.

In Fig. 3.5, we graph the behavior of the two bounds with respect to pm and pe,

i.e., the main and the eavesdropping channels’ error probabilities. Fig. 3.5(a) compares

the rates for various values of pm when pe = 0.1. The lower and the upper bounds only

coincide at the highest rate and the lowest rate. These correspond to the cases where
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Figure 3.5: The changes in the bound values with respect to the error probabilities.

the main channels are noiseless or fully noisy, respectively. Fig. 3.5(b) compares the

rates for various values of pe when pm = 0.1. Again the bounds only coincide when

Eve’s channels are noiseless or fully noisy. The former implies impossibility of SKE and

the latter depicts a pure common randomness generation scenario, i.e., a special case of

SKE when no information is leaked to the adversary; hence, the SK rate equals the main

channel reliability capacity.

3.5 SKE in the 2DMWC Setup without local randomness

In this section 2 , we revisit SKE in the 2DMWC setup when Alice and Bob have neither

independent nor correlated randomness initially, i.e., they can only use fixed hardwired

constant strings, such as identification strings that are publicly known, and there is no

other resource for randomness except channel noise. We refer to this setup by 2DMWC−r

and its SK capacity by C2DMWC−r

wsk . We start by discussing special cases of interest where

SKE is impossible, and then argue the possibility of SKE via a simple construction for

binary symmetric channels that achieves some rates of secret key. We derive general

lower-bound and upper-bound expressions for the SK capacity of 2DMWC without ran-

2The results of this section have been published in the proceedings of Advances in Cryptology–
EUROCRYPT 2011 [10] and the proceedings of Foundations and Practice of Security (FPS) 2011 [9].
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domness, and discuss their relationship for the case of binary symmetric channels.

3.5.1 Impossibility cases

It is clear that a SKE protocol is expected to result in a key that is random; therefore,

with no local randomness and only using public channels, the task is impossible. This ob-

servation is true even in the computational setting, e.g., the Diffie-Hellman key exchange

protocol [32] where Eve has limited (polynomially bounded) computational power. This

is true because all parameters in the system are deterministic, and Eve can execute the

same algorithms as Alice and Bob to derive the final key. This shows once more that

using error correcting codes to remove noise can limit cryptographers in designing secure

systems.

Although the existence of channel noise is a necessary condition for SKE without

local randomness, it is not sufficient. For instance, SKE over a one-way DMWC [26, 96]

becomes impossible when no randomness is available for the parties. Irrespective of

the protocol, Alice will never have a single bit of randomness in her view and, without

randomness, she cannot have a secret key. This gives that without local randomness the

SK capacity of a one-way DMWC equals zero. This result holds true even if parties are

additionally connected by a public discussion channel (PDC) [3,59]. Although Alice can

receive random data through the public channel, her view of the protocol is completely

known to Eve. Eve can simply follow Alice’s deterministic steps of calculating the key,

and this render’s the key insecure. So the SK capacity remains zero.

The above cases can be viewed as special cases of 2DMWC. Recall that in the previous

section, we could achieve positive SK rates by realizing a one-way DMWC with/without

public discussion from a 2DMWC and running known SKE protocols on them. By

removing the assumption of local randomness the achievable key rate collapses to zero.
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3.5.2 A simple SKE construction for binary symmetric channels

Consider the 2BSWC setup of Figure 3.4, which includes four independent binary sym-

metric channels (BSCs): main channels with bit error probability pm and eavesdropping

channels with bit error probability pe. Assume that Alice has an all-zero sequence of

length m, a = 0m. We describe a two-round construction that uses the following primi-

tives to establish a secret key between Alice and Bob.

Randomness extraction (see Section 2.3.2). This step allows the parties to derive uniform

randomness from the channel output with non-uniform (biased) distribution. We use the

von Neumann extractor [93] that takes a Bernoulli sequence Y = (Y1Y2, Y3Y4, . . . , Yq−1Yq)

of even length q and returns a uniformly distributed output as follows. It first divides

the input sequence into q/2 pairs of bits and uses the following mapping on each pair

00→ Λ, 01→ 0, 10→ 1, 11→ Λ,

where Λ indicates no output. The output sequence is the concatenation of the mapped

bits. This extractor is computationally efficient and the output bits are independently

and uniformly distributed. Although the von Neumann extractor does not return a fixed-

length output, we can convert it to a fixed-length extractor Ext : {0, 1}q → {0, 1}l∪{⊥}

that derives an l-bit uniform string from an q-bit Bernoulli sequence. The Ext function

runs the von Neumann extractor on the q-bit sequence Y. If the output length is less l,

it returns ⊥; otherwise, it returns the first l bits of the output. The probability that for

an q-bit Bernoulli sequence (with P (Yi) = p), Ext returns ⊥ equals

Pr(Errext) =
l−1∑
i=0

( q
2

i

)
(2p(1− p))i (1− 2p(1− p))

q
2
−i . (3.35)

Error-correction coding (see Section 2.3.3). Error-correcting codes are used to provide

reliable transmission over the noisy channels, so that Alice and Bob can come up with

shared randomness. For this purpose, we assume we have a capacity achieving binary
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block code Encb/Decb that can correct up to t = b(n − k)/2c bit errors over the BSC,

where k and n indicate the message length and the code length, respectively. When used

over a BSC with error probability p, the decoding error probability of such a code equals

the probability that the number of errors is greater than t, i.e.,

Pr(Errenc) ≥ Pr(nerr > t) =
n∑

i=t+1

(
n

i

)
pi (1− p)n−i. (3.36)

Privacy amplification (see Section 2.3.2). This step lets Alice and Bob convert their

shared randomness to a secure key. Here, we use use a universal family of computationally

efficient hash functions, described as follows [95]

H = {hc : GF (2k)→ {0, 1}κ, c ∈ GF (2k)},

where hc(x) returns the first κ bits of c.x, and the multiplication is over the polynomial

representation of GF (2k).

Protocol description. Using the above primitives, the SKE protocol proceeds as fol-

lows. Alice sends her constant sequence XA = a = (0)q over the forward DMWC. Bob and

Eve receive the q-sequences YA and YfE (q is even). Bob views this as an q-bit Bernoulli

sequence, YA = (YA,1, . . . , YA,q), with P (YA,i = 1) = pm and finds U = Ext(YA). If

U = ⊥, the error Errext occurs; otherwise, Bob splits the l-bit U into two indepen-

dent and uniform k-bit sequences U1 and U2, where k = l/2. He calculates the n-bit

codewords X1B = Encb(U1) and X2B = Encb(U2) and sends them over the backward

DMWC; Alice and Eve receive (Y1A,Y2A) and (Y1bE,Y2bE), respectively. Alice calcu-

lates the k-sequences Û1 = Dec(Y1A) and Û2 = Dec(Y2A). The error event Errenc1

(resp. Errenc2) occurs when Û1 6= U1 (resp. Û2 6= U2). Next, Alice and Bob use univer-

sal hashing for privacy amplification, i.e., to derive keys that are secure against Eve. The

secret key is S = hC(U1) where C = U2. Bob calculates SB = S and Alice calculates

SA = hĈ(Û1) where Ĉ = Û2.
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Randomness, reliability, and secrecy. The above protocol provides Alice and Bob

with κ uniformly random bits of key. The rate of key establishment is calculated as

the number of the key bits divided by the number of channel uses, i.e., Rsk = κ
q+2n

.

Regarding reliability (3.3a), we observe that SA = SB = S holds if none of the errors

Errext, Errenc1, and Errenc2 occurs. This gives

Pr(SA = SB = S) ≥ 1− Pr(Errext)− Pr(Errenc1)− Pr(Errenc2), (3.37)

where Pr(Errext), Pr(Errenc1) = Pr(Errenc2) are obtained from (3.35) and (3.36) for

p = pm, respectively. For an arbitrarily small δ > 0, we can, for instance, choose the

parameters q, l, n, and k = l/2 such that each of the above error probabilities is at most

δ/3 and so (3.3a) is satisfied. The secrecy property (3.3b) is proved as follows. We first

obtain the entropy term H(U1|Y1bE) as

H(U1|Y1bE) = H(U1)−H(Y1bE) +H(Y1bE|U1) ≥ k − n(1− h(pe)). (3.38)

Since the channels are memoryless, asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) (see, e.g.,

[23, Chapter 3]) gives the equality of the Rényi entropy H2(U1|Y1bE = y) with Shannon

entropy as in (3.38). Using Lemma 5 with X = (U1|Y1bE = y) and κ0 = k−n(1−h(pe))

proves the following:

H(S|Y1bE,Y2bE,YfE)
(a)
= H(S|Y1bE,Y2bE) ≥ H(S|Y1bE,U2)

= H(S|Y1bE, C)
(b)

≥ κ− 2κ−κ0

ln 2

⇒ I(S; Y1bE,Y2bE,YfE) ≤ H(S)δ, (3.39)

where δ = 2κ−κ0

κ ln 2
. Equality (a) holds since the randomness in YfE comes only from

Eve’s BSC noise that is independent of all the variables including (S,Y1bE,Y2bE), and

inequality (b) follows from Lemma 5. For an arbitrarily small δ > 0, we can choose the

parameters k ,n and κ such that (3.39) holds.
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δ n k l q Rsk

10−2 458 330 660 5430 0.0158

10−3 508 358 716 5590 0.0151

10−4 560 388 776 5730 0.0146

Table 3.1: SKE construction parameters with respect to δ for κ = 100.

Table 3.1 shows the construction parameters for SKE over binary symmetric channels

with pm = 0.1 and pe = 0.2 when the secret key length is κ = 100 and the security

parameter δ has different values. According to this table, the achievable SK rate by this

construction is about Rsk = 0.015. Considering the full-duplex communication model,

Alice and Bob can follow another run of the above with Bob as the initiator without

affecting the cost over the setup. This will double the secret key rate by this construction

to around 0.03 bit per 2DMWC use.

The aim of giving this construction is to show the feasibility of efficient SKE with no

initial randomness. The construction is simple and computationally efficient; however, it

is not optimal in term of secret key rate. In the next section, we derive a lower bound

on the SK capacity that is achieved more optimal multi-round SKE protocol.

3.5.3 SK capacity: lower bound

Let the RVs (XA, YB, YfE) and (XB, YA, YbE) be consistent with the channel distributions

PYB ,YfE |XA and PYA,YbE |XB , respectively. Also let VA, VB, (W1A,W2A), and (W1B,W2B) be

independent random variables from arbitrary sets, that satisfy Markov chains

VA ↔ YA ↔ (XB, YbE) and W2A ↔ W1A ↔ XA ↔ (YB, YfE), (3.40a)

VB ↔ YB ↔ (XA, YfE) and W2B ↔ W1B ↔ XB ↔ (YA, YbE). (3.40b)
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Theorem 6. Taking the above variables and letting

Rscf−1 = I(VB;XA)− I(VB;YfE), (3.41a)

Rscf = I(W1A;YB|W2A)− I(W1A;YfE|W2A), (3.41b)

Rscb−1 = I(VA;XB)− I(VA;YbE), (3.41c)

Rscb = I(W1B;YA|W2B)− I(W1B;YbE|W2B), (3.41d)

the SK capacity of the 2DMWC−r is lower bounded as

C2DMwC−r

wsk ≥ max
µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB ,W2A,W2B ,W1A,W1B

{Lbnd−rA + Lbnd−rB }, (3.42)

where

Lbnd−rA =
1

1 + µ

(
µRscf−1 + γ1[Rscb]+

)
, (3.43)

Lbnd−rB =
1

1 + µ
(µRscb−1 + γ2[Rscf ]+) , (3.44)

for

γ1 = min{1, I(VA;YA|XB, YbE) + µ(I(VA;YA|XB)−H(XA))

I(W1A;YB)
}, (3.45)

γ2 = min{1,
I(VB;YB|XA, YfE) + µ(I(VB;YB|XA)−H(XB))

I(W1B;YA)
}, (3.46)

such that

I(VA;YA|XB, YbE) > µH(XA), I(W1A;YB) > µI(VA;YA|XB), (3.47)

I(VB;YB|XA, YfE) > µH(XB), I(W1B;YA) > µI(VB;YB|XA). (3.48)

Proof. See Appendix A.7.

Notes about the lower bound. The lower bound (3.42) is achieved by the so-called main

protocol, which is briefly described as follows (the full description of this protocol is given

in Appendix A.7). The main protocol consists of an initialization round followed by

multiple iteration of a two-round basic protocol. The initialization round provides the
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initial randomness for the first iteration of the basic protocol. The basic protocol then

uses the randomness given by the previous iteration (or the initialization round) and

generates new randomness for the next iteration, together with a new piece of secret key.

The construction of the basic protocol is a very similar to the two-round SKE protocol

of Theorem 3 for 2DMWC (with randomness), except that the protocol is also outputs

new randomness. Note that the main protocol would achieve secret key rates, even if

the basic protocol is used only once. Yet as the number of iterations increases, the SK

rate of the main protocol approaches the lower bound, which is in fact the SK rate of

the basic protocol, i.e., the cost of initialization becomes negligible. In the full-duplex

channel model, the basic protocol proceeds as two parallel instances of a two-round sub-

protocol: The first (resp. second) instance is initiated by Alice (resp. Bob) and achieves

the key rate Lbnd−rA (resp. Lbnd−rB ), for fixed values µ, XA, and XB that are chosen to

maximize (3.42). Each of the key rates, Lbnd−rA and Lbnd−rB , is the sum of two terms,

each corresponding to the key rate achievable in one round of the basic protocol (see

(3.43)-(3.44)). The real value µ is the ratio between the number of channel uses in

the first and the second rounds, e.g., µ = 0 implies no channel use in the first round,

implying a one-round basic protocol. The real values γ1 and γ2 are to relate the amount

of achievable key rate as a function of the randomness obtained from channel noise.

As mentioned above, each round of the basic protocol generates some key rates. The

keys rate achieved by the second round depends on the DMWCs (i.e., Rscf and Rscb), and

the key rate achieved in the first round depends on the “inverse” DMWCs (see Definition

7) (i.e., Rscf−1 and Rscb−1). When the DMWCs are in favor of Alice and Bob (i.e., when

Rscf and Rscb are positive), Lbnd−rA and Lbnd−rB will be positive by simply choosing µ = 0;

this implies a positive SK capacity. When the channels are in favor of Eve, the lower

bound may remain positive (for some values of µ > 0) if one of the inverse DMWCs is in

favor of Alice and Bob. The study of the lower bound for BSCs in Section 3.5.6 shows
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clearly the existence positive SK rates in the latter case (see Figure 3.6).

3.5.4 SK capacity: upper bound

Theorem 7. The SK capacity of 2DMWC−r is upper bounded as

C2DMWC−r

wsk ≤ max
XA,XB

{Ubnd−rA + Ubnd−rB }, (3.49)

where

Ubnd−rA = min{H(YA|XB, YbE), I(XA;YB|YfE)}, and (3.50)

Ubnd−rB = min{H(YB|XA, YfE), I(XB;YA|YbE)}. (3.51)

Proof. See Appendix A.8.

Notes about the upper bound. We note that the impossibility results of Section 3.5.1 are

also implied by the above upper bound. In the case of one way communication, e.g., when

the backward channel returns constant values at its ouputs, both terms I(XB;YA|YbE)

and H(YA|XB, YbE) equal zero, implying a zero upper bound on SK rates. The same

argument can be used to prove impossibility when the backward channel is noiseless and

public or it is noisy but returns identical outputs to Alice and Eve.

3.5.5 2DMWC−r with no leakage

Theorem 8 shows that the two bounds coincide when the two DMWCs do not leak

information. This is not a new result, but rather shows that our derived bounds for this

special case match the common randomness capacity of a pair of independent DMCs,

given in [92].

Theorem 8. When the DMWCs do not leak information to Eve, the bounds coincide

and the SK capacity equals

C2DMWC−r

wsk = max
XA,XB

{min{H(YA|XB), I(XA;YB)}+ min{H(YB|XA), I(XB;YA)}}.(3.52)
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Proof. See Appendix A.9.

3.5.6 Comparing lower and upper bounds for binary channels

Consider the 2DMWC−r setup when each DMWC consists of independent BSCs with

error probabilities pm and pe, i.e., the special case discussed in Section 3.5.2 (see Figure

3.4). We refer to this case as 2BSWC−r. Lemma shows the lower and upper bounds of

the SK capacity in this special case. (Recall from Section 3.4.5 that ? denotes the error

probability in the cascade of two BSCs.)

Lemma 16. The SK capacity for 2BSWC−r is lower bounded by

CBSWC−r

wsk ≥ 2 maxµ∈{0,µ∗1,µ∗2}{Lbnd
−r}, such that (3.53)

Lbnd−r = (µ(h(pm?pe)−h(pm))+γ(h(pe)−h(pm))+)
1+µ

, (3.54)

γ = min{1, h(pm)
1−h(pm)

− µ}, (3.55)

µ∗1 = h(pm)
1−h(pm)

− 1 and µ∗2 = min{h(pm), 1−h(pm)
h(pm)

}, (3.56)

and is upper bounded by

CBSWC−r

wsk ≤ 2 min{h(pm), h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)}. (3.57)

Proof. See Appendix A.10.

In Figure 3.6, we graph the lower and the upper bounds, in (3.53) and (3.57), for differ-

ent values of the main channels error probability pm and Eve’s channels error probability

pe. Figure 3.6(a) illustrates the changes in the two bounds with respect to 0 ≤ pe ≤ 0.5

when pm = 0.1 is fixed. According to this graph, the two bounds coincide when pe = 0 or

when pe = 0.5. When pe = 0 all information sent over the 2DMWC is seen by Eve and

SKE is impossible; so, both bounds equal zero. When pe = .5, the setup does not leak

any information to Eve and using Theorem 8, the two bounds are expected to coincide.
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Figure 3.6: Lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity with respect to pm and pe

Figure 3.6(b) graphs the changes of the two bounds when 0 ≤ pm ≤ 0.5 and pe = 0.2

is fixed. This graph shows that when the main channels are noiseless (pm = 0) or com-

pletely noisy (pm = 0.5), the two bounds coincide at zero and so SKE is impossible. This

is expected because in the former case, no randomness exists in the system for Alice and

Bob and in the latter, there is no chance of reliable communication. The graphs also

show the possibility of SKE even when both DMWCs are in favor of Eve. This can be

observed in Figure 3.6(a) for values of 0 < pe < (pm = 0.1) and in Figure 3.6(b) for

values of (pe = 0.2) < pm < 0.5.

In Section 3.5.2, we have provided an example of a simple and efficient SKE construc-

tion. For the values pm = 0.1 and pe = 0.2, the construction achieves the SK rate 3%.

As depicted in Figure 3.6, the lower and the upper bounds on the SK capacity for these

values of pm and pe are about 45% and 72%, respectively. This reveals how the example

construction of Section 3.5.2 works far from optimal achievable rates. As noted earlier,

one can improve the performance of the protocol by using more suitable primitives.
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3.6 SKE in the TWDMWC Setup

A two-way DMWC (TWDMC) 3 , shown in Figure 3.7, is a generalization of 2DMWC to

the case where data transmission in forward and backward directions are not necessarily

treated independently. The channel is specified by (XA,XB,YA,YA,YE, PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB),

which consists of input alphabets, output alphabets, and the channel probability dis-

tribution. This specification implies the 2DMWC setup of Section 3.4 as a special

case when PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB = PYB ,YfE |XA .PYA,YbE |XB , by letting YE ∈ YE be written as

(YfE, YbE) ∈ YfE ×YbE. We again assume that each party has free access to an indepen-

dent source of randomness.

Figure 3.7: The Two-Way Discrete Memoryless Wiretap Channel (TWDMWC) setup.

3.6.1 Trivial SK capacity lower bound for TWDMWC

Tekin and Yener [85, 86] considered secure message transmission (SMT) over Gaussian

and binary two-way wiretap channels. The authors proved the following set of achievable

3The results of this section have been published in proceedings of International Conference on Infor-
mation Theoretic Security (ICITS), 2011 [8].
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pairs as an inner bound on the secrecy capacity region. Letting P = PXA,XB ,YA,YB ,YE ,

Rs(P ) = { (Rs,AB, Rs,BA) : Rs,AB ≤ [I(XA;YB|XB)− I(XA;YE)]+,

Rs,BA ≤ [I(XB;YA|XA)− I(XB;YE)]+,

Rs,AB +Rs,BA ≤ [I(XA;YB|XB) + I(XB;YA|XA)− I(XA, XB;YE)]+ },

Gs,I =
⋃

PXA,XB=PXA .PXB

Rs(P ). (3.58)

The bound on Rs,AB (if maximized w.r.t. PXA,XB) shows the secrecy capacity of the

channel XA → (YA, YE) when XB is known to Bob; similar is the bound on RBA. We

show a trivial lower bound on the SK capacity for TWDMWC using the inner bound

(3.58). Note that when free randomness is allowed to the parties, any achievable pair of

secrecy rates (RAB, RBA) implies an achievable SK rate RAB + RBA: Alice can send her

share of the key securely at rate RAB and Bob can send his share security at rate RBA.

This suggests the following lower bound on the SK capacity, CTWDMWC
wsk :

max
PXA,XB=PXA .PXB

[
[I(XA;YB|XB)− I(XA;YE)]+ + [I(XB;YA|XA)− I(XB;YE)]+

]
. (3.59)

One may ask whether the above trivial lower bounds can be improved or more gener-

ally, whether the secrecy capacity region gives the SK capacity by maximizing RAB+RBA

over all choices of achievable pairs. We give a negative answer to this question using the

following simple example. Consider the TWDMC shown in Figure 3.8 which is a modified

version of Shannon’s modulo-two additive two-way channel example [78, Figure 4], where

there exists a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with bit error probability 1
2
, right after

the XOR operand. In this example, the channel outputs are independent of the inputs;

hence, little chance of reliable message transmission. This implies that no pair of rates

except (RAB = 0, RBA = 0) is achievable; in this case, the inner bound (3.58) is tight

and represents the capacity region.
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Figure 3.8: Fully-noisy TWDMC example.

Using (3.59), which is obtained from (3.58), we derive a “zero” lower bound on the

SK capacity. However, this lower bound is not tight since Alice and Bob can share one

random bit (YA = YB) each time they use the channel. The key observation is that the

secret key is a function of channel noise and the parties’ inputs, and it does not need to

be selected a priori by the parties. This concludes that the secrecy capacity region of a

TWDMWC does not necessarily give a tight lower bound on the SK capacity in general.

Remark 8. Although (3.58) has been later improved in [40, 46, 67], we emphasize that

none of the inner bounds can possibly lead to a tight bound for the SK capacity since even

knowing the tight secrecy capacity region is not enough to determine the SK capacity.

3.6.2 Tighter SK capacity lower bound for TWDMWC

We provide a new lower on the SK capacity in the TWDMWC setup that is tighter than

the trivial lower bound given in the above section. Let the RVs XA, YA, XB, YB, and YE

correspond to the channel probability distribution PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB and let VA, W1A, W2A,

VB, W1B, and W2B be random variables from arbitrary sets VA, W1A, W2A, VB, W1B,

and W2B, respectively, such that the following Markov chains hold,

VA ↔ (XA, YA)↔ (XB, YB)↔ VB, (3.60a)

W2A ↔ W1A ↔ XA ↔ (XB, YA, YB, YE), (3.60b)

W2B ↔ W1B ↔ XB ↔ (XA, YA, YB, YE). (3.60c)
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Theorem 9. Taking the above variables and letting

Rstwc−1 = I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)− I(VA, VB ;YE), (3.61a)

Rstwc = I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)− I(W1A,W1B ;YE |W2A,W2B), (3.61b)

the SK capacity in the TWDMWC setup is lower bounded as

CTWDMWC
wsk ≥ max

µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB ,W2A,W2B ,W1A,W1B

[µRstwc−1 + [Rstwc]+
1 + µ

, (3.62)

s.t. PXA,XB = PXA .PXB

I(W1A;XB, YB) > µI(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB), (3.63)

I(W1B;XA, YA) > µI(VB;XB, YB|XA, YA)
]
. (3.64)

Proof. See Appendix A.11.

Notes about the lower bound. The above lower bound is achieved using a two-round SKE

protocol that is described and analyzed in Appendix A.11. We give a brief description

of this protocol in the following. In round 1, Alice and Bob send i.i.d. n1-sequences X:1
A

and X:1
B according to the distributions XA and XB, and receive the n1-sequences Y:1

A

and Y:1
B , respectively, while Eve receives Y:1

E . Alice searches in Vn1
A,ε to find a sequence

VA that is jointly typical to (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) w.r.t. P(XA,YA),VA . Similarly, Bob searches for

a sequence VB that is jointly typical to (X:1
B,Y

:1
B) w.r.t. P(XB ,YB),VB . Now, (VA,VB)

represents the common randomness that needs to be made reliable in the second round.

In round 2, Alice computes TA = tA(VA), which can help Bob decode his (X:1
B,Y

:1
B) to

VA. Bob also computes TB = tB(VB). Alice and Bob encode TA and TB to n2-sequences

X:2
A = Enc(TA) and X:2

B = Enc(TB) and send them over the channel. The parties and

Eve receive Y:2
A , Y:2

B , and Y:2
E , respectively. Alice first decodes (X:2

A,Y
:2
A) to T̂B ≈ TB, and

uses this for decoding (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) to V̂B ≈ VB. The decoding function relies on jointly-

typical decoding for long sequences (cf. [23, Chapter 8]). Similarly Bob finds T̂A ≈ TA

and then V̂A ≈ VA. Now, the parties have a reliable common randomness, but it is not

perfectly secure against Eve. To derive a secret key, the parties compute φ(VA,VB).
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The key rate quantities Rstwc and Rstwc−1 indicate the secure transmission rates of the

two-way channel and its inverse that are taken advantage of within the second and the

first communication rounds, respectively. The conditions (3.63) and (3.64) implt that

the amount of uncertainty about the transmitted information in the first round can not

be more than the capability of the channel for reliable transmission in the second round.

3.6.3 SK capacity upper bound for TWDMWC

Let Q be a random variable from an arbitrary set Q such that

Q↔ (XA, XB)↔ (YA, YB, YE)

forms a Markov chain.

Theorem 10. The SK capacity in the TWDMWC setup is upper bounded by

CTWDMWC
wsk ≤ max

Q,XA,XB

[
I(XA;YB|XB, YE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YE)

+I(XA;XB|YE , Q)− I(XA;XB|Q)
]
. (3.65)

Proof. See Appendix A.12.

Notes about the upper bound. The expression (3.65) gives the upper bound (3.26) on

the SK capacity for the 2DMWC as a special case when YE ∈ YE equals (YfE, YbE) ∈

YfE ×YbE and the channel distribution satisfies PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB = PYB ,YfE |XA .PYA,YbE |XB ,

and hence the Markov chain

(YB, YbE)↔ XB ↔ XA ↔ (YA, YfE)

holds. First, this Markov chain results in I(XA;XB|YE, Q) ≤ I(XA;XB|Q) which implies

that the last two terms can be removed from the upper bound expression (3.65). The
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other three terms in that expression can be further simplified as follows.

I(XA;YB|XB, YfE , YbE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YfE , YbE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YfE , YbE)

(a)

≤ I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YfE , YbE)

(b)
= I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE) (3.66)

Inequality (a) is due to (YbE, XB)↔ XA ↔ YB and (YfE, XA)↔ XB ↔ YA, and equality

(b) is due to YB ↔ (XA, XB)↔ YA. This proves the upper bound in Theorem 4.

It is easy to show that when the TWDMWC consists of independent DMWCs (i.e.,

2DMWC) with physically degraded channels, then the lower and the upper bounds co-

incide and the SK capacity is achieved by a one-round protocol. This result as expected

matches Proposition 1 for the pd-2DMWC setup.

3.6.4 Comparing trivial and new bounds for binary channels

Consider the Two-Way Binary Symmetric Wiretap Channel (TWBSWC) setup as in

Figure 3.9, where the inputs and the outputs are binary variables. In this model, the two

input bits XA and XB to the channel are XORed (added modulo two). Alice and Bob

receive noisy versions of the XOR bit through independent BSCs, with noises NrA and

NrB, respectively, where Pr(NrA = 1) = pra and Pr(NrB = 1) = prb ; Eve also receives a

noisy version through an eavesdropping channel with noise NE, where Pr(NE = 1) = pe.

One can relate the channel output bits to the input bits as

YA = XA +XB +NrA, YB = XA +XB +NrB, and YE = XA +XB +NE, (3.67)

where ‘+’ indicates modulo-two addition.

In this section, we compare our trivial and new lower bounds in Sections 3.6.1 and

3.6.2, applied to the case of TWBSWC. We use Theorem 9 to obtain a lower bound,

LbndN , on the SK capacity in the above model.
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Figure 3.9: Two-way binary symmetric wiretap channel(TWBSWC).

Lemma 17. The SK capacity in the TWBSWC setup is lower bounded as

CTWBSWC
wsk ≥ LbndtwN

4
= max

0≤p1,p2≤1

[
µLbndtw1 + (1− µ)[Lbndtw2 ]+

]
, where (3.68)

Lbndtw1 = 1 + h(p1 ? p2 ? pra ? prb ? pe)− h(p1 ? pra)− h(p2 ? prb), (3.69)

Lbndtw2 = 1 + h(p1 ? p2 ? pe)− h(p1 ? pra)− h(p2 ? prb), (3.70)

µ = min{ 1− h(p1 ? pra)

1− h(p1 ? pra) + h(p2 ? prb)
,

1− h(p2 ? prb)

1− h(p2 ? prb) + h(p1 ? pra)
}; (3.71)

furthermore,

LbndtwN ≥ max
0≤p1,p2≤1

[Lbndtw2 ]+. (3.72)

Proof. See Appendix A.14.

Remark 9. Lemma 17 provides a lower bound on the SK capacity that dominates the

trivial lower bound, achieved from the previous work. This is shown in the sequel. Nev-

ertheless, the lower bound (3.68) is not the highest rate one can obtain from the results

of Theorem 9; in other words, one may use the result of Theorem 9 to derive a tighter

lower bound in the TWBSWC model. This is left as future work.

Secure message transmission in the above TWBSWC model has been considered

in [40,85]. We choose to study the results in [40], which provide a strictly larger achievable
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rate region for secure message transmission:

Gs,I = convex hull of{(Rs,AB, Rs,BA), s.t. ∃0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1 : Rs,AB ≤ 1− h(p2 ? prb),

Rs,BA ≤ 1− h(p1 ? pra),

Rs,AB +Rs,BA ≤ [1 + h(p1 ? p2 ? pe)− h(p1 ? pra)− h(p2 ? prb)]+}. (3.73)

This implies the following lower bound on the SK capacity.

LbndtwT = max
(Rs,AB ,Rs,BA)∈Gs,I

[Rs,AB +Rs,BA]

= max
0≤p1,p2≤1

[1 + h(p1 ? p2 ? pe)− h(p1 ? prb)− h(p2 ? pra)]+

= max
0≤p1,p2≤1

[Lbndtw2 ]+, (3.74)

where the last equality follows from (3.70). Comparing (3.72) and (3.74) leads to the

following corollary.

Corollary 1. The new lower bound (3.68) on the SK capacity in the TWBSWC setup

is always greater than or equal to the trivial lower bound (3.74), i.e.,

LbndtwN ≥ LbndtwT . (3.75)
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the lower bound values with respect to the error probabilities.

To better understand the gap between the trivial lower bound LbndtwT and the newly

proved lower bound LbndtwN , we evaluate these two quantities with respect to different
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choices of channel error probabilities in Figure 3.10, where the two bounds are indicated

by dashed and solid lines, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the receiving

channel noise for Alice and Bob is the same, i.e., pra = prb = pr. Figure 3.10(a) compares

the two lower bound values with respect to pr when pe = 0.1. Observe the non-zero gap

between LbndtwN and LbndtwT for receiving channel noise pr < 0.15. This confirms that

our new lower bound strictly dominates the trivial bounds from the previous results on

secure message transmission. Figure 3.10(b) compares the bound values as functions of

pe when pr = 0.1. It shows the gap between the two bounds expect for much small or

much large values of the eavesdropping channel error probability pe.

3.7 From Weak to Strong Capacity: Equality Conditions

Maurer and Wolf [60] suggested an alternative definition to the weak SK capacity, called

strong SK capacity, where the secrecy requires absolutely negligible leakage of information

to the adversary. See Definitions 27 and 29 to recall the two variants of the SK capacity.

The authors furthermore provided an interesting proof for the equality of weak and strong

SK capacities for the early two setups in [3,26,59,96]. Followup work (including ours in

the above) however studied new settings of SKE by considering the weak SK capacity

and without discussing whether the results also hold for the strong definition. In this

section, we investigate general conditions for any DM setup that allow us to derive the

equality of weak and strong SK capacities. We also extend this study to secure message

transmission (SMT) and investigate the equality of weak and strong secrecy capacities.

For SKE, we show that weak and strong SK capacities are equal for any setup that

allows reliable transmission in any direction. For SMT, the secrecy capacities are equal

when the setup allows the sender to use randomness. We furthermore provide trivial

counterexamples that show these sufficient conditions are not always necessary for the
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equality of the capacities. Whether the conditions can be removed or relaxed by tight

(necessary and sufficient) conditions remains an interesting question for future. 4

3.7.1 Equality of weak and strong SK capacities

We revisit Maurer-and-Wolf’s (MW) proof for the equality of weak and strong SK capac-

ities and study whether it can be applied to any DM setup. The work gives two different

equality proofs for the two setups of (1) correlated randomness and public discussion

channel (DMMS+PDC) [3, 59], and (2) one-way discrete memoryless wiretap channel

(DMWC) [26, 96]. We focus on the second proof method because it is more generic and

does not rely on PDC as a free noiseless channel resource. The MW approach proceeds

in two phases.

Phase 1: Equality of weak and uniform SK capacities. This phase shows that the

weak and the uniform (see Definitions 27 and 28) SK capacities are equal. This is done

by constructing, for arbitrarily small δ > 0, an (Rs, δ)-uniformly-secure SKE protocol

Πu by using an (Rs, δ
′)-weakly-secure protocol Πw (for suitably small δ′). The protocol

Πu is obtained roughly by repeating the protocol Πw independently many times to get

sequences of i.i.d. secret keys, and accept these sequences only if they are ε-typical with

respect to the output distribution of Πw, for suitably small ε > 0 (determined from δ).

The proof in this phase does not depend on any communication resources (sources/channels)

in addition to those required repeatedly for executing the weakly-secure protocol Πw.

This concludes that the result can be extended to any DM setup.

Lemma 18. [60, Lemma 5] For any discrete memoryless setup S, the weak and uniform

SK capacities are equal, i.e., CS
wsk = CS

usk.

Phase 2: Equality of uniform and strong SK capacities. The second phase shows

4The results of this section have been published in proceedings of Foundations and Practice of Security
(FPS) 2012 [11].
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how to construct, for arbitrarily small δ > 0, an (Rs, δ)-strongly secure SKE protocol

Πs using an (Rs, δ
′)-uniformly-secure one Πu (for suitably small δ′) without sacrificing

the key rate. The construction consists of four steps: (i) independent repetition of the

uniformly-secure protocol, (ii) information reconciliation with universal hashing, (iii)

privacy amplification using a seeded-extractor, and (iv) uniformization. For information

reconciliation, Alice uses the wiretap channel to send error-correction bits. For privacy

amplification, she uses her (free) independent source to generate uniformly random bits

and sends them to Bob over the wiretap channel, so they both agree on the random

seed used in the extractor. By repeating the uniformly-secure protocol sufficiently many

times, in step (i), the number of channel uses in steps (ii) and (iii) becomes negligible

and the key rate tends toward that of the uniformly-secure protocol.

The MW approach is indeed generic enough so that a slight modification of the proof

(esp. the key rate analysis) makes it applicable to most of the current setups, for instance

2DMWC as well as the DMMS+DMWC setup [48, 69]. Yet, the proof is based on two

main assumptions that make it not adaptable to “all” setups.

(i) There is a channel with positive (reliability) capacity in at least one direction.

(ii) There is a free local source of randomness available to at least one party.

Assumption (i) is hidden in the proof as when a one-way DMWC has positive weak

SK capacity, it is definitely capable of reliable transmission. The statement however

does not necessarily hold in all communication scenarios since there are instances of

the TWDMWC setup (see Figure 3.8) that despite positive SK capacity, do not allow

for even a single bit of reliable transmission. This implies that reliable transmission is

not generally an implicit capability of all setups with positive SK capacity and hence

is required to be checked separately in each case. Similarly, Assumption (ii) does not

hold in scenarios where local randomness is not free. We note that the freeness of local
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randomness is not the main issue. The MW approach requires generation of uniform

randomness of length negligible to the key length; hence, using a local random source

with a constant cost does not affect the key rate analysis and so the equality result.

However, the existence of local randomness is crucially required by the MW approach.

The 2DMWC−r setup in Section 3.5 is an example where no local randomness is not

provided as a resource.

We ask whether the proof can be modified so that any of the above assumption are

not necessary for the equality proof. We give a positive answer to this by providing a

modified proof that does not require Assumption (ii) to hold. Our modification targets

specifically step (iii), privacy amplification, where we use a (deterministic) two-source

extractor in place of the seeded extractor. For completeness, we describe the modified

construction below. We denote the keys returned by the uniformly-secure protocol Πu

by SuA ∈ Su for Alice and SuB ∈ Su for Bob. We also use VuE to denote Eve’s view

of this protocol. Let K = log |Su|, N be a sufficiently integer, and L and r be integers

such that L ≤ δ1NK and r ≥ 2NK(1− δ4), for sufficiently small δ1, δ4 as mentioned in

Appendix A.15.

Step (i): Independent repetition. Alice and Bob repeat Πu over the setup S independently

2N times. This results in the pairs of independent sequences (SNuA1, S
N
uA2) for Alice,

(SNuB1, S
N
uB2) for Bob, and the view (VN

uE1,VN
uE2) for Eve.

* This step requires resources for 2N repetition of Πu that costs 2NCostSΠu .

Step (ii): Information reconciliation. Either party finds suitable functions h1 and h2

from a universal family of hash functions H : SNu → {0, 1}L, applies h1 and h2 to their

pair of sequences and sends the outputs reliably (not securely) to the other party. This

additional information lets the parties come up with equal pairs of sequences with high

probability. For instance, Alice can find functions h1 and h2 inH such that the knowledge

of (h1(SNuA1), h2(SNuA2)) together with (SNuB1, S
N
uB2) can be used to obtain (SNuA1, S

N
uA2) with
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high probability. We denote by (S ′NuA1, S
′N
uA2) and (S ′NuB1, S

′N
uB2) the sequences owned by

Alice and Bob at the end of this step, respectively. We also use (VrE1,VrE2) to denote

Eve’s view of the information reconciliation step for the two key sequences, respectively.

* This step requires resources for transmission of 2L bits reliably in either direction.

Step (iii): Privacy amplification. Let Bin : SNu → {0, 1}n, where n = dNKe, be an

injective binary mapping function. Alice calculates the n-bit strings S̃A1 = Bin(S ′NuA1)

and S̃A2 = Bin(S ′NuA2), and Bob calculates S̃B1 = Bin(S ′NuB1) and S̃B2 = Bin(S ′NuB2). Alice

and Bob apply the two-source extractor TExt : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}r of Lemma

7 on their n-bit strings to extract strongly-secure keys over the set S = {0, 1}r. Alice

calculates S̃A = TExt(S̃A1, S̃A2) and Bob calculates SB = TExt(S̃B1, S̃B1). Eve’s overall

view of this protocol is denoted by V iewE = (VN
uE1,VN

uE2,VrE1,VrE2).

Step (iv): Uniformitarian.. Alice obtains SA by sending S̃A over a probabilistic channel,

with uniform distribution PSA|S̃A , that minimizes the error probability Pr(SA 6= S̃A) over

all such distributions.

Appendix A.15 shows that Πs is a (CS
usk, δ)-strongly-secure protocol for arbitrarily

small δ > 0. The requirement for the proof is that the reliability capacity CS
m be positive,

since the construction requires to send 2L information bits reliably in one direction.

Lemma 19. Let the maximum reliability capacity CS
m be positive. For any δ > 0, the

protocol Πs, constructed as above, is a (CS
usk, δ) strongly-secure SKE protocol for the setup

S, implying CS
ssk = CS

usk.

Proof. See Appendix A.15.

Remark 10. Another approach to privacy amplification (step (iii)) without requiring ran-

domness is to applying a deterministic (one-source) extractor. Assuming that the output

distribution of the uniformly-secure SKE protocol is known, one can use deterministic ex-

tractors whose existence has been proved (see Lemma 8). The use of two-source extractors
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in the above is preferred as they are constructive and do not assume any knowledge about

the distribution of SuA, SuB, and VuE except those implied by the protocol definition.

Combining Lemmas 18 and 19 concludes the following.

Corollary 2. The weak and the strong SK capacities are equal for any discrete memo-

ryless setup S that allows reliable transmission in at least one direction, i.e., CS
m > 0.

3.7.2 Equality of weak and strong secrecy capacities

We follow a similar approach to the above to give a construction of a strongly-secure

secure message transmission (SMT) protocol using a weakly-secure SMT protocol. In

SMT, either Alice or Bob wants to send a message reliably to the other party, such that

the message remains private to Eve. We use forward (or backward) direction to mention

the direction of message transmission from Alice to Bob (or vice versa). We first give the

deifications of an SMT protocol and the secrecy capacity in a setup.

Definition 36 (Secrecy capacity). For real constants Rs ≥ 0 and δ > 0, a SMT protocol,

Π, using a discrete memoryless setup, S, is called is called (Rs, δ)-weakly, respectively,

-strongly secure if

reliability: Pr(M = M̂) ≥ 1− δ, (3.76a)

randomness:
K

CostSΠ
≥ R− δ, (3.76b)

and

weak secrecy: H(M |V iewE) ≥ K(1− δ), (3.77)

respectively,

strong secrecy: H(M |V iewE) ≥ K − δ, (3.78)
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where V iewE is Eve’s view of the communication. The weak/strong forward/backward

secrecy capacity of the setup S, respectively denoted by CS
wfs, C

S
wbs, C

S
sfs, and CS

sbs, is

the largest Rs ≥ 0 such that, for any arbitrarily small δ > 0, there exists an (R, δ)-

weakly/strongly forward/backward SMT protocol.

Definition 36 trivially implies that strong secrecy in message transmission implies

weak secrecy, i.e., CS
sfs ≤ CS

wfs and CS
sbs ≤ CS

wbs. In the sequel, we acquire conditions

that allow us to write the above inequalities in the opposite direction. We discuss this

for the forward (Alice-to-Bob) direction of SMT (the backward direction can be shown

similarly). Let CS
wfs be the weak forward secrecy capacity of setup S. We give a four-step

construction that for any δ > 0, gives a (CS
wfs, δ)-strongly-secure forward SMT protocol

Πs by using a (CS
wfs, δ

′)-weakly-secure forward SMT protocol Πw for sufficiently small δ′.

Similarly to Section 3.7.1, let K and N be sufficiently large integers and L ≤ δ1NK

and r ≥ 2NK(1 − δ4) be integers as chosen in Appendix A.15. Let Πw be capable of

sending K bits of information from Alice to Bob, M ∈ {0, 1}r be the message to be sent

by Πs, and the function Inv : {0, 1}ρ × {0, 1}r → {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n, where n = NK and

ρ = 2n−r, be the inverter for the two-source extractor TExt : {0, 1}n×{0, 1}n → {0, 1}r

of Lemma 7.

Step (i): Message expanding. Alice expands the messageM to (SA1, SA2) = Inv(Rnd,M),

where Rnd ∈ {0, 1}ρ is uniformly random.

* This step requires resources for ρ uniform bits, where ρ = 2NK − r ≤ 2NKδ4.

Step (ii): Split and sent. Alice splits SA1 and SA2 into N independent K-bit pieces,

(SA1,i)
2
i=1 and (SA2,i)

N
i=1, and sends each piece independently using the weakly-secure

protocol Πw. Bob obtains message estimates SB1 = (SB1,i)
N
i=1 and SB2 = (SB2,i)

N
i=1.

Eve’s view of this is (VE1,VE2) = (VE1,i,VE2,i)
N
i=1.

* This step requires resources for 2N repetition of Πw that costs 2NCostSΠw .
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Step (iii): Information reconciliation. Alice finds error-correction functions h1 and h2

from a universal family of hash functions H : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}L. She calculates h(SA1)

and h(SA2), and sends them reliably to Bob. Bob uses these to decode (SB1, SB2) into

(ŜA1, ŜA2). Eve’s view of this is (VrE1,VrE2).

* This step requires reliable transmission of 2L bits, which costs at most 2LCostSΠw .

Step (iv): Message extraction. Bob calculates M̂ = TExt(ŜA1, ŜA2).

Proving that the above construction is strongly-secure requires the setup to allow

local randomness for Alice to use in step (ii), message expansion. The proof is very

similar to that of Lemma 19 in Appendix A.15 for SKE, hence omitted. The ultimate

result of is the following.

Corollary 3. For any discrete memoryless setup S, the weak and the strong (forward or

backward) secrecy capacities are equal if the setup allows the sender to use randomness.

3.7.3 Equality conditions: sufficiency vs. necessity

Maurer and Wolf [60] proved the equality of weak and strong SK capacities for the setups

in [3,26,59,96]. Their approach can also be applied to a general discrete memoryless setup

as long as the following two conditions hold: (1) randomness is accessible, and (2) reliable

transmission is possible. We have modified this approach and proved the above equality

only requiring condition (2). We have also provided a proof for the equality of the weak

and the strong secrecy capacities in SMT, where we require condition (1). This suggests a

duality between SMT and SKE. In both cases, we have not shown whether these derived

conditions are necessary. In the following, we argue against their necessity.

We argue that the condition of Corollary 2 is not always necessary. A trivial coun-

terexample is a multiple-source (XA,XB,XE) with per-use cost of 1 and distribution

PXA,XB ,XE that generates XA = XB for Alice and Bob as well as XE for Eve such that
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Table 3.2: The requirements for proving the equality of capacities.

Requirement MW approach Our approach Our approach

(SK capacity) (SK capacity) (Secrecy capacity)

Randomness access required - required

Reliable transmission required required -

H(XA|XE) = c for some constant c > 0. The setup has zero reliability capacity as there

is no communication channel. However, Alice and Bob can establish a strongly-secure

key of rate c by generating many source outputs and applying a two-extractor. It is easy

to show that both weak and strong SK capacities equal c. Similarly, the condition of

Theorem 3 is not always necessary. Consider a scenario where Alice is connected to Bob

through a one-way noisy channel that does not leak to Eve. Alice can send a message

to Bob using deterministic coding and without requiring randomness. Both weak and

strong secrecy capacities in this case equal the channel (reliability) capacity. It is inter-

esting to know whether there are non-trivial setups for which these conditions are not

required, and to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality of weak and

strong secrecy/SK capacities.

3.8 Conclusion

The work on key establishment over physical noisy channels is inspired by real-life commu-

nication between peers, e.g., in wireless environments where the communication between

the parties, Alice and Bob, can be intercepted by neighbors, Eve, in the communication

range. We modeled the communication environment by a discrete memoryless setup and

defined the secret-key (SK) capacity to indicate the highest key rate that can be achieved

using resources in the setup. We first considered 2DMWC which consists of a pair of

independent noisy wiretap channels between Alice and Bob in the two directions. We
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proved lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity in this setup. The lower bound is

achieved by a two-round SKE protocol that uses a two-level coding construction. We

showed that the lower and upper bounds coincide in the following two cases: (1) When

the DMWCs are physically degraded, where the SK capacity is achieved by a one-round

SKE protocol, and (2) when the channels are stochastically degraded with independent

channels and under the condition that one of the parties sends only i.i.d. variables, where

the capacity is achieved by a two round protocol. However, our derived bounds are not

tight in general. This can be clearly observed from the analysis of the SK capacity over

binary channels. Improving the bounds to provide tighter estimations of the SK capacity

in general is a subject of future work.

The above study relies on two restrictive assumptions about the communication en-

vironment: (1) local randomness is freely available to the parties (similar to all above

referenced work) and (2) the two DMWCs are independent and have no influence on

each other. We removed the first assumption by considering SKE over a pair of noisy

channels when there is no initial randomness available to the parties. Although without

randomness SKE is impossible over many of the currently proposed setups, we showed

that the task can be fulfilled in cases where parties can interact over the 2DMWC setup.

We obtained lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity that coincide when the chan-

nels leak zero information to Eve. We applied the bounds to the case of binary channels

to show the gap between the two bounds that remains to be bridged. This work also

suggests asking the possibility of other cryptographic primitives when channel noise is the

only source of randomness.

We removed the second assumption above, by considering SKE using two-way wiretap

channels that allow transmission in the forward and the backward directions put influence

on each other. We discussed how current results on secure message transmission (SMT)

over two-way wiretap channels can be used to obtain a “trivial” lower bound on the
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SK capacity. We then showed that this trivial bound can be improved by a two-round

protocol that can achieve higher SK rates. We applied the results to the case of two-way

binary channels to show the improvements of the new lower bound. We also derived

an upper bound on the SK capacity and discussed cases where the lower and the upper

bounds coincide. It has not been shown whether any of the bounds are tight in general,

or more specifically, whether one can improve the lower bound by allowing more rounds

of interaction.

All the above results involve the weak notion of SK capacity which requires the infor-

mation leakage to Eve to be negligible only in “rate”. A stronger security requirement is

to have negligible total information leakage. The final section of this chapter showed that

weak and strong SK capacities are equal for any discrete memoryless setup that allows

reliable transmission in at least one direction. We investigated a similar strengthening

of the secrecy capacity for the SMT problem and showed that the weak and the strong

secrecy capacities are equal for any discrete memoryless setup that allows the sender to

use randomness. Trivial counterexamples show that these sufficient conditions are not

always necessary for the equality of the capacities. Whether the conditions can be com-

pletely removed or shall be replaced by tight (necessary and sufficient) conditions remains

an interesting question for future.
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Chapter 4

Manipulation Detection

over Physical-Layer Channels

Message authentication using cryptographic primitives has been a well studied subject in

information security: The sender wants to deliver a message to the receiver in the pres-

ence of an adversary who can manipulate the communication. The goal of manipulation

detection is to enable the receiver to detect adversarial manipulations with high proba-

bility. The problem, also known as manipulation detection, was first addressed by Gilbert

et al. [42] who constructed “codes which detect deception”. Simmons [80–82] later gave a

formal treatment of the problem with followup work on developing bounds and construc-

tions for such codes. Information theoretic approaches to manipulation detection propose

appending to the message a relatively short authentication tag, calculated based on the

message and a shared secret key between the legitimate parties. In the computational

setting, message authentication can also be attained via public key cryptography using

signature schemes.

The classical message authentication problem is defined over a higher layer of the

network where communicating nodes, Alice and Bob, are connected to each other through

links to other nodes, say Eve. This translation of the problem naturally allows Eve to

have complete read and write access to the communication and to arbitrarily modify

messages in real-time, as in the strong Dolev-Yao attacker model [35]. Keyless detection

of such a powerful adversarial manipulation with the message is impossible. In lower

layers of the network (e.g., a wireless environment) where Alice and Bob are connected

by a physical-layer channel, a less powerful adversary with limited read and write access
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is present [57, 68, 84] and hence, the seemingly impossible task of keyless manipulation

detection may become possible. We ask the following question.

Q1. Is is possible to detect adversarial manipulation with a physical-layer channel without

having access to a shared key or correlated randomness?

Our work

In this chapter 1 , we study the problem of manipulation detection in an abstract commu-

nication model that partially leaks its content to an adversary as well as leaves it open to

“algebraic” manipulation, i.e., the adversary can decide on an adversarial noise sequence

to be added to the transmitted sequence. We use the algebraic manipulation setting as

a model to capture the adversary’s write access over a physical-layer channel. This is

a well-studied model and covers a wide class of adversarial channel models considered

in information and communication theory, c.f. [43, 54, 55]. We note that this problem is

different from the classical message authentication also because we seek protection only

against the substitution attack that means changing a transmitted message, and not im-

personation where the adversary generates and sends a message. It is easy to observe

that keyless protection against the impersonation attack is impossible.

The above problem can be seen as an extension of the work in [24] on leakage-free

algebraic manipulation detection (AMD) to cases where there is information leakage to

the adversary. We therefore follow the same terminology as in [24] develop our results

as a followup on that work. We refer to codes that detect algebraic manipulation in

our communication model as leakage-resilient (LR)-AMD codes. The study of LR-AMD

codes is of independent interest as we show application of these codes to other areas of

cryptography such as robust nonperfect secret sharing, besides manipulation detection

over (physical-layer) wiretap channels.

1The results of this chapter have been submitted to Advances in Cryptology EUROCRYPT 2013 [4].
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Formalization of LR-AMD codes. We start by giving formal definition of weak and

strong LR-AMD codes, respectively, depending on whether manipulation detection is pro-

vided for a randomly or an adversarially chosen message. The leakage bound in LR-AMD

codes is specified in terms leakage rate parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 which roughly indicates

the fraction of message/randomness that can be leaked. We measure the optimality of

an LR-AMD code construction by its effective tag length as well as its asymptotic rate:

The former is the extra storage required for storing a coded message and the latter is

the asymptotic information rate (message length divided by the code length). These

measures allow us to study optimality of code families in concrete and asymptotic ways.

LR-AMD codes: bounds and constructions. We prove lower bounds on the effective

tag lengths of weak and strong LR-AMD codes. The new lower bounds reveal how

leakage affects the redundancy/asymptotic rate of codes for a required security level. It is

interesting to see that while strong LR-AMD code families with asymptotic rate of 1 may

exist, it is impossible to have weak LR-AMD code families with asymptotic rate higher

than 1/(1 + α). We also derive general transformations from AMD to LR-AMD coding

which prove that currently existing optimal (in asymptotic rate/effective tag length)

weak/strong AMD codes can be used as optimal weak/strong LR-AMD codes. While in

strong LR-AMD codes the redundancy can become vanishingly small compared to the

message length, for weak LR-AMD codes it will be proportional to the message length.

We also consider a particular type of leakage, called block leakage, and design a block-

leakage-resilient (BLR)-AMD code construction that requires negligible redundancy.

LR-AMD codes: applications. We show two applications of LR-AMD and BLR-

AMD codes in cryptography: First, adding robustness to linear nonperfect secret sharing

schemes and second, detection of algebraic manipulation over wiretap channels. We show

how strong systematic LR-AMD codes can be used to add robustness to linear nonper-

fect secret sharing schemes that leak less than half of the secret to the adversary. We
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furthermore consider a particular class of nonperfect schemes, called somewhere perfect,

and show that schemes of this class with any leakage rate can be made robust using

BLR-AMD codes.

For the second application, we study erasure (resp. symmetric) type of wiretap chan-

nels consisting of a noiseless, but additively tamperable channel main channel as well

as a u-ary erasure (resp. symmetric) wiretapping channel that erases (resp. corrupt)

codeword symbols with some probability p. We prove that strong LR-AMD codes detect

algebraic manipulation over erasure wiretap channels with p > 0.5. More interestingly,

we show that using our deterministic BLR-AMD construction allows for smaller error

probabilities, as low as p > u−1. Adaption of this result to symmetric wiretap chan-

nels concludes detection guarantees for error probability u−1 − u−2 < p ≤ 1 − u−1. We

next show how our BLR-AMD code construction can be composed with other primitives

to provide unlimited bitwise manipulation detection, in addition to privacy, in message

transmission or key agreement over binary symmetric and binary erasure channels.

AMD for online adversarial channels. We consider another type of communication

with leakage, where the codeword is transmitted as a sequence of blocks and the ad-

versary’s view evolves with the number of transmitted codeword blocks; in other words,

although she eventually observes the whole codeword, the adversary can only use her cur-

rent view at a time to generate a particular noise element. Note that this scenario cannot

be generally modeled by our formulation of LR-AMD codes since here, the adversary’s

view varies over time. For online adversaries, we introduce a delay as a function of the

codeword length. The delay parameter captures the computation time required by the

adversary to process the view information and to calculate the next bit of the adversarial

noise. We consider linear-delay and constant-delay adversaries whose delay is a linear (γl

for 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) and constant 0 ≤ Γ ≤ l function of the codeword length (l). We show that

strong AMD codes can be used to protect against any (γ > 0)-linear-delay adversary,
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but not all Γ-constant-delay adversaries. Further studying constant-delay adversaries,

we propose unary codes which achieve arbitrarily small decoding error probability for

the 1-constant-delay (the strongest positive delay) adversary. Unfortunately, the rate of

this code approaches zero by increasing the code length. Investigating the possibility of

protection against constant-delay adversaries remains open.

4.1 Algebraically Manipulable Detection with Leakage

A leakage-resilient algebraic manipulation detection (LR-AMD) code is specified by a

pair of encoding/decoding functions Enc :M→ X and Dec : X →M∪{⊥}, whereM

is the message space, X is and additive group consisting of the codeword elements, and

⊥ represents the manipulation detection symbol. Fig. 4.1 shows Alice using this code

to send Bob a message reliably over an algebraically manipulable channel with partial

leakage. To send a message M ∈ M, Alice calculates the codeword X = Enc(M) and

sends it over the channel that leaks some information Z to Eve. Eve uses this view

to choose ∆ = Adv(Z) ∈ X , for some computationally unbounded adversarial function

Adv : X → Z, and replaces X with X ′ = X + ∆. Upon receiving X ′, Bob retrieves the

message as M̂ = Dec(X ′). We say the decoding fails whenever M̂ /∈ {M,⊥}.

Figure 4.1: Algebraic manipulable channel with leakage.

An LR-AMD code must satisfy correctness and security. The former requires that
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M̂ = M always holds for ∆ = 0, and the latter requires small decoding failure proba-

bility (for ∆ 6= 0). For the purpose of code construction, we mainly consider systematic

LR-AMD codes whose codeword is obtained by simply appending to the message a tag

applying a tag generation function. A systematic LR-AMD code is specified by its tag

generation function Tag :M→ T such thatM and T are additive groups. The correct-

ness property of a systematic LR-AMD code follows immediately from its construction

and hence the only requirement for such codes is security.

Depending on whether or not randomness is allowed in the tag generation function,

two types of LR-AMD codes can be defined. A weak LR-AMD code provides security

guarantee for a randomly chosen message and this lets the code construction be de-

terministic. In a strong LR-AMD code however, the security property must hold for an

adversarillay chosen message and hence the code must be randomized. The leakage bound

in LR-AMD codes is specified in terms of a leakage rate parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, measure

by min-entropy (see Definitions 15 and 16 in Section 2.3 for weak and block sources),

which roughly indicates the fraction of message/randomness that can be leaked. In this

work, we only consider “deterministic” weak LR-AMD codes, defined as follows.

Definition 37 (Weak LR-AMD code). Let Enc :M→ X and Dec : X →M∪ {⊥} be

the deterministic encoding and decoding functions of a block code, and M and X be the

sizes of M and X , respectively. For 0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, the above code is called

a (M,X, α, ε)-weak LR-AMD code if ∀m : Dec(Enc(m)) = m, and for any random

variables M ∈ M and Z ∈ Z such that M is (1 − α)-weak conditioned on Z, and any

computationally unbounded adversary Adv : Z → X it holds:

Pr
M,Adv

(
Dec(Enc(M) +Adv(Z)) /∈ {m,⊥}

)
≤ ε. (4.1)

The code is systematic if Enc(M) = (M,Tag(M)) for some function Tag : M → T ,

where M and T are additive groups.
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A strong LR-AMD code, however, must provide small failure probability for all mes-

sages, even one chosen by the adversary, in the message space. Satisfying this property

requires the encoding function to be randomized; because otherwise, the adversary can

choose δ = x2 − x1 for two codewords x1 = Enc(m1) and x2 = Enc(m2); hence, there is

a message m1 for which the security does not hold since the decoding returns m2.

Definition 38 (Strong LR-AMD Code). Let Enc : R ×M → X be the randomized

encoding function and Dec : X → M ∪ {⊥} be the (deterministic) decoding function

of a block code, and let M, R, and X be the sizes of M, R, and X , respectively. For

0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 < ε ≤ 1, the above code is called a (M,X,R, α, ε)-strong LR-AMD

code if ∀m : Dec(Enc(m)) = m, and for any random variables R ∈ R and Z ∈ Z such

that R is (1− α)-weak conditioned on Z, and any computationally unbounded adversary

Adv : Z → X , it holds

∀m : Pr
R,Adv

(
Dec(Enc(R;m) +Adv(Z)) /∈ {m,⊥}

)
≤ ε. (4.2)

The code is systematic if Enc(R;M) = (M,Tag(R;M)) for some function Tag : R ×

M→ R× G, where M, R, and G are additive groups.

Remark 11. Definitions 37 and 38 restrict leakage in terms of leftover min-entropy

(weak sources). The work on leakage resilient cryptography (cf. [39]) however often uses

a more natural definition by assuming the data (message/key/randomness) has uniform

distribution and the adversary can apply any function with limited length on the data.

Note that our definitions are give in a more general way so that they follow the previous

work and also cover cases where the data is not a priori uniform.

The weak and the strong AMD code definitions in [24] are special cases of Definitions

37 and 38, when there is no leakage to the adversary, α = 0; for brevity, we remove the

parameter α and refer to these codes as (M,X, ε)-weak AMD code and (M,X,R, ε)-strong
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AMD code, respectively. It is of both theoretical and practical significance to design a

construction that provides us with a set of of LR-AMD codes with flexible parameters,

rather than a single code.

Definition 39 (LR-AMD code family). A class F of LR-AMD codes is called a (weak/strong)

LR-AMD code family if for any integers κ, ν ∈ N, it contains a (weak/strong) LR-AMD

code with message size M ≥ 2ν and failure probability ε ≤ 2−κ.

We use effective tag length [24] to measure the optimality of an LR-AMD code family.

Definition 40 (Effective tag length). For integers κ, ν ∈ N and leakage rate 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,

the effective tag length $∗F of a (weak/strong) LR-AMD code family F is defined as

$∗F(κ, ν, α) = minF∗ logX− ν where F∗ denotes all codes in the family with M ≥ 2ν and

ε ≤ 2−κ. For α = 0, the effective tag length is denoted by $∗F(κ, ν) = $∗F(κ, ν, 0).

We also use asymptotic code rate as an alternative that shows the asymptotic behavior

of LR-AMD code families.

Definition 41 (Asymptotic rate). For leakage rate 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the asymptotic rate of a

(weak/strong) LR-AMD code family F is defined as RateF(α) = limκ→∞maxν maxF∗
ν

logX

where F∗ indicates all codes in the family with M ≥ 2ν and ε ≤ 2−κ.

Comparing the two definitions suggests the following.

Corollary 4. For leakage rate 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the asymptotic rate RateF of a (weak/strong)

LR-AMD code family F can be obtained as

RateF(α) = lim
κ→∞

max
ν

ν

ν +$∗F(κ, ν, α)
.

4.1.1 Lower bounds on the effective tag length

Theorem 11 shows lower bounds on the effective tag length of weak and strong LR-AMD

code families. For α = 0, the bounds reduce to those derived in [24] for AMD codes

(without leakage).
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Theorem 11. Any weak, resp. strong, LR-AMD code family F has an effective tag

length lower bounded as

$∗F(κ, ν, α) ≥ max{ κ

1− α
− 2 , κ+ αν − 2}, resp. $∗F(κ, ν, α) ≥ 2κ

1− α
− 2. (4.3)

Proof. See Appendix B.1.

Notice the difference between the effect of leakage rate α 6= 0 on the effective tag

length of weak and strong LR-AMD codes. For strong code families, the effective tag

length does not depend on ν; hence, it can be made negligible to the message length

by letting ν be sufficiently large. This suggests the possibility of strong LR-AMD codes

with the asymptotic rate of 1. For weak code families however, when ν � κ/(1 − α),

the effective tag length increases proportionally to ν. This upper bounds the asymptotic

rate of weak LR-AMD code families by 1/(1 + α).

4.1.2 Weak and strong AMD code constructions

Cramer et al. [24] proposed the following randomized construction of strong AMD codes.

Lemma 20. [24] Let F be a field of size q and characteristic p, and d be any integer such

that d+ 2 is not divisible by p. The tag generation function fs : F× Fd → F× F, given

by fs(r;m) = (r , rd+2 +
∑d

i=1 mir
i) gives a family of systematic (qd, qd+2, q, d+1

q
)-strong

AMD codes with effective tag length $∗s(κ, ν) ≤ 2κ+ 2 log(ν/κ+ 3) + 2 when p = 2.

The above construction is nearly optimal as its effective tag length is close to the lower

bound (4.3) when α = 0. Furthermore, the construction can be used as (deterministic)

weak AMD code, by replacing the randomness R with message symbols. This property

holds for any systematic AMD code construction in general, since the strong security

condition (4.2) implies the weak security condition (4.1) when randomness is replaced by

uniform message.
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Corollary 5. Any systematic (M,X,R, ε)-strong AMD code is converted to a (MR,X, ε)-

weak AMD code by replacing the randomness by a message piece. This implies the

tag generation function fw1(m) = fs(md+1;md
1), for fs as in Lemma 20, gives a fam-

ily of systematic (qd+1, qd+2, d+1
q

)-weak AMD codes with effective tag length $∗w1(κ, ν) ≤

κ+ log(ν/κ+ 2) + 1.

Despite the above corollary, there are direct constructions of weak AMD codes with

better parameters. See the following construction for instance.

Theorem 12. Let F be a field of size q and characteristic p, d ∈ N, and t ∈ {2, 3} be such

that t 6= p. The tag generation function fw2 : Fd → F, given by fw2(m) =
∑d

i=1(mi)
t

gives a family of systematic (qd, qd+1, 2
q
)-weak AMD codes with the effective tag length

$∗w2(κ, ν) ≤ κ+ 1.

Proof. See Appendix B.2.

The computational cost of the above construction is linear (multiplications) in d

compared to the quadratic cost in the construction of Corollary 5. It furthermore shows

much smaller effective tag length.

4.1.3 From AMD codes to LR-AMD codes

We show that an optimal AMD code construction gives an optimal family of LR-AMD

codes too.

Theorem 13. Any (M,X,R, ε)-strong AMD code is a (M,X,R, α,Rαε)-strong LR-

AMD code, for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. This implies that for a family F of strong AMD codes

$∗F(κ, ν, α) ≤ minF ′ $
∗
F(κ+α logR, ν), where F ′ includes all codes in F with Rαε ≤ 2−κ

and M ≥ 2ν.

Proof. See Appendix B.3.
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Theorem 13 shows that any family of strong AMD codes with R = o(2κ/α) gives a

family of LR-AMD codes for leakage rate α with failure probability o(1) which can be

made arbitrarily small for sufficiently large κ; hence, the asymptotic rate of 1. Applying

this to the construction of Lemma 20 shows a family of (qd, qd+2, q, α, d+1
q1−α )-strong LR-

AMD codes whose failure probability becomes arbitrarily small by choosing q sufficiently

large. The effective tag length of this family is upper bounded as $∗s(κ, ν, α) ≤ 2/(1 −

α) (κ+ log(u/k + 3)) + 2 for when p = 2. A similar proof to that of Theorem 13 can be

used to derive a similar result for weak AMD codes.

Corollary 6. Any (M,X, ε)-weak AMD code is a (M,X, α,Mαε)-weak LR-AMD code.

Applying this to the construction of Theorem 12 gives a family of (qd, qd+1, t
q1−αd )-

weak LR-AMD codes. The effective tag length of this LR-AMD code family is upper

bounded by $∗w2(κ, ν, α) ≤ κ+ αν + 2ακ/ν + 3 which is close to the lower bound (4.3).

The asymptotic rate of this code family remains however less than 1/(1+α), as expected

from Theorem 11. In the following we consider a restricted type of leakage, called block

leakage, and show how to design weak block-leakage-resilient AMD codes with asymptotic

rate 1.

4.1.4 AMD codes for block leakage

In the block leakage scenario, we assume that the message is a block source and further-

more the codeword can be split into arbitrarily many (equal-sized) blocks and the leakage

is through any arbitrary function that does not depend on (at least) two codeword block.

We first define the block-leakage function

Definition 42. Let F l and L be arbitrary sets that indicate input and output (leakage)

alphabets, respectively. A function f : F l → L is called a t-block-leakage function if there

exists a function f ′ : F t → L and fixed indices I = (i1, i2, . . . , it) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} such
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that

∀x ∈ F l : f(r, x) = f ′(r′, xI).

A block leakage resilient (BLR)-AMD code is defined as follows.

Definition 43. Let Enc : Ud → F l and Dec : F l → Ud∪{⊥} denote a weak AMD code.

For 0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 < ε ≤ 1, the code is called a (Ud,Fl, α, ε)-weak BLR-AMD code,

where U = |U| and F = |F|, if ∀m : Dec(Enc(m)) = m, and for any computationally

unbounded adversary Adv, (l−2)-block-leakage function f : F l → L, (1−α)-block-source

message M , and leakage information Z = f(Enc(M)), the security property (4.1) holds.

Theorem 14 introduces a deterministic BLR-AMD code construction that is nearly

optimal as it achieves the asymptotic rate of 1, when d (hence κ) tends towards infinity.

Theorem 14. Let d be a positive integer, F be a field of size q with primitive element τ ,

and G be any d×d non-singular matrix over the commutative ring Zq−1 = {0, 1, 2, . . . , q−

2} such that

• each column of G consists of distinct entries, i.e., ∀j, i, i′ 6= i : gi,j 6= gi′,j;

• entries of G are upper-bounded by ψd for constant ψ, i.e., ∀i, j : gi,j ≤ ψd.

The tag generation function fdlr : Fd → F, given by fdlr(m) =
∑d

i=1 τ
∑
j gi,jmj gives a

systematic (qd, qd+1, α, ψd+1
q1−α )-weak BLR-AMD code, for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

Proof. See Appendix B.4.

Remark 12. There are different ways to construct the matrix G in Theorem 14, e.g.,

using non-singular circulant matrices [29]. In Appendix B.11, we give a simple method

to construct G with ψ = 3 when q − 1 is prime, which suggests for instance a family

of (2ud, 2u(d+1), α, 3d+1
2u(1−α) )-weak BLR-AMD codes over binary fields F = GF (2u), where

2u − 1 is a Mersenne prime.
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4.2 LR-AMD codes for robust nonperfect secret sharing

Secret sharing is the task of distributing a secret as shares among n players such that only

qualified subsets of those players can recover the secret. We may assume that the players

are indexed by numbers 1 through n and define a secret sharing scheme (SSS) by two

functions, Share and Rec. The share function Share maps the secret S ∈ S to the share

vector Sh = (Sh[1], Sh[2], . . . , Sh[n]) ∈ SH, where SH = SH[1]× SH[2]× · · · × SH[n].

The reconstruction function Rec maps the collected shares Sh′ = (Sh′[1], . . . , Sh′[n])

with Sh′[i] ∈ SH[i] ∪ {Λ} to Ŝ ∈ S ∪ {⊥}, where Λ and ⊥ indicate share absence and

reconstruction error detection, respectively. For every subset B ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} of players,

we denote the collective share of B by ShB such that ShB[i] equals Sh[i] for i ∈ B and

Λ elsewhere. An SSS is called linear if it has a linear reconstruction function, i.e., for

any two share vectors Sh, Sh′ ∈ SH ∪ {Λ}, with S = Rec(Sh) and S ′ = Rec(Sh′),

the reconstructed of their element-wise addition Rec(Sh + Sh′) returns either S + S ′ if

⊥ /∈ {S, S ′} or ⊥ otherwise, noting that sh[i] + Λ = Λ.

In a perfect SSS, every subset B is tagged either qualified or unqualified: For qualified

B, the correctness property of SSS requires the reconstruction of ShB gives S. For un-

qualified B, the privacy property requires zero information leakage about S. A nonperfect

SSS in contrast may reveal partial secret information to some intermediate subset B of

players that are yet not qualified. The motivation for this security relaxation is gaining

efficiency in terms of the size of the distributed shares [52]. A well-known example of this

is ramp SSS, where leakage about the secret grows linearly with respect to the size of the

intermediate subset of players. Different information measures such as probability differ-

ence [15] and Shannon entropy [52] have been used to formalize leakage in a nonperfect

SSS. We give another formalization by using min-entropy measure for the definition of

nonperfect secret sharing.
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Definition 44. A nonperfect SSS, denoted by Share : S → SH and Rec : SH∪{Λ} →

S∪{⊥} is called β-perfect (for 0 ≤ β ≤ 1) if for the random secret S and any unqualified

or intermediate subset B of players, we have the following: Let Sh = Share(S), then

H̃∞(S|ShB) ≥ βH∞(S).

Robustness of an SSS requires that an intermediate/unqualified subset of players

cannot cheat to deceive honest players to recover a different secret value Ŝ 6= S.

Definition 45. A perfect/non-perfect SSS, defined by Share : S → SH and Rec :

SH∪{Λ} → S∪{⊥}, is ε-robust for secret distribution PS if for any unbounded adversary

Adv who corrupts an unqualified or intermediate subset B of players and secret S ∈ S

with distribution PS, we have the following. Let Sh = Share(S) and Sh′ be such that

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : Sh′[i] =


Adv(i, ShB), if i ∈ B

Sh[i] or Λ, else

.

Then Pr(Rec(Sh′) /∈ {S,⊥}) ≤ ε, where the probability is taken over the SSS randomness

and the secret distribution. The schemes is called ε-strongly-robust when PS is a constant

distribution.

Remark 13. The above definition is a generalization of [24, Definition 4] to non-perfect

SSS. The security notion is in general weaker as the adversary’s success probability is

taken over the secret distribution too. We adopt this definition since it bounds the true

success probability of an intermediate/unqualified subset in cheating when the secret is

unavoidably random.

4.2.1 Strong LR-AMD code with nonperfect SSS

In [24], a construction of strongly-robust linear perfect SSS is given by composing a

strong AMD code and a linear perfect SSS. This construction cannot be directly used for
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nonperfect SSS as leakage in these schemes may render the AMD code insecure. Taking

advantage of systematic AMD codes, we can have strongly-robust nonperfect SSS by

modifying the construction of [24] as follows. The secret S is given to a systematic strong

(LR-)AMD code with uniform randomness R, the codeword (S,R, fs(R;S)) is returned,

and each of the components is separately shared by nonperfect SSS. This approach causes

the nonperfect SSS to distribute its leakage over (S,R, fs(R;S)). Considering this for the

construction of Lemma 20 gives us the following (the proof is simple and hence omitted).

Corollary 7. Let fs(.; .) be the strong (LR-)AMD code of Lemma 20 with uniform ran-

domness R ∈ Fq, and (Share,Rec) denote a linear β-perfect SSS with secret being from

Fq. The SSS (Share∗,Rec∗) with secret from Fdq, given by

Share∗(S) =
((

Share(Si)
)d
i=1

,Share(R),Share(fs(R;S))
)
, and

Rec∗
((
Shi
)d+2

i=1

)
=


⊥, if ∃i : Rec(Shi) = ⊥ ∨ Rec(Shd+2) 6= fs

(
Rec(Shd+1); (Rec(Shi))

d
i=1

)
(
Rec(Shi)

)d
i=1

, else

is ε-strongly-robust, where ε = d+1
q2β−1 .

The robustness parameter ε in the above equals the failure probability of the strong

LR-AMD code for leakage rate 2β−1. Informally speaking, this leakage rate is obtained as

follows. A β-perfect SSS leaks (1−β) log q bits from each of R and fs(R;S). The leftover

uncertainty of the randomness is thus only guaranteed to be above β log q−(1−β) log q =

(2β−1) log q. Providing robustness for β-perfect SSS with β ≤ 0.5 is an interesting open

question of this section.

4.2.2 BLR-AMD code and somewhere-perfect SSS

We consider a special class of nonperfect secret sharing schemes, called somewhere-perfect

SSS, and show that schemes of this class can be made robust using BLR-AMD codes.

A somewhere-perfect SSS distributes the secret S = (S1, S2, . . . , Sl) as shares Sh =
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(Sh1, Sh2, . . . , Shn) such that for any unqualified or intermediate subset B of players,

their collective information ShB comes from a block-leakage function.

Definition 46. A non-perfect SSS, with functions Share : S → SH and Rec : SH ∪

{Λ} → S∪{⊥}, where S = Fn and F = |F|, is called somewhere-perfect if for the secret

S = (S1, S2, . . . , Sn), shares Sh = Share(S), and any unqualified or intermediate subset

B of players, we have ShB = f(S) for some (n− 1)-block leakage function f .

Theorem 15 shows how to make a linear somewhere-perfect SSS robust using a BLR-

AMD code.

Theorem 15. Let (Share,Rec) denote a linear somewhere-perfect SSS with secret in

Fn, and Enc/Dec be a (Ud,Fl, α, ε)-weak BLR-AMD code with d = w.n, for integer w ≥

2. Then the SSS (Share∗,Rec∗), given by Share∗(S) =
(
Share(Xn

1 ),Share(X2n
n+1) . . . ,

Share(Xd
(t−1)n+1)

)
and

Rec∗
((
Shi
)t
i=1

)
=


⊥, if ∃i : Rec(Shi) = ⊥

Dec(
(
Rec(Shi)

)t
i=1

), else

,

is ε-robust for (1− α)-block-source secrets over Ud.

Proof. See Appendix B.5.

Applying Theorem 14 to the above shows for α < 1, any somewhere-perfect SSS (e.g.,

Shamir’s polynomial-based ramp SSS) with (1−α)-block-source secrets over Fd+1
q can be

made ε-robust, where ε = ψd+1
q1−α can be arbitrarily small by choosing q sufficiently large.

4.3 LR-AMD codes over wiretap channels

We consider the wiretap communication scenario as in Fig. 4.1, when leakage is through

a probabilistic noisy channel: The wiretap channel consists of a noiseless but additively
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tamperable main channel from Alice to Bob and a wiretapping noisy channel from Alice

to Eve. For this channel, Wyner proved keyless private communication is possible with

a slight noise over the wiretapping channel. Keyless manipulation detection is however

trivially impossible if the adversary’s manipulation access to the main channel is not

restricted. We consider a scenario where the adversary’s manipulation is of algebraic

(additive) type, i.e., the adversary can only choose a tampering symbol to be added to

a transmitted codeword. We consider symmetric and erasure u-ary wiretap channels,

defined as follows.

Definition 47 (Erasure wiretap channel). A (u, p)-erasure wiretap channel (EWC) trans-

mits the codeword as a sequence of symbol elements in F of size u such that its wiretapping

component, denoted by ECu,p, either transmits a symbol correctly with probability 1 − p

or erases it completely (converts it to erasure symbol Λ) with probability p.

Definition 48 (Symmetric wiretap channel). A (u, p)-symmetric wiretap channel (SWC)

transmits the codeword as a sequence of symbol elements in (additive) group F of size u

such that its wiretapping component, denoted by SCu,p, either transmits a symbol correctly

with probability 1 − p or adds to it any of the non-zero group elements with probability

p/(u− 1).

When u = 2, we denote the above (binary) wiretap channels as p-BEWC and p-

BSWC. The wiretap channel is a special case of channel with leakage, so one may use

LR-AMD codes to detect algebraic manipulation over the wiretap channel. Consider a

systematic (M,MRG,R, α, ε)-strong LR-AMD code, denoted by Tag(.; .), over a (u, p)-

EWC. For message m and uniform randomness R, let (m,R,G) be the codeword. The

erasure channel erases p fraction of symbols in the codeword on average, i.e., it leaks to

the adversary 1−p fraction of R and 1−p fraction of G. Letting Z denote the adversary’s

view, the leftover min-entropy in R is approximately p logR− (1− p) logG which needs
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to be greater than (1− α) logR for the code to promise ε-security guarantee. Applying

this to the construction of Lemma 20 implies the following.

Corollary 8. For 0.5 < p ≤ 1, the (LR-)AMD code construction of Lemma 20 detects

algebraic manipulation over the (u, p)-EWC with detection failure probability at most

d+1
2(2p−1)q .

When p ≤ 0.5, no security guarantees can be made by the code construction. It is

thus interesting to investigate the possibility of algebraic manipulation detection over

(u, p)-EWCs with p ≤ 0.5. We focus on uniform message distribution and show that the

BLR-AMD code construction of Theorem 14 detects algebraic manipulation over EWCs

with p > u−1, with arbitrarily small failure probability by choosing the code length

sufficiently large.

Theorem 16. Let u ∈ N and p be such that u−1 < p ≤ 1. The BLR-AMD code construc-

tion of Theorem 14, with q such that log q is divisible by log u, detects algebraic manipu-

lation over the (u, p)-EWC with detection failure probability at most ψd+1
q

+exp
(
− (d+1)

8q1−ζ

)
for uniform message distribution, where ζ = logu(up) > 0. This probability can be made

arbitrarily small, e.g., by choosing d = q1−ζ/2 and q sufficiently large.

Proof. See Appendix B.6.

The same result holds for any (u, p′)-SWC with p′ = (1−u−1)p since for the codeword

X ∈ Flu, the adversary’s view Z ′ = SCu,p′(X) can be simulated from the erasure channel

output Z = ECu,p(X) by letting Z ′i = r for uniformly random r ∈ Fu when Zi = Λ or

Z ′i = Zi otherwise. This together with Theorem 16 lets us conclude the following.

Corollary 9. Let u ∈ N and p be such that u−1 − u−2 < p ≤ 1 − u−1. The BLR-

AMD code construction of Theorem 14 detects algebraic manipulation over the (u, p)-

SWC with failure probability at most ψd+1
q

+ exp
(
− (d+1)

8q1−ζ

)
for uniform message, where

ζ = logu(up) > 0.
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The existence and construction of wiretap AMD codes remains open for when the

condition on p and u in Theorem 16 (or Corollary 9) is not satisfied. This includes

binary wiretap channels p-BEWC with p < 0.5 and p-BSWC with p < 0.25.

4.3.1 Composability of the BLR-AMD construction

As discussed above, our BLR-AMD construction detects algebraic manipulation over a

certain range of erasure/symmetric wiretap channels. When the adversary uses all (not

just algebraic) manipulation functions, no security guarantee is provided. We show how-

ever that over binary wiretap channels, detection of unrestricted bitwise manipulation can

be promised by combining coding and modulation techniques. A binary wiretap channel

transmits data as a sequence of separate bits and hence the adversary’s manipulation is

bit-by-bit using the set of four possible bitwise manipulation functions, namely additive

functions (keep and flip) and overwrite functions (set-to-0 and set-to-1). To protect a

message from all bitwise manipulation functions, we (i) encode the message using our

BLR-AMD construction, (ii) apply Manchester coding on the BLR-AMD codeword, and

(iii) transmit the resulting codeword via on-off keying. The Manchester code is a simple

binary error-detecting code that appends to each bit its complement. On-off keying is a

pre-modulation step that transmits the bit “one” as the presence a carrier wave signal

and the bit “zero” as the absence of the signal. This prevents the adversary from apply-

ing the set-to-0 function deterministically (see Appendix B.12). Proposition 3 formalizes

our results on bitwise manipulation detection over p-BEWCs with p > 0.5 and p-BEWCs

with 0.25 < p ≤ 0.5.

Proposition 3. Let Encmn/Decmn be the Manchester encoding/decoding functions, and

fdlr denote the BLR-AMD code of Theorem 14, where q = 2v and F = GF (2v). The code
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given by Encb/Decb such that Encb(m) = (m, fdlr(m)) and

Decb(c) =


m̂, if Decmn(c) = (m̂, t̂) 6= ⊥, and t̂ = fdlr(m̂)

⊥, else

, (4.4)

has code rate d
2(d+1)

and detects bitwise manipulation for uniform message over a p-BEWC

(or p/2-BSWC) with p > 0.5 with failure probability at most ψd+1
2v

+ exp
(
− (d+1)pv

8

)
, if

the codeword is transmitted via on-off keying.

Proof. See Appendix B.7.

The above shows the possibility of manipulation detection over symmetric/erasure

binary channels. We further show that composing the above construction with wiretap

codes results in both privacy and manipulation detection in message transmission (or

key agreement). Wiretap coding has been studied first by Wyner [96] to achieve privacy

in message transmission. There have been since a lot of research on designing efficient

and optimal (in rate) wiretap codes (cf. [13, 58]). The following provides a definition of

wiretap codes, specifically for our binary wiretap channels.

Definition 49. A pair of encoding and decoding functions Encw : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}k

and Decw : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}t is called (t, k, ε)-wiretap code over the p-BEWC (resp. p-

BSWC) if ∀m ∈ {0, 1}t : Decw(Encw(m)) = m and for uniform M ∈ {0, 1}t it holds

I(M ;Z)/t ≤ ε, where Z = BECp(Encw(M)) (resp. Z = BSCp(Encw(M))).

Proposition 4. Let Encw/Decw be a (t, k, ε)-wiretap code over the p-BEWC (resp. p/2-

BSWC), for p > 0.5, such that for uniform M ∈ {0, 1}t X = Encw(M) is uniform. Also

let Encb/Decb be the code construction of Proposition 3 with v ≤ tε. The code given by

Encwb and Decwb such that Encwb(m) = Encb(Encw(m)) and

Decwb(c) =


Decw(Decb(c)), Decb(c) 6= ⊥

⊥, else

. (4.5)
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has code rate td
2k(d+1)

, satisfies I(M ;Z)/t ≤ 2ε for Z = BECp(X) (resp. Z = BSCp(X)),

and detects bitwise manipulation of M over the p-BEWC (or p/2-BSWC) with failure

probability at most ψd+1
2v

+exp
(
− (d+1)pv

8

)
, if the codeword is transmitted via on-off keying.

Proof. See Appendix B.8.

Known results give (t, k, ε)-wiretap code constructions over p-BEWC (resp. p-BSWC)

with arbitrarily small ε > 0 and of rate arbitrarily close to 1 − p (resp. h(p) =

−p log(p) − (1 − p) log(1 − p)). This proves that by choosing the code length suffi-

ciently large, the above code construction achieves rates arbitrarily close to (1 − p)/2

(resp. h(p)/2) and provides both privacy and manipulation detection with arbitrarily

small failure probabilities.

4.4 AMD for online adversarial channels

The online adversarial scenario models a communication system with leakage where the

codeword is transmitted as a sequence of bits X ∈ {0, 1}n and the adversary’s (algebraic)

manipulation strategy ∆i for a current bit Xi depends on the so-far received (and pro-

cessed) codeword bits, i.e., Xj for j ≤ i. This channel model has been first studied by

Langberg et al. [55] for the purpose of reliable transmission when the adversary corrupts

up to a p-fraction of symbols. For online adversaries, we introduce a delay as a function

of the codeword length. The delay parameter captures latency in processing the received

data for constructing an adversarial noise block. In the following, we study two types of

online adversaries with delay: constant-delay and linear-delay adversaries.

Definition 50. For Γ ∈ Z≥0, a Γ-constant-delay (online) adversary Advcdo,Γ is an

adversary whose algebraic manipulation is written as ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : ∆i = Advcdo,Γ(X i−Γ
1 ),

where n is the transmission (codeword) length.
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Definition 51. For real 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, a γ-linear-delay (online) adversary Advldo,γ is an

adversary whose algebraic manipulation is written as ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n : ∆i = Advldo,γ(X
i−γn
1 ),

where n is the transmission (codeword) length.

Generally, the online adversarial channel is not captured by the leakage scenario

given in Section 4.1.3, since the view of an online adversary changes over time as the

codeword blocks pass by. However, it is not hard to observe that protection against

(non-zero) linear-delay adversaries can be attained by using a strong systematic AMD

code that is chosen appropriately such that the adversary does observe the tag (including

the randomness) before manipulating with the last codeword block.

Proposition 5. Let fs(.; .) denote the strong systematic AMD code construction of

Lemma 20 over a binary field F = GF (2v).

• Choosing d ≥ d 2
γ
− 2e and arbitrary v, the code detects algebraic manipu-

lation of any message m ∈ Fd over the γ-linear-delay adversarial channel

with failure probability at most d+1
2v

.

• Choosing v ≤ bΓ
2
c and arbitrary d, the code detects algebraic manipulation

of any message m ∈ Fd over the Γ-constant-delay adversarial channel with

failure probability at most d+1
2v

.

Proof. See Appendix B.9.

Theorem 5 also shows that protection against any (non-zero) linear-delay adversary

and with arbitrarily small failure probability can be attained by using the construction

of Lemma 20 with sufficiently large code length. This suggest a family of AMD codes

over linear-delay adversarial channels. The result for constat-delay adversaries however

implies that the code failure probability cannot exceed (d + 1)/2Γ/2 which implies the

maximum security parameter for which an AMD code exists is κ = bΓ/2 − log(d + 1)c;
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thus, the above construction does not suggest a family of AMD codes for constant-delay

adversarial channels.

Further investigating the constant-delay adversarial channel, we show that by using

unary codes, we can achieve arbitrarily small failure probability against the 1-constant-

delay (i.e., the strongest positive delay) adversary, however, at the price of adding large

redundancy to the code (i.e., sacrificing the code rate). In the following, we define a

variation of unary codes with fixed encoding length of n.

Definition 52 (Unary code). The n-unary code is a deterministic coding scheme, with

n + 1 codewords, that is defined by an encoding function Encu : {0, 1, . . . , n} → {0, 1}n,

and decoding function Decu : {0, 1}n → {0, 1, . . . , n}, such that

Encu(m) = 1m||0n−m and Decu(x) = wH(x),

where wH(x) represents the Hamming weight of x.

Theorem 17. The n-unary code detects algebraic manipulation of uniform message M ∈

{0, 1, . . . , n} over the 1-constant-delay adversarial channel with failure probability at most

2
n+1

.

Proof. See Appendix B.10.

Although the unary code construction introduces an AMD code family over the

constant-delay adversarial channel, its rate is obtained as log(n+ 1)/n which tends to 0

asymptotically. This leaves open the existence/construction of AMD code families with

positive asymptotic rates in the constant-delay adversarial scenario.

4.5 Conclusion

We investigated the problem of keyless manipulation detection when the adversary’s

read/write access to the channel is naturally restricted, i.e., the adversary’s tampering
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with the communication is by injecting an adversarial noise to the channel and, fur-

thermore, her read (view) access to the communication may be imperfect. This models

realistic cases of adversarial scenarios in the physical-layer of the network, esp. wireless

environments. We began by considering an abstract model of an algebraic manipulable

channel with leakage and developing the study of LR-AMD codes for manipulation de-

tection over this communication channel. Our work is also considered as an extension of

the current work on “algebraic manipulation detection” [24] to scenarios where there is

arbitrary but bounded leakage about the codeword to the adversary.

We derived lower bounds on the effective tag length of (weak and strong) LR-AMD

code families and proved optimal LR-AMD constructions. The results show strong LR-

AMD code constructions can achieve arbitrarily small failure provability with negligible

redundancy (asymptotic rate of 1), however, weak LR-AMD code constructions cannot

exceed rate more than 1/(1 + α) where α is the leakage rate: When α is close to 1, the

highest achievable asymptotic rate is 1/2. We then introduced a block-leakage-resilient

(BLR)-AMD code construction with the asymptotic rate of 1 that detects algebraic

manipulation when leakage is through any adversarially chosen function that does not

depend on at least two codeword blocks.

We showed two important applications of these codes to robust secret sharing and to

manipulation detection over wiretap channels. We showed how to add robustness to linear

β-perfect SSS with β > 0.5 by using strong systematic LR-AMD codes; furthermore, how

to add robustness to linear somewhere perfect SSS using BLR-AMD codes. We studied

algebraic manipulation over (u, p)-erasure and -symmetric wiretap channels and showed

when p > .5 a strong systematic AMD code can achieve this purpose. We also showed

our deterministic BLR-AMD construction detects algebraic manipulation over the above

erasure and symmetric channels when p > u−1 and u−1−u−2 < p ≤ 1−u−1, respectively.

Composing this construction with a few other primitives, we can provide unlimited bitwise
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manipulation detection, in addition to privacy, in message transmission or key agreement

over binary symmetric and binary erasure channels. Providing robustness for β-perfect

SSS with β ≤ 0.5 and manipulation detection over (u, p)-EWC (and (u, p/2)-SWC) with

p < u−1 are open problems that we have not provided an answer for.

We also studied another class of communication with leakage called online-adversarial

channel, where the adversary has a linear/constant delay in receiving codeword bits and

using them to decide on her manipulation strategy. For linear-delay adversaries algebraic

manipulation detection can be achieved by strong systematic AMD codes. For constant

delay adversaries, we showed unary coding construction as an AMD code family achieves

arbitrary small failure probability; however, its asymptotic rate is zero. Existence and

construction of AMD code families over the constant-delay adversarial channel is an open

question, which we leave for future research.

This chapter raises a number directions to future work. Investigating manipulation

detection in other realistic adversarial/leakage scenarios is an interesting question. We

also encourage studying the application of LR-AMD codes to other areas of cryptography.
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Chapter 5

Distance Bounding Verification

over Physical-Layer Channels

A distance bounding (DB) protocol is an interactive protocol with two parties, a verifier

and a (possibly untrusted) prover, that enables the verifier to find an upper bound on its

distance to the prover. The DB problem was first introduced by Brands and Chaum [16]

and has since been studied in different settings [18, 19, 44, 74, 94]. DB protocols have

found numerous applications in security: they are used as building blocks for secure lo-

calization [83], location-based access control [71], and wormhole detection [47]. Protocols

for distance bounding combine cryptographic tools with methods of estimating distance

such as received signal strength (RSS), its angle of arrival (AoA), and its time of flight

(ToF). The currently-proposed protocols for “secure” distance bounding, however, are

based on ToF as other signal properties are more susceptible to adversarial scenarios

including the well-studied distance fraud (DFA), mafia fraud (MFA), and terrorist fraud

(TFA) attacks [30].

Despite the variety of the settings, all ToF-based techniques use a common approach

which is based on a rapid exchange of challenge-response messages between the verifier

and the prover. For each challenge-response, the verifier measures the round-trip time,

subtracts the processing time of the prover, and divides this by the signal traveling

speed to have an estimate of its distance to the prover. Accurate time measurements

in these protocols introduce implementation challenges [72]. Firstly, the verifier needs

access to a high-precision clock to be able to measure the round-trip time with sufficient

accuracy, since a small error leads to a large inaccuracy in distance estimates. Secondly,
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the verifier either needs a good estimate of the prover’s processing time, or must assume

it is negligible compared to the signal’s time of flight. In hostile environments, one

cannot make a good estimate of the adversary’s processing time and this may result in

large errors in distance estimation. This all supports that the design and implementation

of accurate ToF-based DB protocols is still a challenge. This concern lets us raise the

following question:

- Are there particular cases of the DB problem that can be solved without using time

measurement?

Our work

In this chapter 1 , we address the above question and study secure distance bounding

verification in circumstances where the verifier does not have access to an accurate clock

and so cannot use ToF-based solutions. Distance bounding verification (DBV) is a variant

of distance bounding that is defined in a setting where the prover supposedly knows its

location (or distance) a priori and the DBV protocol is initiated by the prover sending a

location claim to the verifier. We assume that the prover and the verifier communicate

over a wireless environment that attenuates the transmitted signal and adds noise to it.

In our setting, signal attenuation is a deterministic variable that reduces as a function of

distance and noise is modeled by an additive Gaussian random variable with zero mean

and certain variance.

We study three main types of attacks against DBV [30] which have also been consid-

ered for the distance bounding problem [17,18]. Distance fraud attack (DFA) refers to a

scenario where a dishonest prover claims a closer distance to the verifier. In mafia fraud

attack (MFA), the prover is honest and claims its real distance, bit there is a man-in-the-

middle intruder that tampers with the communication to convince the verifier that the

1The results of this chapter have been submitted to Advances in Cryptology EUROCRYPT 2013 [5].
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prover is closer. In terrorist fraud attack (TFA), the dishonest prover helps an intruder

convince the verifier about an incorrect (closer) distance claim.

DFA and MFA security. We show that it is possible to construct efficient protocols

with security against DFA and MFA, even if the adversary has unlimited computational

power. We give a basic DFA-secure protocol by simply using the above challenge-response

phase, where the challenge is transmitted over the PLAN environment via the binary

phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. Our DFA-secure DBV protocol can be changed

to a DFA/MFA-secure protocol by simply using a message authentication code (MAC) to

protect the messages from the prover to the verifier, particularly the prover’s response to

the challenge message. This is not surprising because in distance bounding verification,

the prover knows its distance (or location) in a priori and when the prover is honest (as

in MFA), it can authenticate its legitimate claim by a MAC so that the intruder cannot

substitute this with another claim. We note that MFA-security in “distance bounding”

is much more challenging only because the prover is unaware of its distance/location.

We explain this further in Section 5.5.

TFA security. Unlike security against DFA and MFA, it is impossible to design TFA-

secure protocols without time measurement, even if the adversary is computationally

bounded. The reason is an appropriately located intruder can relay all protocol messages

(including any signal-related information) back and forth between the other the prover

and the verifier, without the verifier noticing. We adopt a restriction on the adversary’s

communication capability that will allow for TFA-secure DBV protocols without time

measurement. We consider a variation of the bounded retrieval model (BRM) [31, 38],

described as follows. There is a high throughput uniform source, called the BRM oracle,

that generates and transmits a uniform binary string with a high speed such that all par-

ties (including the verifier) can only retrieve a constant fraction of the string. The verifier

can adjust the transmission power of the oracle, however has no control on its content.
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We assume that the honest parties can only sample individual bits from the transmitted

signal. Depending on the adversary’s retrieval capability however, we study two cases:

a sampling adversary who can only sample individual bits, and a general adversary who

can apply any limited length function to her observation. We propose a BRM-DBV pro-

tocol and derive conditions under which the protocol achieves DFA/MFA/TFA-security

in the BRM against general and sampling adversaries. The TFA-security in this protocol

is attained by incorporating the BRM oracle as well as an averaging sampler [12, 89] to

the basic DFA-secure protocol.

Numerical analysis. The DBV protocols designed in this work use computationally-

efficient functions. The communication complexity of the protocols and the conditions for

security, however, depend on input parameters. We use numerical analysis to elaborate on

the performance of our designed protocols with respect to input parameters. The analysis

shows that TFA-security against general adversaries is achievable only for certain set of

input parameters. For the rest of the settings however, security is guaranteed for all

input parameters.

Related work

Brands and Chaum [16] proposed the first time-based DB protocol with security against

DFA and MFA. Their protocol assumes a private key for the prover and consists of

three phases: commitment, rapid bit-exchange, and signature-verification. The rapid

bit-exchange phase allows the verifier to put an upper bound on the prover’s distance;

the other two phases are to provide DB security guarantees against the two adversar-

ial scenarios. The protocol is not secure against TFA. The follow-up work has since

considered different formalizations of the problem in various settings and attack scenar-

ios [18, 21, 37, 49, 72, 91]. Distance-bounding for RFID has also been extensively studied

in recent years. Such protocols provide a method of proximity based authentication.
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Bussard and Bagga [18] proposed the first TFA-secure DB protocol. The protocol uses

public key cryptography and zero-knowledge proofs and so is computationally inefficient.

More recent work (cf. [50, 63,64,73,74]) improves security and efficiency of this result.

The effect of noise in the environment of time-based distance bounding protocols has

been considered by [44, 63, 83]. Noisy environment can interfere with the operation of

the protocols and the aim of all these works is to provide protection against this noise.

For example authors in [83] considered the MAD protocol [91], which is an extension

of Brands and Chaum’s protocol with mutual authentication, and propose methods of

protecting the rapid bit-exchange phase against noise in the environment. In our work

the environment noise is a “blessing” in the sense that it allows protection against the

eavesdropper at the blocked distance. Using appropriate coding methods allows the

verifier to control reception of a challenge such that a legitimate receiver can have (almost)

perfect reception while the intruder at the blocked distance remains uncertain.

5.1 Preliminaries

The basic component of our DBV protocols is a challenge-response phase over the noisy

environment that lets the verifier accept only if the prover’s response is close enough to

the transmitted challenge. The DFA-security of this approach follows from the fact that

receivers at far distances cannot guess a bit string that is close enough to the challenge

with high probability. To formalize this notion of security, we define a class of sources,

named almost-secure sources, as a generalization of weak sources (see Definition 15),

that require an upper-bound on the probability of any element being close (in Hamming

distance) to the source output.

Definition 53 (Almost-secure source). A random variable X ∈ {0, 1}n is called (β, δ)-

almost-secure if maxx Pr(dH(X, x) ≤ βn) ≤ 2−δn. The source is called (β, δ)-almost-
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secure conditioned on the random variable Y ∈ Y if Ey maxx Pr(dH(X, x) ≤ βn|Y =

y) ≤ 2−δn.

Lemma 21 shows how leakage can affect the almost-security property of a source. The

proof of this lemma follows from the chain rule for min-entropy (cf. [34]).

Lemma 21. Let the random variable X ∈ {0, 1}n be (µ, δ)-almost-secure conditioned

on Y ∈ Y and let A be any random variable in A of (support) size A. Then X is

(µ, δ − log(A)/n)-almost-secure conditioned on (Y,A).

To protect DBV against mafia fraud, we use (information-theoretic) message authen-

tication codes (MACs). A MAC is a shared key cryptographic primitive that protects a

message against arbitrary tampering of an adversary. The code is defined by a function

Mac : K ×M→ T takes a shared key sk ∈ K as well as a message m ∈ M and returns

an authentication tag t = Mac(sk;m). A message and tag pair (m′, t′) are then verified

if t′ = Mac(sk;m′) holds. We limit ourselves to one-time MACs, defined as follows.

Definition 54 (MAC). A function Mac : K × M → T is called an ε-secure one-

time message authentication code (MAC) if for any message m ∈ M and any adversary

Adv : T → M× T , it holds that Pr[t′ = Mac(SK;m′)|(m′, t′) = Adv(Mac(SK;m))] ≤ ε,

with the probability taken over the uniform key SK ∈ K.

Another primitive used in this work is a sampler, which is an efficiently-computable

function that receives some randomness as input and lets the BRM-DBV protocol retrieve

part of BRM oracle output in the BRM setting. It is shown that sampling a random

subset of bits from a source nearly preserves its min-entropy rate. However, choosing

a completely random set of positions is expensive in the seed length. Vadhan [89] has

proposed using averaging samplers [12] that achieve the task of sampling in a randomness-

efficient way.
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Definition 55 (Averaging sampler). [89] A function Samp : {0, 1}r → [n]k is a (µ, θ, γ)

averaging sampler if for every function f : [n]→ [0, 1] with average value 1
n

∑
i f(i) ≥ µ,

it holds that Pr
(

1
k

∑k
j=1 f(ij) < µ− θ

)
< γ, where (i1, i2, . . . , ik) = Samp(Ur) and Ur

is uniform over {0, 1}r. The sampler has distinct samples if for every x ∈ {0, 1}r, the

samples produced by Samp(x) are all distinct.

Vadhan [89] shows an explicit efficient construction for averaging sampling with dis-

tinct samples (as defined above), by modifying an existing sampler based on random

walks on expander graphs. It has been proven [89] that averaging sampler also pre-

serves the min-entropy rate of the source. Nevertheless, we cannot apply this result as

we will need another property: We require the sampling output to remain almost-secure

(as in Definition 53) in the adversary’s view. This property is required in proving the

TFA-security of our BRM-DBV protocol. We show in Lemma 22 that averaging samplers

keep the almost-security property of a source.

Lemma 22. Let the random variable X ∈ {0, 1}n be (µ, δ)-almost-secure conditioned on

Y . Suppose Samp : {0, 1}r → [n]k is a (µ, θ, γ)-averaging sampler with distinct samples.

Then for uniformly distributed Ur ∈ {0, 1}r, the random variable M = XSamp(Ur) is

(µ− θ, δ′)-almost-secure conditioned on (Ur, Y ), where δ′ = log(γ + 2−δn)/k.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

5.2 Distance Bounding Verification: Problem Definition

A distance bounding verification (DBV) protocol is a two-party protocol between a ver-

ifier V and a (possibly untrusted) prover P that enables the verifier to verify an upper-

bound on distance claim by the prover. The protocol is initiated by V receiving a distance

claim dc supposedly sent by P whose real distance is dr. The protocol may have multiple

rounds. In each round, one of the parties constructs a message using its current view
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of the protocol, including its secret state and the messages received so far. At the end

of the protocol the verifier outputs a Boolean value Vout ∈ {Acc, Rej} indicating V has

accepted or rejected the claim, respectively.

Let d0 be the maximum distance the DBV protocol is designed for and let ψ > 1 be a

real-valued parameter called the distance bounding (DB) ratio. A distance claim dc ≤ d0

together with ψ partitions the area around V into three distance regions: (i) dr ≤ dc,

(ii) dc < dr < ψdc, and (iii) dr ≥ ψdc. See Figure 5.1. Region (i) that is the closest

to V corresponds to the honest setting, denoted by Hon[V ↔ P], where V is expected

to output Acc. Region (iii) which is the farthest from V corresponds to an adversarial

setting Att , where V should output Rej. There is finally a region (ii) between the other

two regions where the protocol output cannot be guaranteed. This uncertain region can

be controlled by appropriate choice of ψ.

Verifier

dc

ψdc

d0

Honest region

Uncertainty
region

Adversarial region

Figure 5.1: The distance bounding verification regions specified by dc and ψ.

The performance of a DBV protocol is measured in terms of completeness and sound-

ness using the two false rejection and false acceptance error rates, respectively.

Definition 56 (DBV protocol). Let Att denote ad adversarial scenario against DBV.

A DBV protocol Π is called a (ψ, εFA, εFR)-Att -secure, when it satisfies

Completeness : Pr(Vout(Hon[V↔ P]) = Acc) ≥ 1− εFR, (5.1)

Soundness : Pr(Vout(Att) = Rej) ≥ 1− εFA, (5.2)
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where Vout(x) indicates the verifier’s output in scenario x and the probability is taken

over the randomness of the protocol, the adversary, and the environment.

5.2.1 Adversarial scenarios

We assume that the DBV protocol, its parameters and implementation, are publicly

known. The adversary can listen to and tamper with the communicated messages: that

is replacing a transmitted message with one of its choice. Let ψ > 1 be the DB ratio

given as part of the DBV protocol specification. In this work, we consider three adver-

sarial scenarios (introduced in [30]) that are commonly considered for distance bounding

protocols [17, 18]. We note that an adversarial scenario always refers to a case where

dr ≥ ψdc holds.

Distance fraud attack (DFA). There are two entities: an honest verifier V and a

dishonest prover P at distance dr to the verifier. P claims distance dc, where dr ≥ ψdc

and its goal is to convince V of its claim. The attack scenario is denoted by DFA[V↔ P].

Mafia fraud attack (MFA). The mafia fraud, denoted by MFA[V↔ I↔ P], consists of

three parties: an honest verifier V, an honest prover P at the distance dr, and an intruder

I who launches a man-in-the-middle attack. No restriction is put on the location of I.

The attack begins with P sending an honest distance claim and I modifying it to a claim

dc, where dr ≥ ψdc. The rest of the attack is about I trying to convince V about this

claim. Protection against MFA requires P and V to share secret key information by which

V can distinguish P from I.

Terrorist Fraud Attack (TFA). The terrorist fraud, denoted by TFA[V↔ I↔ P], also

includes three parties: an honest verifier V, a malicious prover P at the distance dr, a

colluding intruder I that can be at any location. Similar to MFA-security, TFA-security

also relies on secret key information shared between V and P. The prover’s goal is to

help I convince V of the distance claim dc where dr ≥ ψdc, nevertheless without revealing
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crucial secret key information that would increase I’s success chance in impersonating

the prover without its permission. An impersonation attack, denoted by Imp[V↔ Adv],

refers to a scenario where an adversary Adv initiates the conversation with V by sending

a distance claim dc, while the prover at some distance dr ≥ ψdc is unaware of this

conversation.

Different definitions for TFA have been proposed to capture the above requirement

(cf. [37]). However, all these definitions are dedicated to time-based distance bounding

solutions and furthermore, they assume multiple-time distance bounding where I may

use the leaked information in one session to gain advantage in other sessions. This

formalization thus cannot be immediately applied to our setting of one-time distance

bounding verification without time measurement.

We provide a slightly different formalization of TFA, described as follows. In our

setting, P can leak any secret key information W to I as long as I is not encouraged

to launch an impersonation attack instead of following the TFA. Clearly if W is leaked

after V receives the TFA distance claim, a session has already been started and I cannot

replace it by impersonation. When leakage occurs before V receives a claim, the intruder

may succeed in launching an impersonation attack sooner than the TFA begins. Our

formalization thus puts a restriction on I’s view by the time the distance claim is received

by V.

Definition 57. Let TFA[V ↔ I ↔ P] be an attack scenario that provides I with view

V before V receives the distance claim. This attack scenario is a valid TFA if for any

impersonator Adv that takes V as input, there exists a simulator S such that

Pr(Vout(Imp[V,S(⊥)]) = Acc) = Pr(Vout(Imp[V,Adv(V )]) = Acc).

Remark 14. Applying Definition 57 to one-time DBV protocols shows that P is allowed

to reveal its key completely after being sure that V has received the claim and thus the
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I cannot launch an impersonation. Moreover, P may even reveal some parts of its key

to I before the protocol starts, provided that the leakage does not cause advantage in

impersonation.

5.2.2 Physical-layer model: PLAN

We consider an environment where wireless signal transmission is affected by Path Loss

and Additive Noise (PLAN). We assume long-distance path loss (d � 1m) without

fading, in which signal amplitude at a distance d from the transmitter is obtained by

dividing the signal strength by
√
ξdα, where ξ ≥ 1 is a constant representing the system

loss and α > 0 is the path loss exponent whose value varies between 2 (free-space) and

4 (flat-earth) [70, Chapter 4]. The additive noise is a Gaussian signal with zero mean

and variance Σ. Thus in our model, a signal transmitted with the initial power E will be

received at a distance d with power E
ξdα

. We specify a PLAN communication environment

by PLANξ,α,Σwhere the three superscript parameters denote the system loss, the path loss

exponent, and the noise power, respectively.

Sender

Receiver

Wiretapper

X

Y

Z

1√
(ξdα) Ny(0, σy)

1√
ξ(ψd)α Nz(0, σz)

dy

dz

Figure 5.2: The PLANξ,α,Σmodel

Remark 15. We assume that the noise signals at two “different” receiving positions in

PLANξ,α,Σare independent random variables. This common assumption is supported by the

fact that in general signals reach their destinations through multiple independent routes.

In our case this is a reasonable assumption as long as the two receivers are sufficiently
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apart [87, 90].

Figure 5.2 models the transmission of a signal X over PLANξ,α,Σ, where two receivers

at distances d and ψd, for ψ > 1, receive signals Y = (ξdα)−0.5X + Ny and Z =

(ξ(ψd)α)−0.5X +Nz, where Ny and Nz are independent Gaussian random variables with

zero mean and variance Σ. Assuming independence of noise variables the above two

positions, the communication channel from the transmitter to the two receivers can

be modeled as a Gaussian wiretap channel [56] (see Definition 9) with signal-to-noise

ratios SNRy = E
ξdαΣ

at the legitimate receiver and SNRz = E
ξ(ψd)αΣ

= SNRy/ψ
α at the

wiretapper, where E is the signal transmission power at the sender.

5.3 Distance Bounding Verification over PLAN

5.3.1 Challenge-Response with BPSK: DFA-secure DBV

We describe a basic DFA-secure DBV protocol which is simply a challenge-response pro-

tocol which relies on Binary Phase Shift Key (BPSK) modulation for signal transmission.

BPSK modulation and binary wiretap channel

For the purpose of signal transmission over the PLAN environment, we use Binary Phase

Shift Key (BPSK) modulation with adjustable power, such that the modulator power is

adjusted for an intended transmission distance d. Let Emax denote the maximum allowed

power at the transmitter, and d0 be the maximum distance that may be claimed to V.

We define the modulator ModE : {0, 1} → R and demodulator Demod : R → {0, 1}

functions as

ModE(s) =


−
√
E, if s = 0

√
E, if s = 1

, and Demod(x) =


0, if x < 0

1, else

, (5.3)
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with power E =
(
d
d0

)α
E0 such that E0 ≤ Emax is the transmission power for the highest

distance bound d0. We also use ModE/Demod functions for sequences where we mean

applying them on each symbol of the sequence, one by one.

The benefit of using ModE/Demod over PLANξ,α,Σis that it gives fixed signal-to-noise

ratios SNR0 and SNR0/ψ
α for all pairs of intended/blocked distances (d, ψd), where

SNR0 = E0

Σξdα0
is a constant determined by the system parameters. The above implies

that all such pairs of channels can be mapped to a single binary symmetric wiretap

channel (BSWC) as shown in Lemma 23.

Lemma 23. Using ModE/Demod over PLANξ,α,Σconverts any pair of channels from the

verifier V to distances d and ψd into a BSWC with main and wiretapping bit error

probabilities

pi =
1

2
erfc(

√
SNR0) and pb =

1

2
erfc(

√
SNR0

ψα
), (5.4)

where SNR0 = E0

Σξdα0
and erfc(x) = 2√

π

∫∞
x
e−t

2
dt is the complementary error function [1].

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

Challenge-response protocol

The challenge-response protocol takes advantage of noise in the PLANξ,α,Σenvironment to

distinguish whether a claim belongs to an honest scenario or a distance fraud scenario.

For positive integer k and real E0 ≤ Emax and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, the (E0, k, β)-challenge-

response protocol, Π1, is described as follows.

Challenge:. On receiving a distance claim dc, V chooses a random k-bit challenge M ,

and broadcasts X = ModE(M), where E = (dc/d0)αE0; P receives Y .

Response: P demodulates and sends back M̂ = Demod(Y ) to V “reliably”.

Verify: V accepts if dH(M̂,M) ≤ βk.
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Remark 16. Notice the difference between communication from the prover to the verifier

and that in the opposite direction. The prover communicates to the verifier by using

appropriate coding techniques and signal power to provide reliable reception; thus, we

assume this communication is error-free. The verifier, however, transmits the challenge

string with certain power to cause distinguishably different signal-to-noise ratios between

acceptable distances dr ≤ dc and fraud distances dr ≥ ψdc.

A (E0, k, β)-challenge-response protocol is a (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA-secure DBV protocol if

for any claim dc ≤ d0, no more than βk challenge bits are corrupted at distances≤ dc, and

more than βk challenge bits are corrupted at distance ≥ ψdc, except with probabilities

εFR and εFA, respectively.

Proposition 6. Given PLANξ,α,Σand DBV parameters ψ > 1 and 0 < εFA, εFR ≤ 1, choose

E0 ≤ Emax and pi ≤ β ≤ pb, where pi and pb are determined from (5.4). The (E0, k, β)-

challenge-response protocol, Π1, with challenge length

k ≥ dmax{(pi + β) ln(1/εFR)

(β − pi)2
,

(2pb) ln(1/εFA)

(pb − β)2
}e, (5.5)

is a (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA-secure DBV protocol over PLANξ,α,Σ.

Proof. See Appendix C.3.

5.3.2 Adding MFA-security to DBV

The Distance bounding verification problem assumes that the prover P knows its distance

(or location) in a priori and the protocol is initiated by the verifier V receiving a distance

claim from P. In mafia fraud attack, P is honest and hence sends a legitimate claim, say

dr. This suggests that MFA-security can be simply achieved by protecting P’s messages

from being manipulated, by using a message authentication code (MAC). Figure 5.3

shows a DFA/MFA-secure DBV protocol, Π2, which is obtained by incorporating an ε-

secure one-time MAC (with ε ≤ εFA) to P’s response in the protocol Π1 of Section 5.3.1.
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We denote the MAC function by Mac : Ka × ({0, 1}n × D) → T and assume V and P

share a secret key SKa ∈ Ka. The communication, shown in brackets, from P to V is

assumed to error-free (see Remark 16).

Verifier (SK) Prover (SK)

ψ, εFA, εFR
⇓

E0, k, β

[dc]

dc =⇒ E
M ←R {0, 1}k

X = ModE(M)

X / Y

M̂ = Demod(Y )

T = Mac(SK; (M̂, dc))

[M̂, T ]

Vrfout = Acc, iff:
diff(M̂,M) ≤ βk and

T = Mac(SK; (M̂, dc))

Figure 5.3: DFA/MFA-secure DBV protocol Π2

Corollary 10. Let parameters (E0, k, β) be chosen as in Proposition 6 and Mac be an

ε-secure one-time MAC with ε ≤ εFA. The DBV protocol Π2 is (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA/MFA-

secure over PLANξ,α,Σ.

5.3.3 TFA-security and the bounded retrieval model

The DBV protocols Π1 and Π2 cannot resist TFA: The prover P can succeed in giving an

acceptable response if an intruder stays within the claimed distance dc, demodulate the

challenge signal, and pass it (reliably) to P with a distance dr ≥ ψdc. More generally,

without assuming any restriction on the communication capability of the P and I, it is

impossible to design a TFA-secure DBV protocol that does not rely on time measurement

on the verifier’s side. This can be seen by noting that the channel between P and I can

be made error-free (by using error correcting codes) and instantaneous (without time

measurement). The appropriately located intruder can relay all protocol messages (and

other related signal information) back and forth between the other P and V, without V
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noticing. Such an attack scenario does not require I to know any secret key information

owned by P and is thus a valid terrorist fraud as in Definition 57.

Protecting against terrorist fraud in DBV may be possible if restrictive assumptions

are made about the adversary’s communication power. In the following, we describe a

variant of the bounded retrieval model (BRM) that restricts the communication capa-

bility of the parties in the system. BRM is a variation of bounded storage model first

proposed in [62]. In both cases there is a random source that generates strings with high

min-entropy. Bounded storage model puts a bound on the amount of parties’ storage.

In BRM however [31, 38], there is no limit on the parties storage, rather the adversary’s

retrieval rate of the stored strings is limited.

We assume there is an oracle that generates a binary uniform string and transmits

this string using BPSK. We assume that V can select the transmission power, but has

no control over the string content. The signal transmission over the PLAN environment

results in different (attenuated and noisy) observations at different points. The transmis-

sion speed is so high that the parties (including V) can only retrieve a constant fraction

0 < λ < 1 of what they observe. We always assume the honest parties retrieve λn indi-

vidual bits from their n-bit observation by sampling. We however consider two types of

adversaries: a sampling adversary who can only retrieve individual bits at specific indices,

and a general adversary who can apply any λn-bit function to her observation. While the

latter adversary is more powerful, the sampling adversary is reasonably interesting as one

may argue that the applying any function other than sampling would require retrieving

more bits from observation and hence would violate the BRM condition.

BRM oracle. The λ-BRM oracle, denoted by Orclλ, takes as input the transmission

power E ∈ R>0, generates a uniformly random n-bit string O and transmits XO =

ModE(O). The retrieval rate λ implies that each party can retrieve at most λn bits from

the string.
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Averaging sampler. We use “averaging sampler” Samp, defined in Definition 55. This

primitive allows V and P can agree on which λn positions to pick from the BRM oracle

output, by inputting a shared uniformly random key SKe ∈ Ke = {0, 1}r.

The BRM-DBV Protocol. We describe the BRM-DBV protocol Π3 that is secure

against all three fraud attacks in the BRM. We assume that V and P share a key SKe

that is used for sampling the BRM oracle output. The reason for TFA-security is that the

challenge in the BRM-DBV protocol is hidden in the BRM oracle output and retrieving

it needs SKe. Without a fair knowledge of this key, the intruder can only retrieve a

random part of the oracle output and this cannot much help the (malicious) prover find

an acceptable response. The protocol proceeds in three rounds as shown in Figure 5.4.

As before, the communication from P to V is assumed to be error-free.

1. P sends a distance claim [dc] reliably to V.

2. V invokes the λ-BRM oracle Orclλ(E) with n = k/λ and E =
(
dc
d0

)α
E0;

the signal XO ∈ Rn is transmitted and P receives YO.

3. P uses Samp to retrieve YM = YO,Samp(SKe), obtains M̂ = ModE(YM), and

sends back [M̂ ].

* Verify: V obtains M = XO,Samp(SKe) and accepts iff dH(M̂,M) ≤ βk.

Theorem 18. Given 0 < λ < log(e)/2, PLANξ,α,Σ, and DBV parameters ψ > 1 and

0 < εFA, εFR ≤ 1, if there exists E0 ≤ Emax such that pi < pb−
√

2 ln(2)pbλ, where pi and

pb are determined from Lemma 23, then the following holds.

Choose β, θ, µ, k, n such that pi < β, µ = β + θ, µ < pb −
√

2 ln(2)pbλ, and

k ≥ dmax{(pi + β) ln(1/εFR)

(β − pi)2
,

2pbλ ln(1/(εFA − γ))

(pb − µ)2 − 2 ln(2)pbλ
}e, and n = dk/λe. (5.6)
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Verifier (SK) Prover (SK)

ψ, εFA, εFR, λ
⇓

E0, k, β, n

[dc]

dc =⇒ E

XO ← Orclλ(E)

XO /
YO

YM = YO,SKe
M̂ = Demod(YM )

[M̂ ]

XM = XO,SKe
M = Demod(XM )
Vrfout = Acc, iff:

dH(M̂,M) ≤ βk

Figure 5.4: TFA-secure BRM-DBV protocol Π3

The BRM-DBV protocol Π3 is (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA/MFA/TFA-secure over PLANξ,α,Σ in the

λ-BRM with general intruder.

Proof. See Appendix C.4.

The above result shows the possibility of TFA-secure distance bounding verification

in the BRM. The construction however will work when certain conditions are satisfied.

Firstly, the retrieval rate λ must be less than log(e)/2 ≈ 0.72; otherwise, the inequality

pi < pb−
√

2 ln(2)pbλ cannot hold as the right hand side becomes non-positive. Secondly,

the relationship among parameters is complex and so simply keeping λ < log(e)/2 is not

sufficient as there may be a set of system parameters that make it impossible to find a

transmission power E0 ≤ Emax so that the above inequality holds. The numerical analysis

of Section 5.4.1 makes this more clear. In the following, we show that our BRM-DBV

protocol in the BRM is TFA-secure at any retrieval rate 0 < λ < 1, assuming I behaves

like a sampling adversary.

Theorem 19. Given 0 < λ < 1, PLANξ,α,Σ, and DBV parameters ψ > 1 and 0 < εFA, εFR ≤

1, if there exists E0 ≤ Emax such that pi < (1 − λ)pb, where pi and pb are determined

from Lemma 23, the the following holds.
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Choose β, θ, µ, k, n such that pi < β, µ = β + θ, µ < (1− λ)pb, and

k ≥ dmax{(pi + β) ln(1/εFR)

(β − pi)2
,

2(1− λ)pb ln(1/(εFA − γ))

((1− λ)pb − µ)2
}e, and n = dk/λe. (5.7)

The BRM-DBV protocol Π3 is (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA/MFA/TFA-secure over PLANξ,α,Σ in the

λ-BRM with sampling intruder.

Proof. See Appendix C.5.

From (5.4), any arbitrarily small pi
pb

is achieved by choosing E0 and hence SNR0

sufficiently large enough. We however should note that when Emax is not very large,

some values of pi
pb

may not be achievable with E0 ≤ Emax. We explain this more in

Section 5.4.2.

5.4 Numerical Analysis

The DBV protocols porposed in this work are computationally efficient as they use

light-computation functions such as Hamming distance calculation, message authenti-

cation codes, samplers. The protocols however have communication costs that depend

on the system parameters. In particular, the communication cost is tightly related to

the challenge length which depends on the protocol parameters (ψ, εFA, εFR). Moreover,

the BRM-DBV protocol may not provide TFA-security against a general intruder for all

input parameters, and it is interesting to know under what input conditions TFA-security

is guaranteed.

In the following, we analyze the performance of our designed protocols with respect to

protocol parameters. Throughout, we suppose we are required to design DBV protocols

for a distance range of d0 = 100km over the PLANξ,α,Σ environment with the following

parameters: no system loss ξ = 1, outdoor path loss exponent α = 3, and noise power

Σ = 1pW ≈ −90dBm. Let the maximum allowed power at the transmitter be Emax =

30kW ≈ 75dBm which is reasonable for small radio stations.
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5.4.1 DBV protocols Π1 and Π2

Given PLANξ,α,Σand DBV parameters ψ > 1 and 0 < εFA, εFR ≤ 1, we shall obtain the

challenge-response parameters (E∗0 , k
∗, β∗) that give a (ψ, εFA, εFR)-DFA-secure DBV pro-

tocol, while minimizing the challenge length required. We analyze the behavior of the

minimal challenge length k∗ with respect to the DBV protocol parameters (ψ, εFA, εFR);

for simplicity, we assume equal error probabilities εFA = εFR = ε. Following Proposition

6, the optimal challenge-response parameters are determined by minimizing (5.5) as

k∗ = dln(1/ε) min
E0≤Emax

min
pi<β<pb

max{ (pi + β)

(β − pi)2
,

(2pb)

(pb − β)2
}e, (5.8)

and letting E∗0 and β∗ be choices that result in k∗. Figure 5.5 graphs the changes in k∗ (in

bits) and E∗0 (in dBm) as functions of 1 < ψ ≤ 1.5 for ε ∈ {10−3, 10−4, 10−5}. The upper

graph shows reasonable challenge length increases by decreasing the DB ratio ψ; however,

it remains in a reasonable range, e.g., changing ψ from 1.1 to 1.01 causes k∗ to increase

from 231 bits to 2629 bits. The lower graph shows that optimal power E∗0 increases when

ψ increases; however, its value does not depend on ε as also appears from (5.8). We also

note that the optimal choice of E0 is typically far less than the maximum allowed power

Emax = 75dBm. The reason is that increasing E0, increases the signal-to-noise ratio at

both receivers and does not necessarily minimize the term (5.8).
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Figure 5.5: Protocol Π1: changes in challenge length n∗ and power E∗0 w.r.t. ψ and ε.
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5.4.2 DBV protocol Π3 against sampling and general intruders

We follow a similar approach to the previous section to find the minimum n that is re-

quired by this protocol in the BRM. We start by requiring TFA-security against sampling

intruder and then discuss about the general intruder case.

Sampling intruder. According to Theorem 18, the minimum n is obtained as (by

considering θ and γ to be negligible)

n∗ = d1
λ

ln(1/ε) min
E0≤Emax

min
pi<β<(1−λ)pb

max{ (pi + β)

(β − pi)2
,

2(1− λ)pb

((1− λ)pb − β)2
}e, (5.9)

The above expression for n∗ is very similar to (5.8) for k∗, except that pb is replaced

by (1 − λ)pb and a 1/λ coefficient is included in the expression. This reveals that the

communication complexity of Π3 can be much higher than Π1 (and also Π2). For small

λ, we get (1−λ)pb ≈ pb and increase in the communication complexity is caused by 1/λ

factor in (5.9). For larger λ, the minimization in (5.9) results in much higher value than

that of (5.8). Figure 5.6(a) includes two graphs. The lower graph shows the maximum

BRM rate λ∗ (for which TFA-security against sampling intruder is guaranteed) as a

function of the DB ratio ψ. When ψ is too small, the TFA-security cannot not hold for

all λ’s only because the transmission powers is bounded by Emax. Of course, by letting

Emax be sufficiently large the protocol Π3 will work for all ψ’s and λ’s. The upper graph

illustrates the behavior of n∗ with respect to ψ for λ ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. Both increment of

λ and decrement of ψ cause drastic increase in the length n∗, such that for ψ = 1.06 and

λ = 0.9, the BRM oracle should send around 2 Gigabits of random data.

General intruder. For general intruder the results are more restrictive, mainly because

Theorem 18 provides security guarantees only if the set of input parameters satisfy pi <

pb −
√

2 ln(2)pbλ, and these cases are quite limited as shown in Figure 5.6(b). The

lower graph indicates that the BRM rate λ should be too small for TFA-security against
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Figure 5.6: Protocol Π3: Changes in oracle length n∗ and BRM rate λ∗ w.r.t. ψ.

general intruder, e.g., for ψ = 1.68 the rate λ cannot be more than 0.1. The upper

graph then draws n∗ as a function of ψ when λ = 0.1: the numbers suggest that when

security guarantee can be provided, the oracle output length can be reasonably small,

e.g., n∗ = 1071 for ψ = 1.68.

5.5 Conclusion

We studied the problem of distance bounding verification (DBV) through which the

prover claims an upper bound on its distance the verifier. The existing approaches to this

problem with security concerns propose using time of flight for estimating the distance

between the verifier to the prover. We proposed an alternative solution that uses physical

properties of the signal propagation environment for this purpose. We showed possibility

and impossibility results for protocols achieving different levels of security, using this

approach. We showed that it is possible to construct efficient DFA/MFA-secure DBV

protocols only relying on physical channel properties; however, TFA-security without

time measurement is impossible. We next considered the bounded retrieval model (BRM)

and introduced a TFA-secure protocol in this model. We analyzed the performance and

the security of our protocols via numerical analysis. There are numerous open questions
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and future research directions that follow from this work. We give these questions while

discussing our assumptions and results in the following.

Practicality of the results. This work provides a practical approach to distance

bounding verification with DFA/MFA-security in real-life communication environments.

The growing area of location-based services for mobile devices [75] is a good example that

matches our DBV setting. Most of location-based services provide their costumers with

rewards and benefits when they check in at certain locations and this creates incentive for

malicious users to cheat on their location [45]. Such an attack scenario can be addressed

by our DFA-secure DBV protocol and without requiring specialized time-measurement

hardware, noting that mobile devices are often sophisticated with Global Positioning

System (GPS) tools.

The study of distance bounding verification in the bounded retrieval model (BRM),

on the other hand, is a theoretically interesting area that provides an example of the

adversary’s restriction that makes possible TFA-secure DBV without time measurement.

A similar work to this is the study of BRM in position based cryptography [21]. Proposing

more realistic models for designing secure distance bounding without time measurement

is an interesting open question.

The environment setting. We assume a widely-accepted, yet simple model for wire-

less communication that includes signal attenuation and additive Gaussian noise. With

a slight revision of our primitive parameters, similar solutions can be used for more

complex communication models, such as Reighley fading channels. We also assume all

communicating devices have the same reception gain and so, a farther receiver obtains a

more attenuated signal. This assumption can be relaxed by considering a more powerful

receiver for the adversary, whose reception gain is a constant times that of the honest

party. Secure DBV in this relaxed case can be achieved at the price of requiring a higher

DB ratio ψ.
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Channel noise versus time of flight. This work inquires the physical properties of a

natural propagation environment as an alternative to time measurement for the purpose

of distance bounding verification. Despite the promising results, our study acknowledges

time of flight as a more powerful resource that potentially allows for higher levels of secu-

rity, e.g., against terrorist fraud attacks without additional assumptions. An interesting

open question is if one can combine physical channel properties with time measurement

to achieve better performance, for instance to reduce the required clock accuracy of time-

based protocols without sacrificing security.

From DBV to DB protocols. It is quite important to know whether our DBV protocols

can be used to build secure DB protocols that do not require the prover to know its distance,

i.e., expect the protocol to output a verified distance bound. We do not treat this problem

formally, but here are a few words on this topic. Assuming that the protocol should

estimate a distance bound from a limited number of distances, say d1 to dl for some

small l, distance bounding can be obtained by repeating a DBV protocol (with carefully

chosen parameters) for all these values in place of the distance claim and outputing the

smallest i such that the claim di is verified via DBV. This approach provides distance

bounding with security against distance fraud, but not mafia fraud since a relay man-

in-the middle attack becomes irresistible. We believe that this approach achieves MFA-

and TFA-security in the bounded retrieval model.

One-time versus multiple-time DBV. Our study involves one-time distance bound-

ing verification in the information-theoretic setting (against computationally unbounded

adversaries). The protocols though can be converted to work for multiple-time DBV, by

each time creating fresh randomness for the challenge and fresh keys for the secret-key

primitives, namely the MAC and the sampler. This latter can be also achieved by using

multiple-time MACs and samplers to reduce the required key size. We also note that

the DBV protocols can be easily modified for usage in the computational setting and
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for polynomially many times, by using computationally-secure MAC (and sampler) with

more efficiency in the key size.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

Providing security functionalities over physical-layer channels is a growing area in infor-

mation security and cryptography. In this thesis, we considered three security-related

problems, namely secret key establishment, manipulation detection, and distance bounding

verbification and investigated solutions to these problems that benefit from physical-layer

properties as resources. In the following, we summarize our results of studying these prob-

lems and point out open questions and future work directions. This work also encourages

revisiting other security primitives and protocols when physical-layer properties can be

used to improve the effeciency/performace of the current results.

6.1 Secret Key Establishment

We formalized the problem of secret key establishment (SKE) in a communication sce-

nario (referred to as a setup) that consists of discrete memoryless sources and channels

available to Alice and Bob as legitimate users and Eve as an eavesdropper. We defined

the SK capacity as the highest key rate that can be achieved using resources in the setup.

2DMWC. We first considered 2DMWC which consists of a pair of discrete memoryless

wiretap channels (DMWCs) between Alice and Bob in the two directions. We proved

lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity in this setup, showed their coincidence in

special cases, and analyzed these results using numerical analysis for binary channels.

2DMWC without randomness. We noticed two implicit assumptions in the above

work: (i) local randomness is freely available to the parties and (ii) the independence of

the two DMWCs. We removed assumption (i) by considering SKE using 2DMWC when
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there is no initial randomness available to the parties. We showed that channel noise can

be used as a single resource for both extracting the required randomness and establishing

the secret key. We obtained lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity and applied the

two bounds to the case of binary channels to show the gap between them.

TWDMWC. We removed assumption (ii) by considering SKE using two-way discrete

memoryless wiretap channel (TWDMWC), which receives two inputs from Alice and Bob

and returns three outputs to the parties (including Eve). We showed a “trivial” lower

bound on the SK capacity of TWDMWC that follows immediately from previous work We

next showed an improvement of the trivial lower bound and analyzed this improvement

over binary channel. We also derived an upper bound on the capacity and discussed

cases where the bounds coincide.

Weak vs. strong capacity. We noticed that the above work uses the weak SK capacity

definitions that needs negligible rate of key leakage to Eve, whereas the strong SK capacity

requires negligible total key leakage. Maurer and Wolf [60] showed the equality of the

weak and the strong SK capacities for one-way DMWC with/without public discussion

[3, 26, 59, 96]. We modified their proof to make it applicable to any discrete memoryless

setup and showed the equality of the two SK capacities for any discrete memoryless

setup that allows for reliable transmission. Extending this proof to the secure message

transmission problem showes that the weak and the strong secrecy capacities are equal

for any discrete memoryless setup that allows the sender to provide randomness. Trivial

counterexamples show that these sufficient conditions are not always necessary for the

equality of the capacities.

Open questions and challenges. The work creates a number of open questions/challenges

that remain to be answered.

• Improving our lower and upper bounds on the SK capacity in the 2DMWC
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and TWDMWC setups is a subject of future work. This would imply

tighter estimations of the SK capacity for these setups.

• Except for when initial randomness does not exist, the SKE protocols pro-

posed by this work are two-round protocols. It is interesting to know

whether one can achieve higher key rates by using more rounds of interac-

tion.

• Exploring the role of randomness in other cryptographic tasks and the

existence of cryptographic primitives when channel noise is the only source

of randomness is an interesting problem to work on.

• The equality results for the weak and the strong capacities are conditional.

Whether the conditions can be completely removed or shall be replaced by

tight (necessary and sufficient) conditions remains open.

• The main assumption of this work (and the related work in the literature)

is that sources and channels follow certain probability distributions (states)

that are known by the protocol. In hostile environments however, it may

be hard to have a good estimate of the wiretapper’s source/channel states.

It is practically important to relax the assumptions used by the above work

and allow for some inaccuracies in source/channel state estimation.

6.2 Manipulation Detection

We formalized the problem of keyless manipulation detection over physical-layer channels

by introducing an abstract communication model including an algebraic manipulable

channel with leakage. We defined LR-AMD codes to achieve the above goal in this
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communication model. Depending on the security requirement we defined two types of

such codes, namly weak and strong LR-AMD codes.

LR-AMD codes: bounds and constructions. We derived lower bounds on the

minimum coding redundancy of weak and strong LR-AMD codes and proved optimal LR-

AMD constructions. The results show that strong LR-AMD codes can achieve negligible

redundancy, but weak LR-AMD code constructions cannot. We defined and proposed

block-leakage-resilient (BLR)-AMD code constructions as weak AMD codes that require

negligible redundancy to detect algebraic manipulation in certain leakage scenarios.

LR-AMD codes: applications. We studied two applications of LR-AMD and BLR-

AMD codes. We first considered robust secret sharing schemes (SSSs) and showed

(i) composing a strong systematic LR-AMD code with a linear nonperfect SSS that

leaks less than half of the secret makes it robust, and

(ii) composing a BLR-AMD code with a linear somewhere-perfect SSS makes it robust.

We also studied manipulation detection over u-ary erasure- and symmetric-wiretap chan-

nels and showed

(i) There are strong systematic LR-AMD codes which detect algebraic manipulation

over wiretap channels that erase (or corrupt) more than half of the communication,

on average, for the adversary.

(ii) There are BLR-AMD codes which detect algebraic manipulation over wiretap chan-

nels that erase (resp. corrupt) more than u−1 (resp. 1− u−1) fraction of the com-

munication for the adversary.

Composing these constructions with other primitives, we can provide unlimited bitwise

manipulation detection, in addition to privacy, in message transmission or key agree-
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ment over binary symmetric and binary erasure channels. We also studied the online-

adversarial channel, where the adversary has a linear/constant delay in receiving code-

word bits and using them to decide on her manipulation strategy. For linear-delay ad-

versaries algebraic manipulation detection can be achieved by strong systematic AMD

codes. For constant delay adversaries, we showed unary coding construction as an AMD

code family achieves arbitrary small failure probability; however, its asymptotic rate is

zero.

Open questions and challenges. This work raises many questions and directions to

future work.

• Providing robustness for nonperfect SSSs that leak more than half of the

secret to the cheating adversary is a question we do not have an answer

for.

• Further investigation of keyless manipulation detection in different settings

of leakage is a problem with both theoretical and practical significance.

This includes the questions which have remained open from this work, e.g.,

algebraic manipulation detection over wiretap channels that erase (resp.

corrupt) “less” than u−1 (resp. u−1 − u−2) fraction of the communication

for the adversary.

• Existence and construction of AMD code families over the constant-delay

adversarial channel is another open question of this work.

• LR-AMD codes are quite useful primitives which may find applications to

other areas of cryptography. Finding such connections would be a nice

piece of work.
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6.3 Distance Bounding Verification

We considered distance bounding verification (DBV) protocols that are initiated by the

prover claiming (an upper bound on) its distance and are continued by the verifier check-

ing the correctness of this claim. The problem matches for instance verifying the cus-

tomer’s distance in location-based mobile services [45]. Unlike the current time-based

approaches to this problem, we investigated solving the problem using physical-layer

properties instead of time measurement. We adopted a widely-accepted model of wire-

less communication that includes signal attenuation and additive Gaussian noise. We

considered three attack scenarios called distance fraud attack (DFA), mafia fraud attack

(MFA), and terrorist fraud attack (TFA) against DBV.

DFA and MFA security. We began by introducing a DFA-secure DBV protocol that

is based on a challenge-response phase whose content is transmitted over the wireless

environment, via binary phase shift keying. We derived the challenge-repones specifi-

cation which guarantees security for given environment and security parameters. The

DFA-secure protocol can be changed to a DFA/MFA-secure protocol by simply using

a message authentication code to protect the messages from the prover to the verifier,

particularly the prover’s response to the challenge message.

TFA security. We showed it is impossible to design TFA-secure protocols without time

measurement, even if the adversary is computationally bounded; however, by limiting

the adversary’s communication capability to the bounded retrieval model (BRM), it is

possible to construct protocols that are secure against all three attacks. The BRM as-

sumes a high-throughput random string that parties (including the verifier) can only

retrieve a constant fraction of. Depending on the adversary’s retrieval capability, we

considered security against the sampling adversary and the general adversary. We pro-

posed a BRM-DBV protocol and derived conditions under which the protocol achieves
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DFA/MFA/TFA-security in the BRM against general and sampling adversaries.

Numerical analysis. We used numerical analysis to elaborate on the performance of

our designed protocols with respect to input parameters. The analysis shows that TFA-

security against the general adversary is achievable only under certain conditions, but

DFA-, MFA-, and TFA-security against the sampling adversary can be provided for all

input parameters.

Open questions and challenges. The work opens a new direction to the study of

secure distance bounding verification protocols. The open questions of this work are

listed below.

• It is practically important to investigate where our DBV protocols can be

implemented in real-life wireless environments with more complex limita-

tions.

• Proposing more realistic models (than BRM) for designing secure distance

bounding without time measurement is of both theoretical and practical

interest.

• Another interesting question is whether one can combine physical-layer

properties with time measurement to achieve better performance, for in-

stance to reduce the required clock accuracy of time-based protocols with-

out sacrificing security.

• It is also important to find the connection of DBV protocols to DB pro-

tocols that do not require the prover to know its distance, i.e., expect the

protocol to output a verified distance bound. In Section 5.5, we pointed out

a few thoughts regarding the topic. The formal treatment of this problem

however remains an interesting question for future work.
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Appendix A

Proof Results on Secret Key Establishment

A.1 Preliminaries

A.1.1 Proof of Lemma 10: Joint-AEP for bipartite sequences

Part 1) To prove Pr((XN , Y N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε )→ 1

We shall show that with high probability XN and Y N are (ε, n)-bipartite typical and

(XN , Y N) is (ε, n)-bipartite jointly typical as in Definitions 30 and 31, respectively. For

large enough n and d, by the weak law of large numbers, we have

− 1
n

logPU(Un)→ −E[logPU(U)] = H(U) in probability

⇒ ∃n1 : ∀n > n1,Pr(| − 1
n

logPU(Un)−H(U)| > ε) < ε
6
,

Similarly, we can conclude the following for the other parts of the sequences.

∃d1 : ∀d > d1,Pr(| − 1
d

logPT (T d)−H(T )| > ε) < ε
6
,

∃n2 : ∀n > n2,Pr(| − 1
n

logPU ′(U
′n)−H(U ′)| > ε) < ε

6
,

∃d2 : ∀d > d2,Pr(| − 1
d

logPT ′(T
′d)−H(T ′)| > ε) < ε

6
.

Since these sequences are i.i.d., we have

logP (XN) = logPU(Un) + logPT (T d),

logP (Y N) = logPU ′(U
′n) + logPT ′(T

′d),

which finally results in

∀n > n1,∀d > d1,Pr(| − 1
N

logP (XN)− nH(U)+dH(T )
N

| > ε) < ε
3
, (A.1)

∀n > n2,∀d > d2,Pr(| − 1
N

logP (Y N)− nH(U ′)+dH(T ′)
N

| > ε) < ε
3
. (A.2)
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The same approach results in the following relations for the joint distribution,

∃n3 : ∀n > n3,Pr(| − 1
d

logPT,T ′(T
d, T ′d)−H(T, T ′)| > ε) < ε

6
,

∃d3 : ∀d > d3,Pr(| − 1
n

logPU,U ′(U
n, U ′n)−H(U,U ′)| > ε) < ε

6
,

⇒ ∀n > n3, ∀d > d3,Pr(| − 1
N

logP (XN , Y N)− nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)
N

| > ε) < ε
3
. (A.3)

By choosing n > max{n1, n2, n3} and d > max{d1, d2, d3}, (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3)

are satisfied. The probability union bound (over these three equations) states that

(XN , Y N) /∈ A(N,n)
ε holds with probability less than ε, i.e., Pr((XN , Y N) ∈ A(N,n)

ε ) ≥ 1−ε.

This proves the first part of the theorem.

Part 2) To prove (1− ε)2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)−Nε ≤ |A(N,n)
ε | ≤ 2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)+Nε

1 =
∑

P (xN , yN) ≥
∑
A

(N,n)
ε

P (xN , yN)
(a)

≥ |A(N,n)
ε |2−(nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)+Nε)

⇒ |A(N,n)
ε | ≤ 2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)+Nε,

and

1− ε ≤
∑
A

(N,n)
ε

P (xN , yN)
(b)

≤ |A(N,n)
ε |2−nH(U,U ′)−dH(T,T ′)+Nε

⇒ |A(N,n)
ε | ≥ (1− ε)2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)−Nε.

Both inequalities (a) and (b) follow (A.3).

Part 3) To prove (1−ε)2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)−3Nε ≤ Pr((X̃N , Ỹ N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε ) ≤ 2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)+3Nε

Note that X̃N and Ỹ N are independent and Pr(X̃N = xN , Ỹ N = yN) = P (xN)P (yN).

Using (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3), we have

Pr((X̃N , Ỹ N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε ) =

∑
A

(N,n)
ε

P (xN)P (yN)

≤
(

2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)+Nε
) (

2−nH(U)−dH(T )+Nε
) (

2−nH(U ′)−dH(T ′)+Nε
)
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= 2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)+3Nε,

and

Pr((X̃N , Ỹ N) ∈ A(N,n)
ε ) =

∑
A

(N,n)
ε

P (xN)P (yN)

≥ (1− ε)
(

2nH(U,U ′)+dH(T,T ′)−Nε
) (

2−nH(U)−dH(T )−Nε) (2−nH(U ′)−dH(T ′)−Nε
)

= (1− ε)2−nI(U ;U ′)−dI(T ;T ′)−3Nε.

A.1.2 Proof of Lemma 11: Secure block code

The proof is based on a random coding argument. Given random variables W2, W1, X, Y ,

and Z as in the Lemma, let Rc < I(W1;Y ), R2 = I(W2;Y ), R1 = Rc−R2 < I(W1;Y |W2),

Rsc = I(W1;Y |W2) − I(W1;Z|W2), M = 2nRc and K = 2nRsc . Assume that n is chosen

sufficiently large such that nRc, nR2, nR1, and nRsc are all integers.

Define ε′ = 2n(Rc−I(W1;Y )) and ε = (2Rc + 1)/Rscε
′. Let (Bi)2η2

i=1 partition [M ] such

that Bi = {bi,j}2η1
j=1. Define bindx : [M ] → [2nR2 ] × [2nR1 ]} such that bindx(b) = (i, j), if b

is labeled by bi,j. Define the following two randomly generated codebooks.

(i) Define the codebook C2 as a the collection of 2η2 codewords {wn2,b2 : b2 ∈ [2η2 ]},

where each codeword wn2,b2 is of length n and is independently generated according

to the distribution
n∏
i=1

p(W2 = w2,b2(i)).

(ii) For each wn2,b2 , define the codebook C1(wn2,b2) as the collection of M = 2η1 code-

words {wn1,b2,b1 : b1 ∈ [2η1 ]}, where each codeword, w1,b2,b1 , is of length n and is

independently generated according to the distribution

n∏
i=1

p(W1 = w1,b2,b1(i)|W2 = w2,b2(i)).
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Encoding. The encoding function Enc : [M ] → X n is defined such that Enc(b) is the

output of the DMC (W1,X , PX|W1) for input wn1,b2,b1 that is obtained using codebooks C2

and C1, where (b2, b1) = bindx(b).

Decoding. The decoding function Dec : Yn → [M ] returns for Y n ∈ Yn, a unique b ∈ [M ]

such that the codeword wn1,b2,b1 ∈ C1 for (b2, b1) = bindx(b) is ε-jointly typical to Y nb
b (w.r.t.

PW1,YA); she returns a NULL otherwise.

Key Derivation. The key derivation function (Φi)
K
i=1 be a partition of [M ] into equal-sized

parts of size 2n(Rc−Rsc). Define φsk : [M ]→ [K] such that for b ∈ Φi we have φsk(b) = i.

The reliability property of the block code follows from channel coding theorem (The-

orem 2) over the DMC (W1, Y, PY |W1) and the fact that Rc < I(W1;Y ) which gives de-

coding failure probability ε′. For the secrecy of S = Φsk(B), we have (letting (B2, B1) =

bindx(B))

H(S|Zn) ≥ H(S|wn2,B2
, Zn) = H(S,wn1,B2,B1

|wn2,B2
, Zn)−H(wn1,B2,B1

|S,wn2,B2
, Zn)

= H(wn1,B2,B1
|wn2,B2

, Zn)−H(wn1,B2,B1
|S,wn2,B2

, Zn)

= H(wn1,B2,B1
|wn2,B2

)− I(wn1,B2,B1
;Zn|wn2,B2

)−H(wn1,B2,B1
|S,wn2,B2

, Zn)

(a)
> n[I(W1;Y )− I(W2;Y )]− nI(W1;Z|W2)−H(wn1,B2,B1

|S,wn2,B2
, Zn)

= n[I(W1;Y |W2)− I(W1;Z|W2)]−H(wn1,B2,B1
|S,wn2,B2

, Zn)

(b)

≥ n[I(W1;Y |W2)− I(W1;Z|W2)]− ε log(K).

⇒ I(S;Zn) ≤ ε log(K).

Inequality (a) follows from joint-AEP for (W2,W1, Z) as well as the fact that M ≤

2nRc < 2nI(W1;Y ). Inequality (b) holds because the knowledge of (S,wn2,B2
, Zn) gives

almost all the information about wn1,B2,B1
; this is proved as follows. From key derivation,

knowing S gives the partition ΦS that B belongs to, and wn2,B2
shows the codeword

chosen from C2. Define the codebook Cei (S,B2)
∆
= {wn1,B2,B1

: B ∈ ΦS} which is of size
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2n(Rc−Rsc−R2) = 2n(R1−Rsc) < 2nI(W1;Z|W2) ≤ 2nI(W1;Z). The channel coding theorem (see

Theorem 2) shows that Zn can be used to recover ŵn1,B2,B1
from Cei (S,B2) with failure

probability Pr(ŵn1,B2,B1
6= wn1,B2,B1

) ≤ ε′. Applying Fano’s inequality gives us

H(wn1,B2,B1
|S,wn2,B2

, Zn) ≤ h(2ε′) + 2ε′nRc < (1 + 2Rc)/Rscε
′ log(K).

A.1.3 Proof of Lemma 12: Secure block codes

The existence of N secure block codes is proved similarly to the existence of one secure

block code, by using N randomly generated codedbooks. Here, we only prove that

a randomly selected typical Xn is in at least one of the codes with high probability.

For given ε, for large enough n, each of the above codewords are ε-typical with high

probability. From AEP for PX , a randomly selected Xn equals to a codeword in a

secure block code with probability at least 2−n(H(X)+ε). There are M.N i.i.d. generated

codewords for all the secure block codes. So, the probability that Xn does not match

any of those codewords is at most

(1− 2−n(H(X)+ε))M.N =
(
(1− 2−n(H(X)+ε))n(H(X)+ε)

)M.N−n(H(X)+ε)

≤
(
e−1
)M.N−n(H(X)+ε)

= e−n(R′+Rc−H(X)−ε) = e−γ.

A.1.4 Proof of Lemma 13: Secure equipartition

We prove the lemma for Rse = H(Y |XZ) − ε′. This obviously implies the existence

of secure equipartition with smallest rates Rse. In the proof, we assume that |C| ≤

2n(H(Y )−5ε′).

Since Rse < H(Y |XZ) ≤ H(Y |Z) and ε ≥ ε′ = 2n(Rse−H(Y |XZ)) ≥ 2nRse−H(Y |X),

Lemma 4 shows the existence of a (Γ, ε)-equipartition with Γ and ε defined in the state-

ment of Lemma 13 such that each part has size at most 2nε
′
.|C|/Γ. This existence is
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implied by proving that a randomly generated partition function ψ serves as a (Γ, ε)-

equipartition. We continue the proof by showing that such a randomly generate equipar-

tition also satisfies the secrecy requirement (3.20). We write the conditional entropy of

T = ψ(Y n) as

H(T |Xn = c, Zn) = H(Y n, T |Xn = c, Zn)−H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn, T )

= H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn)−H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn, T )

(a)

≥ n(H(Y |X,Z)− ε′)−H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn, T )

≥ log Γ− nε′ −H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn, T )

(b)

≥ log Γ− nε′(I(Y ;X,Z) + 1)− h(ε′)

> log Γ(1− ε), (A.4)

where

ε =
3nI(Y ;X,Z)h(ε′)

log Γ
=

3I(Y ;X,Z)h(ε′)

H(Y |XZ)− ε′
.

Inequality (a) follows from joint AEP for (Y,X,Z) and inequality (b) is shown as follows.

Knowing T reveals the part C(T ) which Y n belongs to. Consider C(T ) as a codebook

of size at most 2nε
′|C|/Γ. From joint AEP [23, Chaoter 8], if log(2nε

′|C|/Γ) is less than

nI(Y ;X,Z), then there exists such a partition with the corresponding encoding and de-

coding functions such that the error probability of decoding (Xn, Zn) to Y n is arbitrarily

close to zero. We calculate log(2nε
′ |C|/Γ) as

log(2nε
′|C|/Γ) = log(|C|)− log(Γ) + nε′

≤ n(H(Y )− 5ε′)− nRse + nε′

≤ n(H(Y )− 5ε′)− n(H(Y |X,Z)− ε′) + nε′

≤ nI(Y ;X,Z)− 3nε′. (A.5)

As a consequence, the error probability of the above decoding is less than ε′, and Fano’s
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inequality gives that

H(Y n|Xn = c, Zn, T ) ≤ h(ε′) + nε′I(Y ;X,Z). �

A.2 Proof of Theorem 3: SK capacity lower bound for 2DMWC

We shall show a two-round SKE protocol, Π that achieves Lbnd1 +Lbnd2 in (3.23) for a

given set of variables: µ, XA,XB, VA,VB, W2A,W2B,W1A, and W1B. The protocol proceeds

in two parallel (and independent) instances: Instance 1 is initiated by Alice in round 1

and responded by Bob in round 2, and instance 2 is initiated by Bob and responded by

Alice. Here we only describe instance 1 (3.24) and show how it achieves Lbnd1; similarly,

one can show that instance 2 achieves Lbnd2 in (3.25).

Parameter definition. Also let n1 and n2 such that n1 = µn2 be sufficiently large

integers that represent the number of 2DMWC uses in the first and the second round of

the protocol, respectively. This implies that the protocol cost over the 2DMWC equals

Cost2DMWC
Π = n1 + n2 = n2(1 + µ). We rephrase the constraint condition in (3.24) as

n2I(W1;YA) ≥ n1

(
I(V ;YB|XA) + 3α

)
, (A.6)

where α > 0 is an small constant to be determined (later) from δ, and n1 and n2 are

sufficiently large such that 2−αmin{n1,n2} approaches zero. Let us first define a number of

integer parameters that are used in our SKE construction.

R1f = H(XA)− α,

Rcf−1 = I(V ;XA)− α, Rscf−1 = I(V ;XA)− I(V ;YfE)− 2α,

Rcb = I(W1;YA)− α, Rscb = I(W1;YA|W2)− I(W1;YbE|W2)− 2α,

Ref = H(V |XA), R+
ef = H(V |XA) + 2α.

(A.7)

We informally describe each of the above quantities as follows. R1f is the (highest)

channel input rate for the forward channel. Rcf−1 and Rscf−1 are the reliable and secure
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transmission rates over the inverse forward DMWC (V ,XA,YfE, PXA,YfE |V ), respectively.

Rcb and Rscb are the reliable and secure transmission rates over the backward DMWC

(XB,YA,YbE, PYA,YbE |XB), respectively. Ref/R
+
ef shows the uncertainty rate of the forward

channel. Using the above quantities, we define

M1 = b2n1Rcf−1c, M2 = b2n2Rcbc,

K1 = b2n1Rscf−1c, K2 = b2n2[Rscb]+c,

N = b2n1R
+
ef c,

L1 = b2n1R1f c, L2 = b2n2Rcb−n1Ref c.

(A.8)

Letting

ε = max
(2Rcf−1 + 1

Rscf−1

2−n1α ,
2Rcb + 1

Rscb

2−n2α
)
→ 0, and

γ = 2n1(R+
ef+Rcf−1−H(V )) = 2n1α →∞,

and using Lemmas 11 and 12, we conclude the existence of the following secure-block

codes to be used in our construction.

• For the inverse forward DMWC (V ,XA,YfE, PXA,YfE |V ), there exist N

(n1,M1, K1, ε)-secure block codes {Enc′j/Dec′j : 1 ≤ j ≤ N} over this

channel with the key derivation functions φj,sk, such that a randomly se-

lected ε-typical sequence from Vn is in at least one of the codebooks with

probability at least 1− e−γ.

• For the backward DMWC (XB,YA,YbE, PYA,YbE |XB), there exists an (n2,M2,

K2, ε)-secure block code Enc/Dec with the key derivation function φsk.

Protocol description.

Common randomness generation. Let the set X n1
A,ε = {xA,1, . . . ,xA,L1} be obtained by

independently selecting L1 sequences in X n1
A . Alice sends XA = xA,UA for uniformly
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random UA ∈ [L1], and Bob and Eve receive YB and YfE, respectively. Bob obtains

V by inputting YB to the DMC (YB,V , PV |YB), and then finds (IB, JB) such that V =

Enc′JB(IB), i.e., the IA-th codeword in the JA-th secure block code over the inverse

forward DMWC. This can be interpreted as follows: Bob has encoded IB ∈ [M1] by

the encoding function Enc′JB(.), he has send the codeword over the inverse DMWC, but

also needs to send the encoding function description. The second round is thus used for

sending the block code index JB ∈ [N ]. This round is also used to send the randomness,

UB ∈ [L2].

Bob calculates QB = L2JB + UB ∈ [M2] (note that M2 = N.L2), and sends back

XB = Enc(QB), where Alice and Eve receive YA and YbE, respectively. Using the

secure block code for the backward DMWC, Alice obtains Q̂B = Dec(YA) and splits this

to ÛB and ĴB as

Û2B = Q̂B mod (L2), ĴB = (Q̂B − Û :2r−2
2B )/L2.

ĴB reveals which secure block code is used over inverse DMWC in round 1. Alice uses

this knowledge to decode ÎB = Dec′
Ĵ
(XA). The common randomness generated by Alice

and Bob are indeed (ÎB, Q̂B) and (IB, QB), respectively.

Key derivation. Alice and Bob finally use the key derivation functions φsk and φ′j,sk to

calculate secret keys from their common randomness. The secret key is S1 =
(
φsk(QB),

φ′JB ,sk(IB)
)
. Alice and Bob calculate SA1 =

(
φsk(Q̂B), φ′

ĴB ,sk
(ÎB)

)
and SB1 = S1, respec-

tively.

The above gives a description of instance 1 of the SKE protocol that is initiated by

Alice. In a symmetric way, instance 2 of the protocol (initiated by Bob) is described. We

denote the overall secret key and Alice’s and Bob’s estimates of this key by S = (S1, S2),

SA = (SA1, SA2) and SB = (SB1, SB2), respectively, where S2, SA2, and SB2 are resulted

from instance 2.
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Protocol analysis.

Reliability analysis: proving (3.3a). Instance 1 of the protocol fails if any of the following

failures happens.

• Failure in finding appropriate secure block code, E1: Bob fails to find

(IB, JB) such that V = Enc′JB(IB).

• Decoding failure of secure block code, E2: Alice calculates Q̂B 6= QB or

ÎB 6= IB.

Following Lemmas 11-12, the probabilities of the above failures are upper bounded by

e−γ and 2ε, respectively. Taking instance-2 failures into account the probability of the

protocol’s failure, denoted by Err is upper-bounded by 2e−γ + 4ε. This shows:

Pr(SA = SB = S) ≥ 1− Pr(Err) ≤ 1− 2e−γ − 4ε.

For any arbitrarily small δ > 0, we can choose n1 and n2 sufficiently large such that

2e−γ + 4ε < δ.

Randomness analysis: proving (3.3c). The entropy of the secret key S can be bounded

from below as

H(S) ≥ Pr(Err)H(S|Err) ≥ (1− δ)H(S|Err). (A.9)

We obtain H(S|Err) by first discussing about IB, JB, and UB. For all i ∈ [M1], j ∈ [N ],

we have

Pr ((IB, JB) = (i, j)) ≤ Pr(V = Enc′j(i)) ≤ 2−n1(H(V )−ε), (A.10)

where the last inequality follows from AEP and that the codeword Enc′j(i) is ε-typical

w.r.t. V . On the other hand, UB ∈ [L2] is uniform and independent of (IB, JB). We
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conclude that, for all i ∈ [M1] and all q ∈ [M2], letting u = q mod (L2) and j =

(q − u)/L2, we have (see (A.7), (A.8), and (A.36))

Pr ((IB, QB) = (i, q)) = Pr ((IB, JB, UB) = (i, j, u)) = Pr ((IB, JB) = (i, j)) .Pr (UB = u)

≤ 1

L2
2−n1(H(V )−ε) = 2−n1I(V ;XA)−n2I(W1;YA)+n2α+n1ε

=
2n1(ε−α)

M1M2
. (A.11)

The continuity of the entropy function gives

H(IB, QB) ≥ log(M1M2)− n1(ε− α). (A.12)

Using the property of functions φsk(.) and φj,sk(.), the above gives

H(S1) ≥ log(K1K2)− n1(ε− α) = n1Rscf−1 + n2[Rscb]+ − n1(ε− α)

= n2(µRscf−1 + [Rscb]+ − (ε− α))

⇒ H(S1)

Cost2DMWC
Π

=
µRscf−1 + [Rscb]+ − (ε− α)

1 + µ

For the second instance of the protocol, one can show similarly that

H(S2)

Cost2DMWC
Π

=
µRscb−1 + [Rscf ]+ + ε− α

1 + µ

Choosing ε and α such that (ε− α)/(1 + µ) ≤ δ/2 satisfies the randomness property.

Secrecy analysis: proving (3.3b). For instance 1, we show that I(S1; YfE,YbE) remains

negligible in rate. Letting S1 = (S11, S12) =
(
φsk(QB), φ′JB ,sk(IB)

)
, we have

I(S11, S12; YfE ,YbE) = I(S11; YfE ,YbE) + I(S12; YfE ,YbE |S11)

≤ I(S11; YfE ,YbE , JB) + I(S12,XB; YfE ,YbE |S11)− I(XB; YfE ,YbE |S11, S12)

(a)
= I(S11; YfE , JB) + I(S12,XB; YbE |S11)− I(XB; YfE ,YbE |S11, S12)

(b)

≤ I(S11; YfE , JB) + I(S12,XB; YbE)− I(XB; YbE |S11, S12)

(c)
= I(S11; YfE , JB) + I(S12,XB; YbE)− I(XB; YbE |S12)

= I(S11; YfE , JB) + I(S12; YbE)

≤ ε log(K1.K2).
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Equality (a) follows from the Markov chains YbE ↔ JB ↔ (YfE, S11) and YfE ↔

(S12,XB)↔ YbE. Inequality (b) follows from the Markov chains S11 ↔ (S12,XB)↔ YbE

and the fact that removing YfE from the third mutual-information term decrease its

value. Equality (c) holds since S11 is independent of (S12,XB,YbE).

The same result holds for the secret key S2 from instance 2 of the protocol that is run

independently of instance 1. This shows that for arbitrarily small δ > 0, by choosing ε

sufficiently small we can provide the secrecy as required by (3.3b).

A.3 Proof of Proposition 1: SK capacity for pd-2DMWC

In the pd-2DMWC setup, the DMWCs are degraded in either obverse or reverse direc-

tions. The SK capacity of the pd-2DMWC is upper bounded as (see Theorem 4)

Cpd−2DMWC
wsk ≤ max

XA,XB
{I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE)}

We thus need to show the same lower bound on the capacity. We assume that both

I(XA;YB) and I(XB;YA) are positive; otherwise, the proof can be easily modified to

work. and We start by simplifying the expression (3.24) for µ = 0 such that we can write

Lbnd1 = [Rscb]+ = [I(W1B;YA|W2B)− I(W1B;YbE|W2B)]+,

and the condition in (3.24) is satisfied when I(W1B;YA) > 0. Letting W2B = 0 and

W1B = XB, we can simplify the above further as

Lbnd1 = [I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)]+ = I(XB;YA|YbE).

The above equality holds since if the backward channel is reversely degraded, both sides

equal zero and if it is obversely degraded, the Markov chain XB ↔ YA ↔ YbE holds.

Similarly when µ = 0, by choosing W2A = 0 and W1A = XA, we have

Lbnd2 = I(XA;YB|YfE).
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Using the above for the lower bound expression (3.23) results in the following which

completes the proof.

Cpd−2DMWC
wsk ≥ max

XA,XB
{I(XA;YB|YfE) + I(XB;YA|YbE)}.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 2: SK capacity bound for sd-2DMWC

From the Markov chain relations (3.21) and the independence of the two DMCs in the

sd-2DMWC setup (see Definitions 35), VB ↔ YB ↔ XA ↔ YfE forms a Markov chain,

and so we write (3.22a) and (3.22c) as

Rscf−1 = I(VB;XA, YfE)− I(VB;YfE) = I(VB;XA|YfE), (A.13)

Rscb−1 = I(VA;XB, YbE)− I(VA;YbE) = I(VA;XB|YbE). (A.14)

From Definition 35 and the Markov chain relations in (3.21), there exist ỸA and ỸbE

such that one of the Markov chains

W2A ↔ W1A ↔ XB ↔ ỸA ↔ ỸbE, or (A.15a)

W2A ↔ W1A ↔ XB ↔ ỸbE ↔ ỸA (A.15b)

hold, and

I(XB;YA) = I(XB; ỸA), I(XB;YbE) = I(XB; ỸbE)

I(W1A;YA|W2A) = I(W1A; ỸA|W2A), I(W1A;YbE|W2A) = I(W1A; ỸbE|W2A).

Hence, we write (3.22d) as

Rscb = I(W1A; ỸA|W2A)− I(W1A; ỸbE |W2A) ≤ I(W1A; ỸA|ỸbE ,W2A)

(a)

≥ I(XB; ỸA|ỸbE) = [I(XB; ỸA)− I(XB; ỸbE)]+ = [I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)]+. (A.16)

Inequality (a) follows from (A.15). More precisely, if (A.15a) holds the inequality is

easily satisfied, and if (A.15b) holds both sides equal zero. It is easy to see that equality
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in (A.16) holds by choosing W2A = 1 and W1A to be XB or 1, in the case of (A.15a) or

(A.15b), respectively. In analogy to the above, we have

Rscf ≥ [I(XA;YB)− I(XA;YfE)]+, (A.17)

where the equality holds for some W2A and W1A. By replacing Rscf−1 , Rscb, Rscb−1 , and

Rscf in (3.24) and (3.25) with the above-obtained quantities, (3.23) is simplified to (3.27).

A.5 Proof of Theorem 5: SK capacity for sd-2DMWC

We let Alice be the party who sends i.i.d. variables. The other case follows by symmetry.

We use Lemma 24 to reduce a multi-round SKE protocol to a two-round one, and then

give the highest rate that a two-round protocol can achieve.

Lemma 24. When Alice can only send i.i.d. variables, the secret-key capacity is achieved

by a two-round SKE protocol whose initiator is Alice.

Proof. Let Π be a t-round SKE protocol that achieves the secret-key capacity under the

above condition. In any (odd) round r, Alice’s sent sequence X:r
A is independent of her

view in round r − 1, and hence she could compute it in the first communication round.

Besides, sending this sequence in the first round does not affect the distribution of Bob’s

and Eve’s received sequences (Y :r
B and Y :r

fE) since the channels are memoryless. Obviously

Bob can compute X:r
B for any even r as before. Hence, we can convert the protocol Π

into Π′ in which Alice sends the whole ||(odd)r≤t [X:r
A] in the first round and (following a

similar argument) Bob sends the whole ||(even)r≤t [X:r
B] in the second round such that all

communicated sequences and the final key in Π and Π′ have the same joint probability

distribution. Π′ is is a two-round protocol with Alice as the initiator and with the same

key distribution as in Π; hence, it achieves the SK capacity.
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Now, consider a two-round SKE protocol as depicted in Figure A.1 in which Alice

sends a sequence of i.i.d. variables XA of length n1 in the first round. Since the channels

are memoryless and independent, Bob and Eve receive sequences of i.i.d. variables YB

and YfE and YB ↔ XA ↔ YfE is a Markov chain. This setup can be seen as the DMMS

(YB,XA,YfE, PYB ,XA,YfE) between Bob, Alice, and Eve, respectively and the DMWC

(XB,YA,YbE, PYA,YfE |XB) from Bob to Alice and Bob. When the DMMS and DMWC

satisfy the degradedness condition YB ↔ XA ↔ YfE and XB ↔ YA ↔ YbE, [48] proves

a tight expression for the secret-key capacity. The proof however can not be applied to

our problem due to the “stochastic” degradedness of the (backward) DMWC. We give

the following argument to upper bound the highest achievable rate Rsk for an arbitrarily

small δ > 0 as in (3.3).

Figure A.1: Two-round SKE: Alice initiates the protocol and Bob calculates the key.

Assume that Bob sends XB of length n2 in the second round, where Alice and Eve

receive YA and YfE, respectively. The views of the parties at the end of the second

round are V iewA = (XA,YA), V iewB = (XB,YB), and V iewE = (YfE,YbE). Applying

Fano’s inequality to (3.3a) and using (3.3b) give the following results about secret key S.

H(S|V iewA) ≤ H(S|Ŝ) < h(δ) + δH(S), (A.18)

I(S;V iewE) = H(S)−H(S|V iewE) ≤ δH(S). (A.19)
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We upper bound the entropy of S as

H(S) = I(S;V iewA) +H(S|V iewA)

(a)

≤ I(S;V iewA)− I(S;V iewE) + h(δ) + 2δH(S)

≤ I(S;V iewA|V iewE) + h(δ) + 2δH(S), (A.20)

which implies

(1− 2δ)H(S)− h(δ) ≤ I(S;V iewA)− I(S;V iewE)

= I(S; YA) + I(S; XA|YA)− I(S; YfE,YbE)

= I(S; YA) + I(S; XA,YfE|YA)− I(S; YfE,YbE)

= I(S; YA) + I(S; YfE|YA) + I(S; XA|YfE,YA)− I(S; YfE,YbE)

= [I(S; YfE,YA)− I(S; YfE,YbE)] + [I(S; XA|YfE,YA)]. (A.21)

Inequality (a) follows from (A.18) and (A.19). We separately discuss the two terms

in (A.68). Note that (S,YfE) ↔ XB ↔ (YA,YbE) is a Markov chain. If the backward

DMWC is stochastically degraded in favor of YbE, the first term is at most zero; otherwise,

letting XB ↔ ỸA ↔ ỸbE (see Definition 35), we have

I(S; YfE ,YA)− I(S; YfE ,YbE) = I(S; YfE , ỸA)− I(S; YfE , ỸbE)

= I(S; YfE , ỸA, ỸbE)− I(S; YfE , ỸbE)I(S; ỸA|YfE , ỸbE)

≤ I(S,YfE ; ỸA|ỸbE) = I(S,YfE ; ỸA)− I(S,YfE ; ỸbE)

= I(S,YfE ; YA)− I(S,YfE ; YbE)
(a)

≤ n2[I(W1B;YA)− I(W1B;YbE)]

(b)

≤ n2[I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)]+. (A.22)

Inequality (a) follows from the results of message transmission over single DMWCs

(e.g., [26, Section V]), where the conditional distribution PYA,YbE |XB corresponds to the

backward DMWC and W1B is an RV that satisfies the Markov chain W1B ↔ XB ↔

(YA, YbE). Inequality (b) is due to the degradedness of the backward DMWC. Letting J
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be an independent random variable uniformly distributed over [n1], we write the second

term in (A.68) as

I(S; XA|YfE,YA) ≤ I(S,YA; XA|YfE)

(a)
= I(S,YA; XA)− I(S,YA; YfE)

(b)
=

n1∑
i=1

I(S,YA;XA,i|Y n1
fE,i+1, X

i−1
A )− I(S,YA;YfE,i|Y n1

fE,i+1, Y
i−1
fE )

(c)
=

n1∑
i=1

I(S,YA;XA,i|YfE,i, Y n1
fE,i+1, X

i−1
A )

= n1I(S,YA;XA,J |YfE,J , Y n1
fE,J+1, X

J−1
A , J)

≤ n1I(S,YA, Y
n1
fE,J+1, X

J−1
A , J ;XA,J |YfE,J). (A.23)

Equality (a) is due to the Makov chain YfE ↔ XA ↔ (S,YA), equality (b) follows from

the chain rule for difference between mutual information (see e.g., [26, Section V]), and

equality (c) is due to the Markov chain YfE,i ↔ XA,i ↔ (S,YA).

Now, letting VB = (S,YA, Y
n1
fE,J+1, X

J−1
A , J), XA = XA,J , YB = YB,J and YfE = YfE,J ,

the conditional distribution PYB .YfE |XA corresponds to the forward DMWC, the Markov

chain YfE ↔ XA ↔ YB ↔ VB is satisfied, and we have

I(S; XA|YfE,YA) ≤ n1I(VB;XA|YfE). (A.24)

Using the quantities of (A.22) and (A.24) in the calculation of (A.68), H(S) is upper

bounded as

H(S) ≤ n1I(VB;XA|YfE) + n2[I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)]+ + h(δ)

(1− 2δ)

= n1I(VB;XA|YfE) + n2[I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)]+, (A.25)

where the last equality holds since δ is arbitrarily small. This together with (3.3c) proves
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the argument and the condition in (3.28) is proven as follows.

n2I(XB;YA) ≥ I(XB; YA)
(a)

≥ I(YB; YA)

= I(YA, S; YB)− I(S; YB|YA) ≥ I(YA, S; YB)−H(S|YA)

= I(YA, S; YB)−H(S|YA,XA)− I(S; XA|YA)

(b)

≥ I(YA, S; YB)− h(δ)− δH(S)− I(S; XA|YA)

(c)

≥ I(YA, S; YB)− I(YA, S; XA)

(d)
=

n1∑
i=1

I(YA, S,X
i−1
A , Y n1

B,i+1;YB,i)− I(YA, S,X
i−1
A , Y n1

B,i+1;XA,i)

(e)
=

n1∑
i=1

I(YA, S,X
i−1
A , Y n1

B,i+1;YB,i|XA,i)

(f)

≥
n1∑
i=1

I(YA, S,X
i−1
A , Y n1

fE,i+1;YB,i|XA,i)

= n1I(YA, S,X
J−1
A , Y n1

fE,J+1;YB,J |XA,J , J) = n1I(VB;YB|XA)− n1I(J ;YB|XA)

(g)
= n1I(VB;YB|XA). (A.26)

Inequality (a) is due to the Markov chain YB ↔ XB ↔ YA; inequality (b) follows from

(A.18); inequality (c) holds since δ is arbitrarily small and so h(δ) + δH(S) is negligible

compared to the other quantities; equality (d) follows from the chain rule for difference

between mutual information; equality (e) is due to the Markov chain XA,i ↔ YB,i ↔

(YA, S,X
i−1
A , Y n1

B,i+1); inequality (f) is due to the Markov chain Y n1
fE,i+1 ↔ Y n1

B,i+1 ↔ YB,i,

and equality (g) holds since YB,J is (i.i.d.) independent of J .

One can prove (3.29) by symmetry. This implies that, under the conditions of this

theorem, equality in (3.27) holds.
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A.6 Proof of Lemma 15: SK capacity bounds for 2BSWC

We show the lower bound by following that of (3.27) for sd-2DMWC. Considering (3.28).

Let XA and XB have uniform distributions, and VB = YB. We have

I(Vf ;XA|YfE) = I(YB;XA|YfE) = H(YB|YfE)−H(YB|XA, YfE)

(a)
= H(YB|YfE)−H(YB|XA) = h(pm ? pe)− h(pm),

I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE) = H(XB|YbE)−H(XB|YA) = h(pe)− h(pm),

I(Vf ;YB|XA) = H(YB|XA) = h(pm),

I(XB;YA) = H(XB)−H(XB|YA) = 1− h(pm).

Equality (a) is due to the Markov chain YB ↔ XA ↔ YfE. We write (3.28) as

Lnd′1 ≥ max
µ≥0
{ µ[h(pm?pe)−h(pm)]+[h(pe)−h(pm)]+

1+µ
s.t. µ < 1−h(pm)

h(pm)
}.

Since [h(pm?pe)−h(pm)] ≥ [h(pe)−h(pm)]+ always holds, the maximum above is achieved

by the largest µ, i.e.,

Lnd′1 ≥
1−h(pm)
h(pm) [h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)] + [h(pe)− h(pm)]+

1 + 1−h(pm)
h(pm)

= (1− h(pm))[h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)] + h(pm)[h(pe)− h(pm)]+. (A.27)

Due to the symmetry of noise parameters, the same holds for Lbnd′2 and this completes

the lower bound proof.

To prove the upper bound, we start by (3.26) and simplify it for the case of 2BSWC.

For an arbitrary distribution XA, we have

I(XA;YB|YfE) = H(YB|YfE)−H(YB|XA) = H(YB|YfE)− h(pm),

where the first equality is due to the Markov chain YB ↔ XA ↔ YfE. Using the joint

probability distribution PXA,YB ,YfE , one can show that the above quantity is maximized

by letting XA be uniformly distributed. Thus, to write the above as

I(XA;YB|YfE) ≤ h(pm ? pe)− h(pm).
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Due to symmetry again, we can show I(XB;YA|YbE) ≤ h(pm ? pe)− h(pm) when equality

comes for uniform XB. This completes the proof.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 6: SK capacity lower bound for 2DMWC−r

We shall show a SKE protocol that achieves the rate Lbnd−rA + Lbnd−rB for a given set

of variables (µ,XA, XB, VA, VB,W2A,W2B,W1A,W1B) that follow the conditions of the

theorem. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the case where the auxiliary variables

are set to VA = YA, VB = YB, W1A = XA, W1B = XB, and W2A = W2B = 0. The proof

for general auxiliary variables can be obtained via a straight-forward modification of the

following argument (cf. the lower bound proof in Appendix A.2 for the 2DMWC setup).

Overview of the SKE protocol. The main SKE protocol has 2t + 1 rounds and

does not need any initial randomness. The protocol starts with an initialization round

(round 0) that provides Alice and Bob with some amount of independent randomness.

The initialization round is followed by t iterations of a two-round protocol, called the

basic protocol. Each iteration of the basic protocol takes some independent randomness

from Alice and Bob and returns to them a part of the secret key as well as new pieces

of independent randomness. The independent randomness that is produced in iteration

1 ≤ r ≤ t − 1 (resp. round 0) will be used in iteration r + 1 (resp. iteration 1). The

secret key parts are finally concatenated to give the final secret key. In a deeper look,

the basic protocol proceeds as two parallel instances of a key agreement sub-protocol,

one initiated by Alice and one initiated by Bob. Each instance of the sub-protocol uses

a part of the randomness provided by Alice and Bob, and partially contributes to the

secret key.
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Parameter definition. We rephrase the conditions (3.47) and (3.48) as

n2H(YA|XB, YbE) ≥ n1(H(XA) + α), n2I(XA;YB) ≥ n1(H(YA|XB) + α), (A.28)

n2H(YB|XA, YfE) ≥ n1(H(XB) + α), n2I(XB;YA) ≥ n1(H(YB|XA) + α), (A.29)

where α > 0 is a sufficiently small real constant, to be determined from δ in the sequel,

and n1 and n2 are sufficiently large positive integers such that n1 = µn2, and 1/α =

o(min{n1, n2}); in other words, 2−αmin{n1,n2} approaches zero.

In the following, we define a number of integer and set parameters and claim the

existence of secure block codes and secure equipartitions using these parameters. Next,

we describe the construction of the main protocol based on the given primitives. Define

R1f = H(XA)− α, Rcf = I(XA;YB)− α, Rscf = I(XA;YB)− I(XA;YfE)− 2α,

Ref = H(YB|XA), R+
ef = H(YB|XA) + 2α, Rsef = H(YB|XA, YfE)− α,

Rscf−1 = I(YB;XA)− I(YB;YfE)− 2α.

(A.30)

We informally describe each of the above quantities as follows. For the forward DMWC,

R1f is the (highest) channel input rate, Rcf is the rate of reliable transmission, Rscf is

the rate of secure transmission, Ref is the equipartition rate (or the uncertainty rate of

the channel), and Rsef is the secure equipartition rate. Note that Rcf can also be viewed

as the rate of reliable transmission for the inverse forward DMWC (see Definition 7).

Finally, Rscf−1 is the secure transmission rate of the inverse forward DMWC. One can

define similar quantities for the backward DMWC.

R1b = H(XB)− α, Rcb = I(XB;YA)− α, Rscb = I(XB;YA)− I(XB;YbE)− 2α,

Reb = H(YA|XB), R+
eb = H(YA|XB) + 2α, Rseb = H(YA|XB, YbE)− α,

Rscb−1 = I(YA;XB)− I(YA;YbE)− 2α.

(A.31)

Each iteration of the two-round basic protocol uses the 2DMWC channel n1 times in the

first round and n2 times in the second round; i.e. in total n1 + n2. In the second round,
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Alice (resp. Bob) sends two sequences of lengths n21A and n22A (resp. n21B and n22B),

where n21A + n22A (= n21B + n22B) = n2 and,

n21A =
1

Rcf

min{n2Rcf , n2Rseb + n1Reb − n1R1f}, (A.32)

n21B =
1

Rcb

min{n2Rcb, n2Rsef + n1Ref − n1R1b}. (A.33)

Using the above quantities, we define,

M1A = b2n1Rcbc, M21A = b2n21ARcf c,

K1A = b2n1Rscb−1c, K21A = b2n21ARscf c,

NA = b2n1R
+
ebc,

L1A = b2n1R1f c, L2A = b2n21ARcf−n1Rebc, LA = L1A.L2A,

Γ21A = min{LA, b2n21BRsebc}, Γ22A = b2n22BRsebc, ΓA = Γ21A.Γ22A.

(A.34)

M1B = b2n1Rcf c, M21B = b2n21BRcbc,

K1B = b2n1Rscf−1c, K21B = b2n21BRscbc,

NB = b2n1R
+
ef c,

L1B = b2n1R1bc, L2B = b2n21BRcb−n1Ref c, LB = L1B.L2B,

Γ21B = min{LB, b2n21ARsef c}, Γ22B = b2n22ARsef c, ΓB = Γ21B.Γ22B.

(A.35)

Using (A.30)-(A.34), one can observe that LA = ΓA and LB = ΓB in the above. Let

the set X n1
A,ε = {xA,1, . . . ,xA,L1A

} be obtained by independently selecting L1A sequences

in X n1
A . Similarly define X n1

B,ε = {xB,1, . . . ,xB,L1B
} ⊆ X n1

B . Let Alice and Bob have two

fixed public integers ua ∈ [Γ21A] and ub ∈ [Γ21B] as well as two fixed public sequences

a ∈ X n22A
A and b ∈ X n22B

B , respectively. Let uA,split : [Γ21A]× [Γ22A] → [L1A]× [L2A] and

uB,split : [Γ21B]×[Γ22B]→ [L1B]×[L2B] be arbitrary bijective mappings. For given PXA and

PXB , define the inverse DMWCs (YB,XA,YfE, PXA,YfE |YB) and (YA,XB,YbE, PXB ,YbE |YA)

according to Definition 7.
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Building blocks. Letting

ε = 2−min(n1,n21A,n21B)α → 0 and γ = 2n1(α−ε) →∞,

and using Lemmas 11, 12, and 13 we arrive at the existence of the following primitives

to be used in the main protocol.

Secure block codes for inverse channels (see Lemma 12).

• For the inverse forward DMWC (YB,XA,YfE, PXA,YfE |YB), there exist NB

(n1,M1B, K1B, ε)-secure block codes {Enc′B,j/Dec′B,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ NB} with

the key derivation functions φjsk,B, such that a randomly selected ε-typical

sequence in YnB is in at least one of the codes with probability at least

1− e−γ.

• For the inverse backward DMWC (YA,XB,YbE, PXB ,YbE |YA), there exist

NA (n1,M1A, K1A, ε)-secure block codes {Enc′A,j/Dec′A,j : 1 ≤ j ≤ NA}

with the key derivation functions φjsk,A, such that a randomly selected ε-

typical sequence in YnA is in at least one of the codes with probability at

least 1− e−γ.

Secure block codes and secure equipartitions (see Lemmas 11 and 13).

• For the forward DMWC (XA,YB,YfE, PYB ,YfE |XA), there exists an (n21A,

M21A, K21A, ε)-secure block code EncA/DecA with the key derivation func-

tion φsk,A; furthermore, for each i ∈ X n21A
A there exists a (Γ21B, ε)-secure

equipartition ψiB of CA,i = Dec−1
A (i) ⊂ Yn21A

B w.r.t i.

• For the backward DMWC (XB,YA,YbE, PYA,YbE |XB), there exists an (n21B,

M21B, K21B, ε)-secure block code EncB/DecB with the key derivation func-

tion φsk,B; furthermore, for each i ∈ X n21B
A , there exists a (Γ21A, ε)-secure

equipartition ψiA of CB,i = Dec−1
B (i) ⊂ Yn21B

A w.r.t i.
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Secure equipartitions for initialization phase (see Lemma 13):.

• For the forward DMWC (XA,YB,YfE, PYB ,YfE |XA), there exists a (Γ22B, ε)-

secure equipartition ψB of Yn22A
B w.r.t. a ∈ X n22A

A .

• For the backward DMWC (XB,YA,YbE, PYA,YbE |XB), there exists a (Γ22A, ε)-

secure equipartition ψA of Yn22B
A w.r.t. b ∈ Yn22B

A .

The initialization round (round 0). The initialization round proceeds as two parallel

instances. The first and the second instances are to derive independent randomness for

Bob and Alice, respectively; neither of them, however, produces a secret key. The first

instance runs as follows. Alice sends the constant n2-sequence X:0
A = (EncA(ua)||a) over

the forward DMWC; Bob and Eve receive the noisy versions Y:0
B = (Y1B||Y2B) and Y:0

fE,

respectively. Bob calculates U :0
B = (ψuaB (Y1B)||ψB(Y2B)) as independent randomness to

be used in the first iteration of the basic protocol. He then splits this into two parts as

(U :0
1B, U

:0
2B) = uB,split(U

:0
B ). The first and the second parts are respectively used in the

first and the second rounds of iteration 1.

In parallel to the above, the second instance runs as follows. Bob sends the constant

n2-sequence X:0
B = (EncB(ub)||b) over the backward DMWC; Alice and Eve receive

Y:0
A = (Y1A||Y2A) and Y:0

bE, respectively. Alice calculates U :0
A = (ψubA (Y1B)||ψA(Y2B)),

as independent randomness, and splits it into (U :0
1A, U

:0
2A) = uA,split(U

:0
A ), where the first

and the second parts are respectively used in the first and the second rounds of iteration

1.

The basic protocol (iteration 1 ≤ r ≤ t). Each iteration r of the basic protocol

proceeds as two parallel instances of a two-round key agreement sub-protocol over the

full-duplex communication channel. Each instance runs in two rounds, 2r − 1 and 2r,

where the 2DMWC is used n1 and n2 times, respectively. Each instance receives pieces of
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Figure A.2: The relationship between the variables in iteration r of the basic protocol.

randomness from Alice and Bob and returns to them a piece of secret key. Furthermore,

the first and the second instances are initiated by Alice and Bob and return new pieces of

independent randomness to Alice and Bob, respectively. The new randomness is used in

the next iteration of the basic protocol. Figure A.2 summarizes the relationship between

the random variables that are used in the first instance in iteration r of the basic protocol.

We describe the two instances of the key agreement sub-protocol together as follows.

Alice and Bob send X:2r−1
A = xA,U :2r−2

1A
and X:2r−1

B = xB,U :2r−2
1B

, and receive Y:2r−1
A and

Y:2r−1
B , respectively. Eve also receives Y:2r−1

fE and Y:2r−1
bE .

Alice finds (IA, JA) such that Y:2r−1
A = Enc′A,JA(IA), i.e., the IA-th codeword in the

JA-th secure block code over the inverse backward DMWC; similarly, Bob obtains (IB, JB)

such that Y:2r−1
B = Enc′B,JB(IB). Round 2r− 1 may also be interpreted as follows. Alice
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and Bob have encoded IA ∈ [M1A] and IB ∈ [M1B] to the codewords Enc′A,JA(IA) and

Enc′B,JB(IB); they have sent them over the inverse DMWCs but have not included the

information about which block code they belong to. Thus, round 2r is primarily used

for sending the block code indices, i.e., JA ∈ [NA] and JB ∈ [NB]. The round is also

used to send the pieces of randomness, U :2r−2
2A ∈ [L2A] and U :2r−2

2B ∈ [L2B], as well as the

deterministic sequences, a and b.

In the beginning of round 2r, Alice and Bob respectively calculate QA ∈ [M21A] and

QB ∈ [M21B] as (note that M21A = NA.L2A and M21B = NB.L2B)

QA = L2AJA + U :2r−2
2A , and QB = L2BJB + U :2r−2

2B . (A.36)

They next use the key derivation functions (in the secure block code) to calculate key

parts S:2r
A = φsk,A(QA) and S:2r

B = φsk,B(QB). In this round, Alice and Bob send the

n2-sequences X:2r
A = (EncA(QA)||a) and X:2r

B = (EncB(QB)||b) and receive Y:2r
A =

(Y1A||Y2A) and Y:2r
B = (Y1B||Y2B), respectively. Eve also receives Y:2r

fE and Y:2r
bE . Using

the secure block code for the forward DMWC, Bob obtains Q̂A such that Y1B ∈ Cf,Q̂A
and calculates Ŝ:2r

A = φsk,A(Q̂A); similarly, Alice obtains Q̂B such that Y1A ∈ Cb,Q̂B
and calculates Ŝ:2r

B = φsk,B(Q̂B). To produce randomness for the next iteration, Alice

and Bob use their secure equipartitions to calculate U :2r
A = (ψQ̂BA (Y1A)||ψA(Y2A)) and

U :2r
B = (ψQ̂AB (Y1B)||ψB(Y2B)), respectively. The randomness pieces are then split into

(U :2r
1A , U

:2r
2B ) = uA,split(U

:2r
A ) and (U :2r

1B , U
:2r
2B ) = uB,split(U

:2r
B ).

The above calculations are to derive independent randomness and secret key parts

from round 2r. The following is for deriving a key part out of round 2r − 1. Firstly, the

parties calculate

Û :2r−2
2A = Q̂A mod (L2A), ĴA = (Q̂A − Û :2r−2

2A )/L2A, (A.37)

Û :2r−2
2B = Q̂B mod (L2B), ĴB = (Q̂B − Û :2r−2

2B )/L2B. (A.38)

The quantities ĴA ∈ [NA] and ĴB ∈ [NB] are used to find which secure block
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codes need to be considered over the inverse DMWCs in round 2r − 1; More pre-

cisely, Alice decodes ÎB = Dec′
B,ĴB

(X:2r−1
A ) and Bob finds ÎA = Dec′

A,ĴA
(X:2r−1

B ). As

for the establishment of the secret key part, Alice calculates S:2r−1
A = φJAsk,A(Enc′A,JA(IA))

and Ŝ:2r−1
B = φĴBsk,B(Enc′

B,ĴB
(ÎB)), and Bob calculates Ŝ:2r−1

A = φĴAsk,A(Enc′
A,ĴA

(ÎA)) and

S:2r−1
B = φJBsk,B(Enc′B,JB(IB)).

The total secret key part in iteration r is
(
S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A , S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B

)
. Overall, the main

protocol uses the 2DMWC n = (2t + 1)(n1 + n2) times to establish S = (S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=1.

By following this protocol, Alice calculates SA = (S:r
A , Ŝ

:r
B)2t

r=1 and Bob calculates SB =

(Ŝ:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=1.

Protocol analysis. In what follows, we show that the main protocol satisfies reliability,

secrecy, and randomness as in Definition 27 and achieves the lower bound in Theorem 6.

Hereafter, we refer to the quantities IA, JA, IB, JB, QA, and QB in a certain iteration r

by using I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A , I :2r−1
B , J :2r−1

B , Q:2r−1
A , and Q:2r−1

B , respectively.

Reliability analysis: proving (3.3a). We define the error event Err, which is true if at

least one of the following happens.

• For an 1 ≤ r ≤ t, at the end of round 2r − 1, Alice fails to find (IA, JA)

such that Y n1:2r−1
A = Enc′A,JA(IA) or Bob fails to find (IB, JB) such that

Y n1:2r−1
B = Enc′B,JB(IB). We refer to this event as E1

r , which indicates the

failure in finding appropriate secure block codes over the inverse channels.

• For an 1 ≤ r ≤ t, in round 2r, Alice calculates Q̂:2r−1
B 6= Q:2r−1

B or ÎB 6= IB

or Bob calculates Q̂:2r−1
A 6= Q:2r−1

A or ÎA 6= IA. We refer to this event as E2
r ,

which indicates the decoding error in using the secure block codes.

• For an 0 ≤ r ≤ t − 1, at the end of round 2r, Alice calculates U :2r
A = ⊥

or Bob calculates U :2r
B = ⊥. We refer to this event as E3

r , which shows the

error in using the secure equipartitions.
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The probability of each of the above events can be made arbitrarily small, thanks to the

properties of the secure block codes and the secure equipartitions used in the protocol.

In precise, we have the following upper bounds on the error event probabilities for each

iteration 1 ≤ r ≤ t of the basic protocol, assuming that no error occurs in round 0 and

all iterations up to r − 1. Regarding the two sets of secure block codes for the inverse

forward and backward channels, we have Pr(E1
r ) ≤ 2e−γ. The error event E2

r corresponds

to four decoding functions of the secure block codes of Alice and Bob over the channels,

which implies Pr(E1
r ) ≤ 4ε. Finally, the secure partitions used by Alice and Bob give

Pr(E3
r ) ≤ 2ε. The total error probability is calculated as follows. Let E1

0 , E2
0 , and E3

t be

always false.

Pr(Err) = Pr

(
t⋃

r=0

(E1
r ∪ E2

r ∪ E3
r )

)

= Pr

(
E1

0 ∪ E2
0 ∪ E3

0 ∪
t⋃

r=1

[
(E1
r ∪ E2

r ∪ E3
r ) ∩

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∪ E2

r ∪ E3
r )

])

= Pr
(
E3

0

)
+

t∑
r=1

Pr

(
(E1
r ∪ E2

r ∪ E3
r ) ∩

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∩ E2

r ∩ E3
r )

)

≤ Pr
(
E3

0

)
+

t∑
r=1

Pr

(
(E1
r ∪ E2

r ∪ E3
r )|

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∩ E2

r ∩ E3
r )

)

≤ Pr
(
E3

0

)
+

t∑
r=1

Pr

(
E1
r |

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∩ E2

r ∩ E3
r )

)
+ Pr

(
E2
r |

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∩ E2

r ∩ E3
r )

)

+
t−1∑
r=1

Pr

(
E3
r |

r−1⋂
i=0

(E1
r ∩ E2

r ∩ E3
r )

)
≤ 2ε+ 2te−γ + 4tε+ 2(t− 1)ε ≤ 6tε+ 2te−2n1α/2 ≤ 7tε. (A.39)

By selecting t to be polynomially increasing with min{n1, n21A, n21B}, tε approaches zero

for large enough n1, n21A, n2A. This proves that for any arbitrarily δ > 0 and sufficiently

small α, we can find n1 and n2 such that 7tε < δ and so

Pr(SA = SB = S) ≥ 1− Pr(Err) ≥ 1− 7tε > 1− δ. (A.40)
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Randomness analysis: proving (3.3c). The entropy of the secret key S can be bounded

from below as

H(S) ≥ Pr(Err)H(S|Err) ≥ (1− 7tε)H(S|Err). (A.41)

We hereafter assume that no error has occurred and calculate the entropy of S based

on this assumption. Assuming no error implies that each secure equipartition function

gives an independent and uniform RV in the domain. In other words, ψjA, ψA, ψjB, and

ψB return independent and uniform RVs in [Γ21A], [Γ22A], [Γ21B], and [Γ22B], respectively.

So, for each iteration 1 ≤ r ≤ t, the variables U :2r−2
A and U :2r−2

B are uniformly distributed

and independent of the variables in any round less or equal to round 2r − 2. Since

each execution of the basic protocol runs two key agreement procedures independently

in parallel, the variables of these procedure are also independent. This implies that, for

all (i:2r−1
A , q:2r−1

A , i:2r−1
B , q:2r−1

B )tr=1 in ([M1A]× [M21A]× [M1B]× [M21B])t,

Pr

(
t⋂

r=1

(I :2r−1A , Q:2r−1
A , I :2r−1B , Q:2r−1

B ) = (i:2r−1A , q:2r−1A , i:2r−1B , q:2r−1B )

)

=

t∏
r=1

Pr
(
(I :2r−1A , Q:2r−1

A , I :2r−1B , Q:2r−1
B ) = (i:2r−1A , q:2r−1A , i:2r−1B , q:2r−1B )

)
=

t∏
r=1

Pr
(
(I :2r−1A , Q:2r−1

A ) = (i:2r−1A , q:2r−1A )
)
.Pr

(
(I :2r−1B , Q:2r−1

B ) = (i:2r−1B , q:2r−1B )
)
.(A.42)

and hence, for all (s:2r−1
A , s:2r

A , s:2r−1
B , s:2r

B )tr=1 in ([K1A]× [K21A]× [K1B]× [K21B])t,

Pr

(
t⋂

r=1

(S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A , S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B ) = (s:2r−1A , s:2rA , s:2r−1B , s:2rB )

)

=

t∏
r=1

Pr
(
(S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A ) = (s:2r−1A , s:2rA )
)
.Pr

(
(S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B ) = (s:2r−1B , s:2rB )
)
. (A.43)

This leads to

H(S) = H
(
(S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A , S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B )tr=1

)
=

t∑
r=1

H(S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A ) +H(S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B ). (A.44)

To continue the calculation above, we first discuss the RVs I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A , and U :2r−2
2A .

For all i ∈ [M1A] and all j ∈ [NA], we have

Pr
(
(I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A ) = (i, j)
)
≤ Pr(Y n1:2r−1

A = Enc′A,j(i)) ≤ 2−n1(H(YA)−ε), (A.45)
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where the last inequality follows from AEP and that Enc′A,j(i) is ε-typical w.r.t. YA.

Since U :2r−2
A ∈ [Γ21A]× [Γ21B] has a uniform distribution in, the two parts of it U :2r−2

1A ∈

[L1A] and U :2r−2
2A ∈ [L2A] are also uniformly distributed, i.e., specifically for U :2r−2

2A ,

∀u ∈ [L2A] : Pr
(
U :2r−2

2A = u
)

=
1

L2A
. (A.46)

We conclude that, for all i ∈ [M1A] and all q ∈ [M21A], letting u = q mod (L2A) and

j = (q − u)/L2A, we have (see (A.30), (A.35), and (A.36))

Pr
(
(I :2r−1
A , Q:2r−1

A ) = (i, q)
)

= Pr
(
(I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A , U :2r−2
2A ) = (i, j, u)

)
(a)
= Pr

(
(I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A ) = (i, j)
)
.Pr

(
U :2r−2

2A = u
)

=
1

L2A
Pr
(
(I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A ) = (i, j)
)

≤ 1

L2A
2−n1(H(YA)−ε) = 2−n1I(XB ;YA)−n21AI(XA;YB)+n1ε

=
2n1ε+n21Aα

M1AM21A
. (A.47)

Equality (a) holds since (I :2r−1
A , J :2r−1

A ) and U :2r−2
2A are independent. The continuity of

the entropy function gives

H(I :2r−1
A , Q:2r−1

A ) ≥ log(M1AM21A)− n21Aα− n1ε. (A.48)

From the property of functions φ and φj (see Definition 32) and the description of the

protocol, we can write

H(S:2r−1
A , S:2r

A ) ≥ log(K1AK21A)− n21Aα− n1ε = n1Rscb−1 + n21ARscf − n21Aα− n1ε.(A.49)

One can follow a similar approach to above to show

H(S:2r−1
B , S:2r

B ) ≥ log(K1BK21B)− n1ε = n1Rscf−1 + n21BRscb − n21Bα− n1ε. (A.50)

Using (A.44) and (A.49) in (A.50), we can write

H(S)

n
=

t(n1Rscb−1 + n21ARscf − n21Aα− n1ε) + t(n1Rscf−1 + n21BRscb − n21Bα− n1ε)

(t+ 1)(n1 + n2)

≥ t

(t+ 1)(µ+ 1)

(
µRscb−1 +

n21A

n2
Rscf + µRscf−1 +

n21B

n2
Rscb − 2α− 2µε

)
≥ t

(t+ 1)(1 + µ)

(
(µRscb−1 + γ1Rscf ) + (µRscf−1 + γ2Rscb)− 2(1 + µ)α

)
(A.51)
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where µ = n1

n2
and γ1 and γ2 are as defined in the theorem. Thus, for an arbitrarily given

δ > 0, we can choose α, t, n1, and n2 such that

H(S)

n
> Lbnd−rA + Lbnd−rB − δ, (A.52)

with Lbnd−rA and Lbnd−rB as defined in the theorem.

Secrecy analysis: proving (3.3b). Denote by V:r
E and SK :r Eve’s view and the total secret

key established at the end of round r, respectively.

H(S|V:2t
E ) = H(S)− I

(
SK :2t;V:2t

E

)
= H(S)− I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1;V:2t
E

)
− I

(
SK :2t−2;V:2t

E |(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1

)
= H(S)− I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1;V:2t
E

)
− I

(
SK :2t−2; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1|(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1

)
−I
(
SK :2t−2;V:2t−2

E |(S:r
A , S

:r
B ,Y

:r
fE ,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1

)
≥ H(S)− I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1;V:2t
E

)
− I

(
SK :2t−2; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1|(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1

)
−I
(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E |SK :2t−2

)
− I

(
SK :2t−2;V:2t−2

E

)
, (A.53)

where the last inequality holds since

I
(
SK :2t−2;V:2t−2

E |(S:r
A , S

:r
B ,Y

:r
fE ,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1

)
≤ I

(
SK :2t−2, U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B ;V:2t−2

E |(S:r
A , S

:r
B ,Y

:r
fE ,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1

)
(a)

≤ I
(
SK :2t−2, U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B ;V:2t−2

E

)
= I

(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E |SK :2t−2

)
+ I

(
SK :2t−2;V:2t−2

E

)
. (A.54)

Inequality (a) is due to the Markov chain

(SK :2t−2,V:2t−2
E )↔ (U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B )↔ (S:r

A , S
:r
B ,Y

:r
fE,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1.

There are 5 terms on the right hand of (A.53). In the sequel, we calculate the second,

the third, and the fourth terms separately and show that they are all arbitrarily small.
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The second term in (A.53).

I
(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1;V:2t

E

)
= I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
+ I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1;V:2t−2

E |(Y:r
fE ,Y

:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
≤ I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
+I
(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1, U

:2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E ,X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B |(Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
(a)

≤ I
(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
+ I

(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E ,X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B

)
(b)
= I

(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
+ I

(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ; Y:2t−2
fE ,Y:2t−2

bE ,X:2t−2
A ,X:2t−2

B

)
(c)

≤ I
(
(S:r
A , S

:r
B )2tr=2t−1; (Y:r

fE ,Y
:r
fB)2tr=2t−1

)
+ (log ΓA + log ΓB)ε

(d)
= I

(
S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE

)
+ I

(
S:2t−1
B , S:2t

B ; Y:2t−1
fE ,Y:2t

bE

)
+ log(ΓAΓB)ε. (A.55)

Inequality (a) is due to the Markov chain

(X:2t−2
A ,X:2t−2

B ,V:2t−2
E )↔ (U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B )↔ (S:r

A , S
:r
B ,Y

:r
fE,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1,

equality (b) is due to

V:2t−2
E ↔ (X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B ,Y:2t−2

fE ,Y:2t−2
bE )↔ (U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B ),

inequality (c) follows from the property of secure equipartitions (see (3.20)), and equality

(d) holds due to the independency of the variables. We shall show that the first two terms

of (A.55) are small. Using (A.30) and (A.34)),

I
(
S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE

)
= I

(
S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A ,Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE

)
− I

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
= I

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE

)
− I

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
≤ I

(
Y:2t−1
A ; Y:2t−1

bE

)
+ I

(
X:2t
A ; Y:2t

fE

)
− I

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
≤ n1(I(YA;YbE) + ε) + n21A(I(XA;YfE) + ε)−H

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
+H

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A |Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE , S
:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
. (A.56)

The last inequality follows from AEP. Using the proof for the existence of capacity

achieving codes along with Fano’s inequalities gives us that the last term in the above is
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at most (n1 + n21A)δ1 for some arbitrarily small δ1. For the the rest we write

I
(
S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A ; Y:2t−1
bE ,Y:2t

fE

)
≤ n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE)−H

(
Y:2t−1
A ,X:2t

A |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
+ (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

= n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE)−H
(
I :2t−1A , Q:2t−1

A |S:2t−1
A , S:2t

A

)
+ (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

= n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE)−H(I :2t−1A , Q:2t−1
A )

+H(S:2t−1
A ) +H(S:2t

A ) + (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

≤ n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE)− log(M1M21A) + log(K1K21A) + (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

= n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE) + n1(Rscb−1 −Rcb) + n21A(Rscf −Rcf )

+(n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

= n1I(YA;YbE) + n21AI(XA;YfE)− n1(I(YA;YbE) + α)

−n21A(I(XA;YfE) + α) + (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1)

= (n1 + n21A)(ε+ δ1 − α) ≤ (n1 + n21A)δ2, (A.57)

for an arbitrarily small δ2. Similarly, one can show

I
(
S:2t−1
B , S:2t

B ; Y:2t−1
fE ,Y:2t

bE

)
≤ (n1 + n21B)δ3, (A.58)

for an arbitrarily small δ3. This gives that (A.55) is bounded as

I
(
(S:r

A , S
:r
B)2t

r=2t−1;V:2t
E

)
≤ (n1 + n2)δ4, (A.59)

for some arbitrarily small δ4.

The third term in (A.53).

I
(
SK :2t−2; (Y:r

fE,Y
:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1|(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1

)
≤ I

(
SK :2t−2,X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B ; (Y:r

fE,Y
:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1, U
:2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B |(S:r
A , S

:r
B)2t

r=2t−1

)
(a)

≤ I
(
X:2t−2
A ,X:2t−2

B ;U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B

)
(b)
= I

(
X:2t−2
A ;U :2t−2

B

)
+ I

(
X:2t−2
B ;U :2t−2

A

)
≤ log(ΓA.ΓB)ε. (A.60)
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Inequality (a) is due to the Markov chain

SK :2t−2 ↔ (X:2t−2
A ,X:2t−2

B )↔ (U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B )↔ (S:r
A , S

:r
B ,Y

:r
fE,Y

:r
fB)2t

r=2t−1,

and equality (b) follows from the independence of the variables.

The fourth term in (A.53).

I
(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E |SK :2t−2

)
≤ I

(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ;V:2t−2
E ,X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B |SK :2t−2

)
(a)

≤ I
(
U :2t−2
A , U :2t−2

B ; Y:2t−2
fE ,Y:2t−2

bE ,X:2t−2
A ,X:2t−2

B

)
(b)
= I

(
U :2t−2
A ; Y:2t−2

bE ,X:2t−2
B

)
+ I

(
U :2t−2
B ; Y:2t−2

fE ,X:2t−2
A

)
≤ log(ΓA.ΓB)ε. (A.61)

Inequality (a) is due to the Markov chain

(SK :2t−2,V:2t−2
E )↔ (X:2t−2

A ,X:2t−2
B ,Y:2t−2

fE ,Y:2t−2
bE )↔ (U :2t−2

A , U :2t−2
B ),

and equality (b) follows from the independence of the variables.

Using (A.59)-(A.61) in (A.53), we arrive at

H(S|V:2t
E ) ≥ H(S)− I

(
SK :t−2;V:t−2

E

)
− (n1 + n2)δ5, (A.62)

for some arbitrarily small δ5. Repeating the above steps t times, lets us conclude

H(S|V:2t
E ) ≥ H(S)− t(n1 + n2)δ5, (A.63)

which proves, for appropriate selection of parameters,

H(S|V:2t
E )

H(S)
≥ 1− t(n1 + n2)δ5

H(S)
> 1− δ. (A.64)
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A.8 Proof of Theorem 7: SK capacity upper bound for 2DMWC−r

Let Π be an (Rsk, δ)-weakly secure t-round protocol that achieves the SK rate Rsk for an

arbitrarily small δ > 0. Using (3.3b) and Fano’s inequality for (3.3a), we have

I(S;V:t−1
E ) = H(S)−H(S|V iewE) ≤ δH(S), (A.65a)

H(S|SA) ≤ h(δ) + δH(S), (A.65b)

H(S|SB) ≤ h(δ) + δH(S) (A.65c)

Considering (A.65), we write the entropy of S as

H(S) = I(S;SA) +H(S|SA) + I(S;V:t−1
E )− I(S;V:t−1

E )

≤ I(S;SA|V:t
E) +H(S|SA) + I(S;V:t−1

E ) (A.66)

≤ H(SA|V:t−1
E ) + h(δ) + 2δH(S)

≤ H(V:t−1
A |V:t−1

E ) + h(δ) + 2δH(S). (A.67)

Similarly

H(S) ≤ H(V:t−1
B |V:t−1

E ) + h(δ) + 2δH(S), (A.68)

H(S) ≤ H(V:t−1
A ,V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) + h(δ) + 2δH(S), (A.69)

and, from (A.66),

H(S) ≤ I(S, SB;SA|V:t−1
E ) +H(S|SA) + I(S;V:t−1

E )

= I(SB;SA|V:t−1
E ) + I(S;SA|SB,V:t−1

E ) +H(S|SA) + I(S;V:t−1
E )

≤ I(SA;SB|V:t−1
E ) +H(S|SB) +H(S|SA) + I(S;V:t−1

E )

≤ I(V:t−1
A ;V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) + 2h(δ) + 3δH(S). (A.70)

Choose the RVs (XA, YB, YfE) and (XB, YA, YbE) such that they correspond to the 2DMWC

probability distributions and

PXA =
1

n

t−1∑
r=0

nr∑
i=1

PX:r
A,i
, PXB =

1

n

t−1∑
r=0

nr∑
i=1

PX:r
B,i
,
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Below, we study each of the inequalities (A.67)-(A.70), respectively, to obtain four

upper bounds on the entropy of the key S produced by the SKE protocol Π.

H(V:t−1
A |V:t−1

E ) ≤ H(V:t−1
A |V:t−1

E )

=
t−1∑
r=0

H(Y nr:r
A |V:r−1

A ,V:t−1
E )

≤
t−1∑
r=0

H(Y nr:r
A |Y nr:r

bE )

≤ nH(YA|YbE). (A.71)

Similarly

H(V:t−1
A |V:t−1

E ) ≤ nH(YB|YfE). (A.72)

H(V:t−1
A ,V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) =

t−1∑
r=0

H(Y nr:r
B , Y nr:r

A |V:r−1
A ,V:r−1

B ,V:t−1
E )

=
t−1∑
r=0

H(Y nr:r
B , Y nr:r

A |V:r−1
A ,V:r−1

B , Xnr:r
A , Xnr:r

B ,V:t−1
E )

=
t−1∑
r=0

(H(Y nr:r
B |Xnr:r

A , Y nr:r
fE , Y nr:r

bE ) +H(Y nr:r
A |Xnr:r

B , Y nr:r
fE , Y nr:r

bE ))

≤ n(H(YB|XA, YfE) +H(YA|XB, YbE)). (A.73)

Finally,

I(V:t−1
A ;V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) = H(V:t−1

A |V:t−1
E ) +H(V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E )−H(V:t−1

A ,V:t−1
B |V:t−1

E )

≤ n(I(XA;YB|YfE) +H(XB;YA|YbE)). (A.74)

Combining the above results gives

H(S) ≤ nmin
(
H(YB|YfE), H(YA|YbE), (H(YB|XA, YfE) +H(YA|XB, YbE)) ,

(I(XA;YB|YfE) +H(XB;YA|YbE))
)

+ 2h(δ) + 3δH(S)

= n(min{H(YB|XA, YfE), I(XB;YA|YbE)}

+ min{H(YA|XB, YbE), I(XA;YB|YfE)}) + 2h(δ) + 3δH(S).(A.75)
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From (3.3c) and (A.75), we conclude the following upper bound on Rsk

Rsk <
1

n
H(S) + δ

< min{H(YB|XA, YfE), I(XB;YA|YbE)}] + min{H(YA|XB, YbE), I(XA;YB|YfE)}

+δ + 2h(δ) + 3δH(S)

≤ min{H(YB|XA, YfE), I(XB;YA|YbE)}] + min{H(YA|XB, YbE), I(XA;YB|YfE)}.

The last inequality holds since δ is arbitrarily small. �

A.9 Proof of Theorem 8: SK capacity for 2DMWC−r without

leakage

When the channel leaks zero information to Eve, we have I(XA, YB;YfE) = I(XB, YB;YbE)

= 0. Following the lower bound (3.42), we choose µ = 00 and lower bound the SK capac-

ity as follows. Note that for this selection of µ the conditions (3.47) and (3.48) always

hold.

C2DMWC
wsk ≥ max

XA,XB
{Lbnd−rA + Lbnd−rB }, (A.76)

where

Lbnd−rA = (γ1I(XA;YB)) , γ1 = min{1, H(YA|XB)

I(XA;YB)
}, (A.77)

Lbnd−rB = (γ2I(XB;YA)) , γ2 = min{1, H(YB|XA)

I(XB;YA)
}. (A.78)

The above can be written as

Lbnd−rA = min{H(YA|XB), I(XA;YB)}, Lbnd−rB = min{H(YB|XA), I(XB;YA)}. (A.79)

The first and the second term above equal Ubnd−rA and Ubnd−rB in the upper bound

(3.49). �
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A.10 Proof of Lemma 16: SK capacity bounds for 2BSWC−r

Following the lower bound expression (3.42) in Theorem 6, and letting XA and XB to be

uniform binary RVs, we have

CBSWC−r

wsk ≥ 2 maxµ≥0{Lbnd−r}, such that (A.80)

Lbnd−r = 1
1+µ

(µ(h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)) + γ(h(pe)− h(pm))+) , (A.81)

γ = min{1, h(pm)
1−h(pm)

− µ}, (A.82)

µ ≤ min{h(pm), 1−h(pm)
h(pm)

}. (A.83)

We show that the optimal choice of µ can be reduced to µ ∈ {0, µ∗1, µ∗2} (with µ∗1 and

µ∗2 defined in (3.56)) can lead to the lower bound (A.80). We note that µ ≤ µ∗2 is an

explicit condition of the lower bound and that (i) if µ ≤ µ∗1, then γ = 1; (ii) otherwise,

γ = h(pm)
1−h(pm)

− µ < 1. Accordingly, we consider the following cases.

Case 1: h(pe) ≤ h(pm). In this case, (h(pe)− h(pm))+ = 0 and so Lbnd−r is written as

µ

µ+ 1
(h(pm ? pe)− h(pm)). (A.84)

This gives that, to maximize Lbnd−r, the largest possible µ should be selected, i.e.,

µ = µ∗2.

Case 2: h(pe) > h(pm). We divide this into the following three subcases.

2.1) If µ∗2 ≤ µ∗1, for any µ ≤ µ∗2, the inequality µ ≤ µ∗1 also holds. From (i) above, γ = 1

and Lbnd−r can be expressed as the following weighted average

µ

1 + µ
((h(pm ? pe)− h(pm))) +

1

1 + µ
(h(pe)− h(pm)). (A.85)

Since the first term in the above average is greater or equal to the second term, the

average is maximized by selecting the largest possible value for µ that is µ = µ∗2.

2.2) If µ∗2 > µ∗1 ≥ 0, then we may choose µ ≤ µ∗1 or µ∗1 < µ ≤ µ∗2.
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- For µ ≤ µ∗1, from (i), γ = 1 and so Lbnd−r is expressed the same way as (A.85).

This implies that selecting µ = µ∗1 (the largest possible value) leads to the maximization

of the average.

- For µ∗1 < µ ≤ µ∗2, from (ii), Lbnd−r can be written as the following weighted average

µ

µ+ 1
(h(pm ? pe)− h(pe)) +

1

µ+ 1
(

h(pm)

1− h(pm)
(h(pe)− h(pm))). (A.86)

Depending on the relationship between the first and the second terms of the above av-

erage, the maximum is achieved by selecting either the smallest or the largest possible µ

in the range µ∗1 ≤ µ ≤ µ∗2, that is either µ∗1 or µ∗2, respectively.

2.3) If µ∗1 < 0, then for any 0 ≤ µ ≤ µ∗2, we have µ > µ∗1. From (ii), Lbnd−r is written

the same as (A.86). However, the smallest and the largest values of µ are 0 and µ∗2,

respectively.

In all cases above, either selection of µ ∈ {0, µ∗1, µ∗2} leads to the maximum achievable

rate. i.e. the lower bound in (A.80) can be simplified to (A.80).

Following the upper bound (3.49) in Theorem 7 for the above setting, we arrive at

CBSWC−r

wsk ≤ 2 max
XA,XB

{Ubnd−rA , Ubnd−rB }, where

Ubnd−rA = min{h(pm), H(YB|YfE)− h(pm)}, and

Ubnd−rB = min{h(pm), H(YA|YbE)− h(pm)}.

It is easy to show that by choosing uniformly random XA and XB, Ubnd−rA and Ubnd−rB

reach their highest values, respectively. This proves the upper bound (3.57)

A.11 Proof of Theorem 9: SK capacity lower bound, TWDMWC

We provide a two-round SKE protocol, Π, that achieves

Rsk =
µRstwc−1 + [Rstwc]+

1 + µ
(A.87)
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for a given set of variables: µ, XA,XB, VA,VB, W2A,W2B,W1A, and W1B that satisfy the

conditions of the theorem.

Parameter definition. Let n1 and n2 such that n1 = µn2 be sufficiently large integers

that represent the number of TWDMWC uses in the first and the second round, respec-

tively; hence the protocol cost equals CostTWDMWC
Π = n

∆
= n1 + n2 = n2(1 + µ). We

rephrase the conditions (3.63) and (3.64) as

n1[I(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB) + 3α] ≤ n2I(W1A;XB, YB), (A.88)

n1[I(VB;XB, YB|XA, YA) + 3α] ≤ n2I(W1B;XA, YA), (A.89)

where α > 0 is a sufficiently small constant to be determined from the arbitrarily small

δ. Let n2,a1, n2,a2, n2,b1, and n2,b2 be chosen such that n2,a1 + n2,a2 = n2,b1 + n2,b2 = n2

and

n2,a2I(W1A;XB, YB) = n1[I(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB) + 3α], (A.90)

n2,b2I(W1B;XA, YA) = n1[I(VB;XB, YB|XA, YA) + 3α]. (A.91)

Also let ε and β be small constants such that 3nε < n2β = n1α. Define

ηa,f = n1[I(VA;XA, YA) + α] (A.92a)

ηa,g = n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β], ηa,g,2 = n2,a1I(W2A;XB , YB), ηa,g,1 = ηa,g − ηa,g,2,(A.92b)

ηa,t = n2,a2[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β], ηa,t,2 = n2,a2I(W2A;XB , YB), ηa,t,1 = ηa,t − ηa,t,2, (A.92c)

ηb,f = n1[I(VB ;XB , YB) + α], (A.92d)

ηb,g = n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β], ηb,g,2 = n2,b1I(W2B ;XA, YA), ηb,g,1 = ηb,g − ηb,g,2, (A.92e)

ηb,t = n2,b2[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β], ηb,t,2 = n2,b2I(W2B ;XA, YA), ηb,t,1 = ηb,t − ηb,t,2, (A.92f)

ηab,f = n1[I(VA, VB ;XA, YA, XB , YB) + 2α], η = ηa,g + ηb,g + ηab,f , (A.92g)

κ = (n1 + n2)Rsk, γ = η − κ. (A.92h)
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Quantities in (A.92a)-(A.92c) (resp. (A.92d)-(A.92f)) are used in the calculation of what

Alice (resp. Bob) needs to send during the communication. Although the quantities

obtained in (A.90)-(A.92a) are real values, for sufficiently small β and sufficiently large

n1 and n2, we can assume they are non-negative integers. Furthermore, we shall show

that ηa,f ≥ ηa,t, ηb,f ≥ ηb,t, and η ≥ κ. The former is shown below.

ηa,f = n1[I(VA;XA, YA) + α]
(a)
= n1[I(VA;XA, YA, XB, YB) + α]

= n1[I(VA;XB, YB) + I(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB) + α]

(b)
= n1I(VA;XB, YB) + n2,a2I(W1A;XB, YB)− 2n1α

≥ n2,a2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β]− 2n1α

(c)
= ηa,t − 2n1α.

Equality (a) is due to the Markov chain (3.60a), and equalities (b) and (c) follow from

(A.90) and (A.92c), respectively. For sufficiently small α, we have ηa,f ≥ ηa,t. Similarly,

one can show ηb,f ≥ ηb,t. To show η ≥ κ, we calculate η as follows.

η = ηa,g + ηb,g + ηab,f

(a)
= n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β] + n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β]

+ n1[I(VA, VB ;XA, YA, XB , YB) + 2α]

= n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β] + n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β] + n1I(VA;XA, YA, XB , YB)

+ n1I(VB ;XA, YA, XB , YB |VA) + 2n1α

(b)
= n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β] + n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β] + n1I(VA;XB , YB)

+ n1I(VA;XA, YA|XB , YB) + n1I(VB ;XA, YA|VA) + n1I(VB ;XB , YB |XA, YA) + 2n1α

(c)
= n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β] + n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β] + n1I(VA;XB , YB)

+ n2,a2I(W1A;XB , YB) + n1I(VB ;XA, YA|VA) + n2,b2I(W1B ;XA, YA)− 4n1α

= n2[I(W1A;XB , YB) + I(W1B ;XA, YA)]

+ n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]− (n2,a1 + n2,b1)β − 4n1α. (A.93)

Inequality (a) follows from (A.92a), equality (b) relies on the Markov chain (3.60a),
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and equality (c) follows from (A.90) and (A.91). Comparing (A.93) with (A.87), for

sufficiently small α and β, reveals η ≥ κ.

The following is a list of sets, variables, and functions that are used in the SKE

construction.

(i) Let Vn1
A,ε (resp. Vn1

B,ε) be obtained by randomly and independently choosing 2ηa,f

(resp. 2ηb,f ) ε-typical sequences from Vn1
A (resp. Vn1

B ).

(ii) Let fA : Vn1
A,ε → FA = [2ηa,f ] and fB : Vn1

B,ε → FB = [2ηb,f ] be arbitrary bijective

mappings.

(iii) Let {Vn1
A,ε,i}2ηa,t

i=1 be a partition of Vn1
A,ε into 2ηa,t equal-sized parts. Define the function

tA : Vn1
A,ε → TA = [2ηa,t ] such that, for any input in Vn1

A,ε,i, it outputs i. Similarly

define the partition {Vn1
i,B,ε}2

ηb,t

i=1 and the function tB.

(iv) Let {TA,i}2ηa,t,2
i=1 be a partition of TA into 2ηa,t,2 equal-sized parts; each of size 2ηa,t,1 .

Label elements of TA,i by TA,i = {tA,i,j}
ηa,t,1
j=1 . Define the index function tA,indx :

TA → [2ηa,t,2 ]× [2ηa,t,1 ] such that tA,indx(t) = (i, j), if t is labeled by tA,i,j. Similarly

define the partition {TB,i}2
ηb,t,2

i=1 and the function tB,indx.

(v) Let GA = [2ηa,g ]. In analogy to TA, let {GA,i}2ηa,g,2
i=1 be a partition of GA, where

GA,i = {gA,i,j}2ηa,g,1
j=1 . Define the index function gA,indx : GA → [2ηa,g,2 ]× [2ηa,g,1 ] such

that gA,indx(g) = (i, j), if g is labeled by gA,i,j. Similarly, define GB = [2ηb,g ], the

partition {GB,i}2
ηb,g,2

i=1 , and the function gB,indx.

(vi) Define the code book C2A as the collection of 2ηa,g,2+ηa,t,2 codewords {wn2

2A,i,i′ : i ∈

[2ηa,g,2 ], i′ ∈ [2ηa,t,2 ]}, where each codeword wn2

2A,i,i′ is of length n2 and is indepen-

dently generated according to the distribution

n2∏
l=1

p(W2A = w2A,i,i′(l)).
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Similarly, define the code book C2B = {wn2

2B,i,i′ : i ∈ [2ηb,g,2 ], i′ ∈ [2ηb,t,2 ]}.

(vii) For each codeword wn2

2A,i,i′ , define the code book C1A(wn2

2A,i,i′) as the collection of

2ηa,g,1+ηa,t,1 words

{wn2

1A,i,i′,j,j′ : j ∈ [2ηa,g,1 ], j′ ∈ [2ηa,t,1 ]}, where each codeword wn2

1A,i,i′,j,j′ is of length

n2 and is independently generated according to the distribution

n2∏
l=1

p(W1A = w1A,i,i′,j,j′(l)|W2A = w2A,i,i′(l)).

The code book C1A is the set of all code books C1A(wn2
2A,i,j) and hence includes

2ηa,g+ηa,t codewords. Similarly, define the code books C1B(wn2

2B,i,i′) = {wn2

1B,i,i′,j,j′ : j ∈

[2ηb,g,1 ], j′ ∈ [2ηb,t,1 ]} and the code book C1B of size 2ηb,g+ηb,t .

(viii) Let EncA : GA×TA →Wn2
1A be an encoding function such that Enc(g, t) = wn2

1A,i,i′,j,j′ ,

using the above code books, where (i, j) = gindx(g) and (i′, j′) = tA,indx(t). Similarly,

define the encoding function EncB : GB × TB →Wn2
1B.

(ix) Let DMCWA
and DMCWB

be DMCs, representing W1A → XA and W1B → XB,

which are specified by PXA|W1A
and PXB |W1B

, respectively.

(x) Let {Ks}2κ

s=1 be a partition of FA × GA ×FB × GB into equal-sized parts of size 2γ.

Define the key derivation function φ : FA×GA×FB ×GB → [2κ] such that, for any

input in Ks, it outputs s.

Protocol description.

Common randomness generation. Alice and Bob generate i.i.d. n1-sequences X:1
A and

X:1
B according to the distributions PXA and PXB , respectively, and send them in the first

communication round. They receive the n1-sequences Y:1
A and Y:1

B , respectively, while Eve

receives Y:1
E . Alice searches in Vn1

A,ε to find a (not necessarily unique) sequence V n1
A such
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that (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) and V n1

A are ε-jointly typical w.r.t. P(XA,YA),VA . Similarly, Bob searches

for a sequence V n1
B such that (X:1

B,Y
:1
B) and V n1

B are ε-jointly typical w.r.t. P(XB ,YB),VB .

A party that fails in finding such a sequence returns a NULL.

Assuming no NULL is returned, Alice computes TA = tA(V n1
A ) and selects uni-

formly at random GA ∈ GA. She calculates (TA,2, TA,1) = tA,indx(TA) and (GA,2, GA,1) =

gA,indx(GA), and uses them to calculate W n2
1A = Enc(GA, TA). Similarly Bob computes

TB = tB(V n1
B ), selects uniformly at randomGB ∈ GB, calculates (TB,2, TB,1) = tB,indx(TB),

(GB,2, GB,1) = gB,indx(GB), and then W n2
1B = Enc(GB, TB). Alice and Bob input W n2

1A

and W n2
1B to the DMCs DMCWA

and DMCWB
to obtain and send the n2 sequences X:2

A

and X:2
B in the second communication round, respectively. Alice, Bob, and Eve receive

the n2-sequences Y:2
A , Y:2

B , and Y:2
E , respectively.

Alice searches for a “unique” codeword Ŵ n2
1B ∈ C1B such that (X:2

A,Y
:2
A) and Ŵ n2

1B are

ε-jointly typical w.r.t. P(XA,YA),W1B
. Alice returns a NULL if no such a sequence is found;

otherwise, she obtains (ĜB, T̂B) such that EncB(ĜB, T̂B) = Ŵ n2
1B, and then searches for a

“unique” codeword V̂ n1
B ∈ V

n1

T̂B ,ε
such that (X:1

A,Y
:1
A) and V̂ n1

B are ε-jointly typical w.r.t.

P(XA,YA),VB ; she returns a NULL if no such a sequence is found. Bob follows a similar

approach to obtain Ŵ n2
1A, (ĜA, T̂A), and V̂ n1

A .

Key derivation. The secret key is S = φ(FA, GA, FB, GB). Alice computes SA =

φ(FA, GA, F̂B, ĜB), where FA = fA(V n1
A ) and F̂B = fB(V̂ n1

B ). Similarly, Bob computes

SA = φ(F̂A, ĜA, FB, GB), where F̂A = fA(V̂ n1
A ) and FB = fB(V n1

A ). Note that ĜA and ĜB

have been obtained in the decoding phase.

Protocol analysis.

Randomness analysis, proving (3.3c). First we calculate the quantity H(V n1
A , V n1

B ) to be
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used in the sequel. From AEP for VA, for every u ∈ Vn1
A,ε, we have

Pr{V n1
A = u} ≤

∑
((x,y),u): ε−jointly-typical

Pr{(Xn1
A , Y

n1
A ) = (x,y)}

≤ 2n1[H(XA,YA|VA)+2ε]2−n1[H(XA,YA)−ε] = 2−n1[I(VA;XA,YA)−3ε]. (A.94)

Note that V n1
A and V n1

B are chosen to be ε-jointly-typical to (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) and (X:1

B,Y
:1
B), re-

spectively. On the other hand, due to AEP, for large enough n1, (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) and (X:1

B,Y
:1
B)

are ε-jointly-typical with probability arbitrarily close to 1. This implies that (X:1
B,Y

:1
B)

and V n1
A are ε-jointly-typical with probability arbitrarily close to 1. So, for every u ∈ Vn1

A,ε

and u′ ∈ Vn1
B,ε, we can write

Pr{V n1
B = u′|V n1

A = u} ≤
∑

((x,y),u′,u′): ε−jointly-typical

Pr{(Xn1
B , Y

n1
B ) = (x,y)|V n1

A = u)}

≤ 2n1[H(XB ,YB |VB ,VA)+2ε]2−n1[H(XB ,YB |VA)−ε] = 2−n1[I(VB ;XB ,YB |VA)−3ε]. (A.95)

From (A.94) and (A.95), we have for all u and u′

Pr{V n1
A = u ∧ V n1

B = u′} ≤ 2−n1[I(VA;XA,YA)+I(VB ;XB ,YB |VA)−6ε]

(a)
= 2−n1[I(VA,VB ;XA,YA,XB ,YB)−6ε]

(b)
= 2−ηab,f+2n1α+6n1ε

< 2−ηab,f+4n1α (A.96)

⇒ H(V n1
A , V n1

B ) > ηab,f − 4n1α. (A.97)

Equality (a) is due to the Markov chain (3.60a), and equality (b) follows from (A.92g).

Furthermore, for large enough n1, with probability arbitrarily close to 1 the following

happens. V n1
A and V n1

B become jointly typical and since the sets Vn1
A,ε and Vn1

B,ε are

obtained independently according to distributions PVA and PVB , respectively, at most

2ηa,f+ηb,f−n1[I(VA;VB)−3ε] ε-jointly typical sequences exist in Vn1
A,ε × V

n1
B,ε, and this implies
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that

H(V n1
A , V n1

B ) ≤ ηa,f + ηb,f − n1[I(VA;VB)− 3ε]

(a)
= n1[I(VA;XA, YA) + α] + n1[I(VB;XB, YB) + α]− n1[I(VA;VB)− 3ε]

(b)
= n1[I(VA, VB;XA, YA, XB, YB) + 2α + 3ε]

(c)
= ηab,f + 3n1ε. (A.98)

Inequality (a) and equality (c) follow from (A.92a), and equality (b) is due to the Markov

chain (3.60a). Since FA and FB are bijective functions of V n1
A and V n1

B (see (ii) and the

encoding phase), we can write for all fA and fB

Pr{FA = fA ∧ FB = fB} < 2−ηab,f+4n1α, (A.99)

ηab,f − 4n1α ≤ H(FA, FB) ≤ ηab,f − 3n1ε. (A.100)

In addition, GA and GB are selected uniformly at random from the sets GA and GB,

respectively. Hence,

∀gA ∈ GA : Pr{GA = gA} = 2−ηa,g ⇒ H(GA) = ηa,g, (A.101)

∀gB ∈ GB : Pr{GB = gB} = 2−ηb,g ⇒ H(GB) = ηb,g. (A.102)

There are 2κ choices for the key S (see (x) and the key derivation phase) and, for every

s ∈ [2κ], the probability that S = s equals to the probability that (FA, GA, FB, GB) ∈ Ks,

i.e.,

Pr(S = s) =
∑

(fA,gA,fB ,gB)∈Ks

Pr{FA = fA ∧ FB = fB ∧GA = gA ∧GB = gB}

(a)
=

∑
(fA,gA,fB ,gB)∈Ks

Pr{GA = gA}Pr{GB = gB}Pr{FA = fA ∧ FB = fB}

≤ 2γ.2−ηa,g .2−ηb,g .2−ηab,f+4n1α

= 2γ−η+4n1α

⇒ H(S) ≥ η − γ − 4n1α = κ− 4n1α.
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Equality (a) follows from the fact that GA and GB are chosen independently by Alice

and Bob, respectively, and the rest follows from (A.92a). We conclude that

H(S)

n
=

H(S)

n1 + n2
≥ κ− 4n1α

n1 + n2
≥ Rsk − 4α > Rsk − δ.

by selecting α < δ/4.

Reliability analysis, proving (3.3a). To prove reliability means to prove that Alice and

Bob will calculate the same valid shared key with probability arbitrarily close to 1. This

happens if both encoding and decoding phases are successful without any party returning

a NULL. We discuss each phase separately as follows.

Since log |VA,ε| = ηa,f = n1[I(VA;XA, YA) + α], for ε > 0 and large enough n1, by

choosing α to be small but sufficiently larger than ε, from AEP both (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) and

V n1
A are ε-jointly-typical with probability arbitrarily close to 1; similarly (X:1

B,Y
:1
B) and

V n1
B are ε-jointly-typical, and so the encoding phase is successful. The decoding phase

includes two levels of decoding. In the first level, Alice decodes (X:2
A,Y

:2
A) to Ŵ n2

1B ∈ C1B

and Bob decodes (X:2
B,Y

:2
B) to Ŵ n2

1A ∈ C1A. If log |C1B| (resp. log |C1A|) is less than

n2I(W1B;XA, YA) (resp. n2I(W1A;XB, YB)) then, from joint-AEP, the decoding error

probabilities are arbitrarily close to zero. The two inequalities are shown below (see (vii)

and (A.92a)).

log |C1B| = ηb,g + ηb,t = n2,b1[I(W1B;XA, YA)− β] + n2,b2[I(W1B;XA, YA)− β]

= n2[I(W1B;XA, YA)− β] < n2[I(W1B;XA, YA)− 3ε],

log |C1A| = ηa,g + ηa,t = n2,a1[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β] + n2,a2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β]

= n2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β] < n2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− 3ε].

In the second level of decoding, Alice decodes (X:1
A,Y

:1
A) to V̂ n1

B ∈ Vn1

T̂B ,ε
and Bob

decodes (X:1
B,Y

:1
B) to V̂ n1

A ∈ V
n1

T̂A,ε
. Given that the first level of decoding is successful, if

log |Vn1

T̂B ,ε
| (resp. log |Vn1

T̂A,ε
|) is less than n1I(VB;XA, YA) (resp. n2I(VA;XB, YB)) then,
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again from joint-AEP, the decoding error probabilities are arbitrarily close to zero. We

have (see (iv) and (A.92a))

log |Vn1

T̂A,ε
| = ηa,f − ηa,t = n1[I(VA;XA, YA) + α]− n2,a2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β]

(a)
= n1[I(VA;XB, YB) + I(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB) + α]− n2,a2[I(W1A;XB, YB)− β]

(b)
= n1I(VA;XB, YB) + n2,a2I(W1A;XB, YB)− n2,a2I(W1A;XB, YB)− 2n1α + n2,a2β

= n1I(VA;XB, YB)− 2n1α + n2,a2β

≤ n1I(VA;XB, YB)− n1α

< n1[I(VA;XB, YB)− 3ε].

Equality (a) is due to the Markov chain (3.60a), and equality (b) follows from (A.90).

Similarly, we can show that

log |Vn1

T̂B ,ε
| < n1[I(VB;XA, YA)− 3ε].

Hence, for sufficiently small ε we conclude that

Pr(SA = SB = S) ≥ Pr
(
F̂A = FA ∧ ĜA = GA ∧ F̂B = FB ∧ ĜB = GB

)
> 1− δ.(A.103)

Secrecy analysis, proving (3.3b). We shall show that H(S|Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E)/H(S) is arbitrar-

ily close to 1. First, we discuss the quantities H(TA, TB), H(TA,2, TB,2), H(GA,2) and

H(GB,2) that are used in the proof. From the encoding phase, for all (t, t′) ∈ TA × TB
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(see (iv) and (A.92a)),

Pr{TA = t ∧ TB = t′} =
∑

u∈Vn1
t,A,ε, u′∈Vn1

t′,B,ε

Pr(V n1
A = u ∧ V n1

B = u′)

(a)

≤ 2ηa,f−ηa,t2ηb,f−ηb,t2−ηab,f+4n1α

= 2ηa,f+ηb,f−ηab,f .2−ηa,t−ηb,t+4n1α

= 2n1[I(VA;XA,YA)+α]+n1[I(VB ;XB ,YB)+α]−n1[I(VA,VB ;XA,YA,XB ,XB)+2α].2−ηa,t−ηb,t+4n1α

(b)
= 2n1[I(VA;XA,YA)+I(VB ;XB ,YB)−I(VA;XA,YA)−I(VB ;XB ,XB |VA)].2−ηa,t−ηb,t+4n1α

= 2−ηa,t−ηb,t+n1I(VA;VB)+4n1α. (A.104)

Inequality (a) is obtained from (A.96) and equality (b) is due to the Markov chain (3.60a).

This follows that

ηa,t + ηb,t − n1I(VA;VB)− 4n1α ≤ H(TA, TB) ≤ ηa,t + ηb,t − n1I(VA;VB) + 3n1ε, (A.105)

where the upper bound holds since following the argument before (A.98), there are at

most 2ηa,t+ηb,t−n1I(VA;VB)+3n1ε sequences in TA×TB that correspond to the ε-jointly typical

sequences in Vn1
A,ε × V

n1
B,ε. Similarly, for all (i, i′) ∈ [2ηa,t,2 ]× [2ηb,t,2 ] (see (v) and (A.92a)),

Pr{TA,2 = i ∧ TB,2 = i′} = Pr{TA ∈ TA,i ∧ TB ∈ TB,i′}

=

ηa,t,1∑
j=1

ηb,t,1∑
j′=1

Pr{TA = tA,i,j ∧ TB = tB,i′,j′}

≤ 2ηa,t,1+ηb,t,12−ηa,t−ηb,t+n1I(VA;VB)+4n1α

= 2−ηa,t,2−ηb,t,2+n1I(VA;VB)+4n1α (A.106)

⇒ H(TA,2, TB,2) ≥ ηa,t,2 + ηb,t,2 − n1I(VA;VB)− 4n1α (A.107)

Since GA and GB have uniform distributions, GA,2 and GB,2 are uniformly distributed in

the sets [2ηa,g,2 ] and [2ηb,g,2 ], respectively, and we can write

H(GA,2) = ηa,g,2, H(GB,2) = ηb,g,2. (A.108)
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In the following, we prove that H(S|Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) is close to H(S). We calculate a lower

bound onH(S|Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) and next we use this to find a lower bound onH(S|Y:1

E ,Y
:2
E)/H(S)

that is arbitrarily close to 1.

H(S|Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) ≥ H(S|TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1

E ,Y
:2
E)

= H(S, FA, GA, FB, GB|TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E)

−H(FA, GA, FB, GB|S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E)

= H(FA, GA, FB, GB|TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E)

−H(FA, GA, FB, GB|S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E)

= H(FA, GA, FB, GB|TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

−I(FA, GA, FB, GB; Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

−H(FA, GA, FB, GB|S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E). (A.109)

We calculate each of the above three terms separately in the following. The first term
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in (A.109) is written as

H(FA, GA, FB , GB |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)
(a)
= H(FA, FB |TA,2, TB,2) +H(GA|GA,2) +H(GB |GB,2)

(b)
= H(FA, FB) +H(GA) +H(GB)−H(TA,2, TB,2)−H(GA,2)−H(GB,2) (A.110)

(c)

≥ ηab,f − 4n1α+ ηa,g + ηb,g − [ηa,t,2 + ηb,t,2]− ηa,g,2 − ηb,g,2
(d)

≥ n1I(VA, VB ;XA, YA, XB , YB)− 2n1α+ n2,a1[I(W1A;XB , YB)− β]

+ n2,b1[I(W1B ;XA, YA)− β]− [n2,a2I(W2A;XB , YB) + n2,b2I(W2B ;XA, YA)]

− n2,a1I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2,b1I(W2B ;XA, YA)

= n1I(VA, VB ;XA, YA, XB , YB) + n2,a1I(W1A;XB , YB) + n2,b1I(W1B ;XA, YA)

− n2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2I(W2B ;XA, YA)− 2n1α− 2n2β

(e)
= n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VA;XA, YA|XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)

+ I(VB ;XB , YB |XA, YA)] + n2,a1I(W1A;XB , YB) + n2,b1I(W1B ;XA, YA)

− n2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2I(W2B ;XA, YA)− 4n1α

(f)
= n1I(VA;XB , YB) + n2,a2I(W1A;XB , YB) + n1I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)

+ n2,b2I(W1B ;XA, YA)− 6n1α+ n2,a1I(W1A;XB , YB)

+ n2,b1I(W1B ;XA, YA)− n2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2I(W2B ;XA, YA)− 4n1α

= n1I(VA;XB , YB) + n1I(VB ;XA, YA|VA) + n2I(W1A;XB , YB) + n2I(W1B ;XA, YA)

−n2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2I(W2B ;XA, YA)− 10n1α

(g)
= n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]

+n2[I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)]− 10n1α. (A.111)

Equality (a) holds since (FA, FB, TA,2, TB,2), (GA, GA,2), and (GB, GB,2) are independent

of each other, and equality (b) is due to the fact that TA,2, TB,2, GA,2, GB,2 are deter-

ministic functions of FA, FB, GA, GB, respectively (see the encoding phase). Inequality

(c) follows from (A.100), (A.101), (A.102), (A.107), and (A.108). Inequality (d) follows

from (A.92a), equality (e) relies on the Markov chain (3.60a), equality (f) follows from

(A.90) and (A.91), and equality (g) is due to the Markov chains (3.60b) and (3.60c). The
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second term in (A.109) can be written as

I(FA, GA, FB , GB ; Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

= I(FA, GA, FB , GB ; Y:1
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

+I(FA, GA, FB , GB ; Y:2
E |Y:1

E , TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

(a)
= I(V n1

A , GA, V
n1

B , GB ; Y:1
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

+I(V n1

A , TA, GA, V
n1

B , TB , GB ; Y:2
E |Y:1

E , TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

(b)
= I(V n1

A , GA, V
n1

B , GB ; Y:1
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

+I(TA, GA, TB , GB ; Y:2
E |Y:1

E , TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

(c)

≤ I(V n1

A , GA, V
n1

B , GB ; Y:1
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

+I(TA, GA, TB , GB ; Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

(d)

≤ I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E) + I(TA, GA, TB , GB ; Y:2

E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

= I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E) + min{H(TA, GA, TB , GB |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)

, I(TA, GA, TB , GB ; Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)}

(e)
= I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E) + min{[H(TA, TB |TA,2, TB,2) +H(GA|GA,2) +H(GB |GB,2)]

, [H(Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)−H(Y:2

E |TA, GA, TB , GB , TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)]}
(f)
= I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E ) + min{[H(TA, TB)−H(TA,2, TB,2) +H(GA)−H(GA,2)

+H(GB)−H(GB,2)] , [H(Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)−H(Y:2

E |TA, GA, TB , GB)]}
(g)

≤ I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E) + min{[(ηa,t + ηb,t − n1I(VA;VB) + 3n1ε)

−(ηa,t,2 + ηb,t,2 − n1I(VA;VB)− 4n1α) + ηa,g − ηa,g,2 + ηb,g − ηb,g,2]

, [H(Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)−H(Y:2

E |TA, GA, TB , GB)]}

(h)
= I(V n1

A , V n1

B ; Y:1
E) + min{[n2 (I(W1A;XB , YB) + I(W1B ;XA, YA)− 2β)

−n2 (I(W2A;XB , YB) + I(W2B ;XA, YA)) + 5n1α]

, [H(Y:2
E |TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2)−H(Y:2

E |TA, GA, TB , GB)]}
(i)

≤ n1I(VA, VB ;YE) + min{[n2(I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)) + 3n1α]

, [n2H(YE |W2A,W2B)− n2H(YE |W1A,W1B)]}
(j)

≤ n1I(VA, VB ;YE) + min{[n2(I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)) + 3n1α]

, [n2I(W1A,W1B ;YE |W2A,W2B)]}. (A.112)
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Equality (a) holds since FA and FB (resp. TA and TB) are bijective (resp. determinis-

tic) functions of V n1
A and V n1

B , respectively. Equality (b) and inequality (c) are due to

(Y:1
E , V

n1
A , V n1

B )↔ (TA, GA, TB, GB)↔ Y:2
E , and inequality (d) is due to

(TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2, GA, GB)↔ (V n1
A , V n1

B )↔ Y:1
E .

Equality (e) holds since (TA, TB, TA,2, TB,2), (GA, GA,2), and (GB, GB,2) are independent

of each other, and equality (b) holds since TA,2, TB,2, GA,2, GB,2 are deterministic func-

tions of TA, TB, GA, GB, respectively. Inequality (g) follows from (A.101), (A.102),

(A.105), (A.107), and (A.108), and equality (h) follows from (A.92a). Inequality (i) fol-

lows from AEP and the Markov chains (3.60b) and (3.60c), and inequality (j) is due to

(W2A,W2B)↔ (W1A,W1B)↔ YE.

The third term in (A.109), i.e., H(FA, GA, FB, GB|S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) is dis-

cussed as follows. The knowledge of S = s determines Ks where (FA, GA, FB, GB) is

located. Furthermore, the knowledge of (TA,2, GA,2) = (i, i′) and (TB,2, GB,2) = (j, j′)

gives respectively the codewords wn2

2A,i,i′ ∈ C2A and wn2

2B,j,j′ ∈ C2B that are used in the

encoding phase. Define the code book

Ces = {(un1
A , u

n1
B , w

n2
1A, w

n2
1B) : (fA(un1

A ), gA, fB(un1
B ), gB) ∈ Ks, wn2

1A = EncA(tA(un1
A ), gA),

wn2
1B = EncB(tB(un1

B ), gB), tA,2 = i, gA,2 = i′, tB,2 = j, gB,2 = j′}.

Given (Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E), one can search in Ces for a unique codeword (V̌ n1

A , V̌ n1
B , W̌ n2

1A, W̌
n2
1B) that is

(ε, n1)-bipartite jointly typical to (Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) w.r.t. (P(VA,VB),YE , P(W1A,W1B),YE); and return

a NULL if no such a codeword is found. We have

|Ces | =
|Ks|

2ηa,g,2+ηa,t,2+ηb,g,2+ηb,t,2
= 2γ−η2 ,

where η2 = ηa,g,2 + ηa,t,2 + ηb,g,2 + ηb,t,2. If γ − η2 < n1I(VA, VB;YE) + n2I(W1A,W1B;YE)

holds, then from bipartite joint-AEP, the error probability in the above jointly-typical

decoding becomes arbitrarily small. We use the expression for η in (A.93) to calculate
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η − η2 as follows.

η − η2 = η − ηa,g,2 − ηa,t,2 − ηb,g,2 − ηb,t,2
(a)

≤ n2[I(W1A;XB , YB) + I(W1B ;XA, YA)] + n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]− 4n1α

− n2,a1I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2,a2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2,b1I(W2B ;XA, YA)− n2,b2I(W2B ;XA, YA)

= n2[I(W1A;XB , YB) + I(W1B ;XA, YA)] + n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]− 4n1α

− n2I(W2A;XB , YB)− n2I(W2B ;XA, YA)

(b)
= n2[I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)]

+ n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]− 4n1α.

Inequality (a) follows from (A.92a) and (A.93), and equality (b) is due to the Markov

chains (3.60b) and (3.60c). We use the above to calculate γ − η2 as follows.

γ − η2 = η − κ− η2 = [η − η2]− (n1 + n2)Rsk

(a)
= n2[I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A) + I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B)] + n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)]

− n1[I(VA;XB , YB) + I(VB ;XA, YA|VA)− I(VA, VB ;YE)]− 4n1α

− n2[I(W1B ;XA, YA|W2B) + I(W1A;XB , YB |W2A)− I(W1A,W1B ;YE |W2A,W2B)]+

≤ n1I(VA, VB ;YE) + n2I(W1A,W1B ;YE |W2A,W2B)− 4n1α

(b)
< n1I(VA, VB ;YE) + n2I(W1A,W1B ;YE)− 12nε. (A.113)

The second and the third lines in equality (a) come from (A.87), and inequality (b) is

due to (W2A,W2B)↔ (W1A,W1B)↔ YE. Let F̌A = fA(V̌ n1
A ), F̌B = fB(V̌ n1

B ), and ǦA and

ǦB be chosen such that

W̌ n2
1A = EncA(tA(V̌ n1

A ), ǦA), and W̌ n2
1B = EncB(tB(V̌ n1

B ), ǦB).

From (A.113), we conclude that given (S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y
:1
E ,Y

:2
E),

Pr{(F̌A, F̌B, ǦA, ǦB) 6= (FA, GA, FB, GB)} ≤ 2ε,

and Fano’s inequality gives

H(FA, GA, FB, GB|S, TA,2, GA,2, TB,2, GB,2,Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) ≤ H(FA, GA, FB, GB|F̌A, F̌B, ǦA, ǦB)

≤ h(2ε) + 2εη = h(2ε) + 2εη, (A.114)
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where h(ε) = −ε log(ε) − (1 − ε) log(1 − ε) is the binary entropy function. Combining

(A.109), (A.111), (A.112), and (A.114), one can write

H(S|Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) ≥ n1[I(VA;XB, YB) + I(VB;XA, YA|VA)]

+ n2[I(W1A;XB, YB|W2A) + I(W1B;XA, YA|W2B)]− n1I(VA, VB;YE)− 8n1α

−min{[n2(I(W1A;XB, YB|W2A) + I(W1B;XA, YA|W2B)) + 3n1α],

[n2I(W1A,W1B;YE |W2A,W2B)]} − h(2ε)− 2εη

≥ n1[I(VA;XB, YB) + I(VB;XA, YA|VA)− I(VA, VB;YE)]

+ n2[I(W1A;XB, YB|W2A) + I(W1B;XA, YA|W2B)− I(W1A,W1B;YE |W2A,W2B)]+

− 11n1α− h(2ε)− 2εη

(a)
= (n1 + n2)Rsk − 11n1α− h(2ε)− 2εη

(b)
= κ− 11n1α− h(2ε)− 2εη

≥ H(S)− 11n1α− h(2ε)− 2εη.

Equalities (a) and (b) are due to (A.87) and (A.92h), respectively. The above implies

that for arbitrarily small δ > 0, by appropriately selecting the small constants α and ε

we have I(S; Y:1
E ,Y

:2
E) < δH(S). �

A.12 Proof of Theorem 10: SK capacity upper bound, TWDMWC

We provide an upper bound on the SK rate that any possible SKE protocol can achieve.

For arbitrary δ > 0, let Π be an (Rsk, δ) t-round SKE protocol over TWDMWC, where

in each communication round 1 ≤ r ≤ t, Alice and Bob send sequences X:r
A, X:r

B of length

nr over the channel and receive nr-sequences Y:r
A, and Y:r

B in return, respectively. Eve

also receives the nr-sequence Y:r
E . We denote the total number of channel uses by

n =
t∑

r=1

nr. (A.115)
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According to Definition 27, the three conditions (3.3c)-(3.3b) are satisfied. Using

Fano’s inequality for (3.3a), we have

H(S|SA) ≤ h(δ) + δH(S), H(S|SB) ≤ h(δ) + δH(S) (A.116)

Furthermore, the secrecy condition in (3.3b) can be written as

I(S;V:t
E) = H(S)−H(S|V:t

E) ≤ δH(S). (A.117)

Considering (A.116) and (A.117), we write the entropy of S as

H(S) = I(S;SB) +H(S|SB) + I(S;V:t
E)− I(S;V:t

E)

≤ I(S;SB|V:t
E) +H(S|SB) + I(S;V:t

E)

≤ I(S, SA;SB|V:t
E) +H(S|SB) + I(S;V:t

E)

= I(SA;SB|V:t
E) + I(S;SB|SA,V:t

E) +H(S|SB) + I(S;V:t
E)

≤ I(SA;SB|V:t
E) +H(S|SA) +H(S|SB) + I(S;V:t

E)

≤ I(V:t
A;V:t

B|V:t
E) + 2h(δ) + 3δH(S). (A.118)

The first term above is written as follows (see 3.1 and Figure 3.1).

I(V:t
A;V:t

B |V:t
E) = I(X:t

A,Y
:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B ,V

:t−1
B |V:t

E)

= I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B ,V

:t−1
B |V:t

E) + I(Y:t
A; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B ,V

:t−1
B |X:t

A,V
:t−1
A ,V:t

E)

(a)

≤ I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B ,V

:t−1
B |V:t

E) + I(Y:t
A; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B |X:t

A,Y
:t
E)

= I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,V
:t−1
B |V:t

E) + I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; Y:t

B |X:t
B ,V

:t−1
B ,V:t

E) + I(Y:t
A; X:t

B ,Y
:t
B |X:t

A,Y
:t
E)

(b)

≤ I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,V
:t−1
B |V:t

E) + I(X:t
A; Y:t

B |X:t
B ,Y

:t
E) + I(Y:t

A; X:t
B ,Y

:t
B |X:t

A,Y
:t
E)

= I(X:t
A,V

:t−1
A ; X:t

B ,V
:t−1
B |V:t

E) + I(X:t
A; Y:t

B |X:t
B ,Y

:t
E)

+I(Y:t
A; X:t

B |X:t
A,Y

:t
E) + I(Y:t

A; Y:t
B |X:t

A,X
:t
B ,Y

:t
E). (A.119)

Inequalities (a) and (b) are respectively due to the Markov chains

(V:t−1
A ,V:t−1

B ,V:t−1
E )↔ (X:t

A,X
:t
B,Y

:t
B,Y

:t
E)↔ Y:t

A,

(V:t−1
A ,V:t−1

B ,V:t−1
E )↔ (X:t

A,X
:t
B,Y

:t
E)↔ Y:t

B.
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The first term in (A.119) can be rephrased as the following three terms

I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; X:t
B,V:t−1

B |V:t
E) = I(X:t

A,V:t−1
A ; X:t

B,V:t−1
B |V:t−1

E ,Y:t
E)

= I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; X:t
B,V:t−1

B ,Y:t
E |V:t−1

E )− I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; Y:t
E |V:t−1

E )

= I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; X:t
B,V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) + I(X:t

A,V:t−1
A ; Y:t

E |X:t
B,V:t−1

B ,V:t−1
E )

−I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; Y:t
E |V:t−1

E )

(a)
= I(V:t−1

A ;V:t−1
B |V:t−1

E ) + I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; Y:t
E |X:t

B,V:t−1
B ,V:t−1

E )− I(X:t
A,V:t−1

A ; Y:t
E |V:t−1

E )

(b)

≤ I(V:t−1
A ;V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) + I(X:t

A; Y:t
E |X:t

B,V:t−1
E )− I(X:t

A,V:t−1
A ; Y:t

E |V:t−1
E )

≤ I(V:t−1
A ;V:t−1

B |V:t−1
E ) + I(X:t

A; Y:t
E |X:t

B,V:t−1
E )− I(X:t

A; Y:t
E |V:t−1

E ) (A.120)

Equality (a) is due to the Markov chains X:t
A ↔ V:t−1

A ↔ V:t−1
B and X:t

B ↔ V:t−1
B ↔ V:t−1

A ,

and inequality (b) is due to (V:t−1
A ,V:t−1

B )↔ (X:t
A,X

:t
B)↔ Y:t

E. By recursively continuing

the above steps in (A.119) and (A.120) t times, we reach

I(V:t
A;V:t

B|V:t
E) ≤

t∑
r=1

I(X:r
A; Y:r

B|X:r
B,Y

:r
E) + I(X:r

B; Y:r
A|X:r

A,Y
:r
E) + I(Y:r

A; Y:r
B|X:r

A,X
:r
B,Y

:r
E)

+I(X:r
A; Y:r

E |X:r
B,V:r−1

E )− I(X:r
A; Y:r

E |V:r−1
E )

≤
t∑

r=1

nr∑
i=1

I(X :r
A,i;Y

:r
B,i|X :r

B,i, Y
:r
E,i) + I(X :r

B,i;Y
:r
B,i|X :r

A,i, Y
:r
E,i) + I(Y :r

A,i;Y
:r
B,i|X :r

A,i, X
:r
B,i, Y

:r
E,i)

+I(X :r
A,i;Y

:r
E,i|X :r

B,i,V:r−1
E , Y i−1:r

E,1 )− I(X :r
A,i;Y

:r
E,i|V:r−1

E , Y i−1:r
E,1 ), (A.121)

where the last inequality holds since the channel is memoryless. Let Q:r
i = (V:r−1

E , Y i−1:r
E,1 ).

We choose the RVs XA = X :r̃
A,̃i

, XB = X :r̃
B,̃i

, YA = Y :r̃
A,̃i

, YB = Y :r̃
B,̃i

, YE = Y :r̃
E,̃i

and Q = Q:r̃
ĩ

,

where ĩ and j̃ are chosen such that

I(XA;YB |XB , YE) + I(XB ;YA|XA, YE) + I(YA;YB |XA, XB , YE) + I(XA;YE |XB , Q)− I(XA;YE |Q) =

max
1≤r≤t, 1≤i≤n

[I(X :r
A,i;Y

:r
B,i|X :r

B,i, Y
:r
E,i) + I(X :r

B,i;Y
:r
B,i|X :r

A,i, Y
:r
E,i) + I(Y :r

A,i;Y
:r
B,i|X :r

A,i, X
:r
B,i, Y

:r
E,i)

+I(X :r
A,i;Y

:r
E,i|X :r

B,i, Q
:r
i )− I(X :r

A,i;Y
:r
E,i|Q:r

i )].

It is easy to see that XA, XB, YA, YB, and YE correspond to the TWDMC distribution

(PYA,YB ,YE |XA,XB), and the Markov chain

Q↔ (XA, XB)↔ (YA, YB, YE)
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holds. We continue (A.121) as

1

n
I(V:t

A;V:t
B|V:t

E) ≤ I(XA;YB|XB, YE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YE)

+I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YE) + I(XA;YE |XB, Q)− I(XA;YE |Q)

= I(XA;YB|XB, YE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YE)

+H(XA|XB, Q)−H(XA|XB, Q, YE)−H(XA|Q) +H(XA|Q,YE)

= I(XA;YB|XB, YE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YE)

+I(XA;XB|YE , Q)− I(XA;XB|Q). (A.122)

Using (3.3c), (A.118) and (A.122), we have the following upper bound on Rsk

Rsk <
1

n
H(S) + δ ≤ I(XA;YB|XB, YE) + I(XB;YA|XA, YE) + I(YA;YB|XA, XB, YE)

+I(XA;XB|YE , Q)− I(XA;XB|Q),

where the last inequality follows from the fact that δ is arbitrarily small. This proves

the upper bound in (3.65). �

A.13 Proof of Lemma 14: Cascade error probability

We shall prove the two inequalities (3.32) and (3.33). Depending on the values of x and

y, we consider the following four cases, and prove these two inequalities in each case

separately.

Case 1: x ≤ 0.5, y ≤ 0.5.

In this case, x ? y ≤ 0.5 also holds. This is shown below.

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = x+ 2y(0.5− x) ≤ x+ (0.5− x) ≤ 0.5, (A.123)

where the first inequality holds since y ≤ 0.5. This allows us to rewrite the claimed

inequality (3.32) as

0.5− x ? y ≤ min{0.5− x, 0.5− y}. (A.124)
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To prove this, we shall show that x?y is greater then or equal to both x and y. We show

the former as

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = x+ y(1− 2x) ≥ x, (A.125)

where the inequality holds since x ≤ 0.5. Similarly, one can show

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = y + x(1− 2y) ≥ y. (A.126)

This completes the proof of (3.32) for Case 1. Since the binary entropy function h(p) is

increasing for 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5, we have from (A.125)-(A.126) that

h(x ? y) ≥ max{h(x), h(y)}. (A.127)

Case 2: x ≤ 0.5, y ≥ 0.5.

In this case, we show x ? y ≥ 0.5 as follows.

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = x+ 2y(0.5− x) ≥ x+ (0.5− x) ≥ 0.5, (A.128)

where the first inequality holds since y ≥ 0.5. Therefore, we write (3.32) as

x ? y − 0.5 ≤ min{0.5− x, y − 0.5}, (A.129)

which is equivalent to proving x ? y + x ≤ 1 and x ? y ≤ y. The former is shown as

x ? y + x = x+ y − 2xy + x = 2x+ y(1− 2x) ≤ 2x+ (1− 2x) ≤ 1, (A.130)

where the first inequality holds since y ≤ 1. The latter is shown as

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = y + x(1− 2y) ≤ y, (A.131)

where the inequality holds since y ≥ 0.5. This completes the proof of (3.32) in Case 2. We

prove (3.33) as follows. The binary entropy function h(p) is decreasing for 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1.

This gives that, using (A.131),

h(x ? y) ≥ h(y). (A.132)
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Similarly, since 1− x ≥ 0.5, we use (A.130) to write x ? y ≤ 1− x; hence,

h(x ? y) ≥ h(1− x) = h(x), (A.133)

since h(p) = h(1− p) holds for all 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

Case 3: x ≥ 0.5, y ≤ 0.5.

Proving inequalities (3.32) and (3.33) in this case follows from that in Case 2, by sym-

metry.

Case 4: x ≥ 0.5, y ≥ 0.5.

We can always write x ? y as

x ? y = x+ y − 2xy = (1− x) + (1− y)− 2(1− x)(1− y) = x′ + y′ − 2x′y′ = x′ ? y′,(A.134)

where x′ = 1− x and y′ = 1− y. Observe that x′ and y′ are both less than or equal to

0.5. Thus, we can use the lemma results proved for Case 1 (above), and write

|0.5− x′ ? y′| ≤ min{|0.5− x′|, |0.5− y′|}. (A.135)

The fact that x′ ? y′ = x ? y, |0.5− x′| = |0.5− x|, and |0.5− y′| = |0.5− y| proves (3.32)

as

|0.5− x ? y| ≤ min{|0.5− x|, |0.5− y|}. (A.136)

To prove (3.33),

h(x ? y) = h(x′ ? y′)
(a)

≥ max{h(x′), h(y′)} (b)
= max{h(x), h(y)}. (A.137)

Inequality (a) follows from (A.127), and equality (b) holds since, for any 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we

have that h(p) = h(1− p). �
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A.14 Proof of Lemma 17: SK capacity lower bound for TWB-

SWC

For the TWBWC setup, we follow the lower bound (3.62) by letting W2A = W2B = 0 and

XA and XB be independent, uniformly-distributed bits; hence, to write the lower bound

as

CTWBWC
wsk ≥ max

µ≥0,XA,XB ,VA,VB ,W2A,W2B ,W1A,W1B

[
n1Lbd

tw
1 + n2[Lbdtw2 ]+
n1 + n2

, s.t. (A.138)

n1I(VA;XA, YA|XB, YB) < n2I(W1A;XB, YB), (A.139)

n1I(VB;XB, YB|XA, YA) < n2I(W1B;XA, YA)], (A.140)

where

Lbdtw1 = I(VA;XB, YB) + I(VB;XA, YA|VA)− I(VA, VB;YE), (A.141)

Lbdtw2 = I(W1A;XB, YB) + I(W1B;XA, YA)− I(W1A,W1B;YE). (A.142)

The two terms, Lbdtw1 and Lbdtw2 , in the lower bound argument depend on the distribu-

tions of (VA, VB) and (W1A,W1B), respectively. In the following, we continue the lower

bound only for the following case among all possible distributions of (see (3.60a)-(3.60c))

[(VA, VB), (W1A,W1B)] ∈ {[(XA +YA +N ′sA, XB +YB +N ′sB), (XA +NsA, XB +NsB)] : 0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1},

where NsA, NsB, N
′
sA, and N ′sB are independent BSC noises with error probabilities

Pr(N ′sA = 1) = Pr(NsB = 1) = p1, Pr(N ′sB = 1) = Pr(NsA = 1) = p2.
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In this case, we calculate the first term Lbdtw1 , given noise variables N ′sA and N ′sB as

follows.

Lbdtw1
4
= Lbdtw∗1 = I(XA + YA +N ′sA;XB, YB) + I(XB + YB +N ′sB;XA, YA)

−I(XA + YA +N ′sA, XB + YB +N ′sB;YE)

(a)
= 1−H(XA + YA +N ′sA|XB, YB) + 1−H(XB + YB +N ′sB|XA, YA)

−(1−H(YE |XA + YA +N ′sA, XB + YB +N ′sB))

(b)
= 1−H(XB +NrA +N ′sA|XB, YB)−H(XA +NrB +N ′sB|XA, YA)

+H(XA +XB +NE |XB +NrA +N ′sA, XA +NrB +N ′sB)

(c)
= 1−H(XB +NrA +N ′sA|XB)−H(XA +NrB +N ′sB|XA)

+H(XA +XB +NE |XA +XB +NrA +NrB +N ′sA +N ′sB)

(d)
= 1− h(p1 ? pra)− h(p2 ? prb) + h(p1 ? p2 ? pra ? prb ? pe). (A.143)

Equalities (a)-(d) hold due to the following: (a) holds since XA, XB, and YE have

uniform distributions, (b) follows from (3.67), (c) holds because YB is independent of

(XB, XB +NrA +N ′sA) and YA is independent of (XA, XA +NrB +N ′sB), and (d) is due

to the BSC property. Similarly, we obtain the second term Lbdtw2 given noise variables

NsA, and NsB as

Lbdtw2
4
= Lbdtw∗2 = I(XA +NsA;XB , YB) + I(XB +NsB ;XA, YA)− I(XA +NsA, XB +NsB ;YE)

= 1−H(XA +NsA|XB , YB)−H(XB +NsB |XA, YA) +H(YE |XA +NsA, XB +NsB)

= 1−H(XA +NsA|XB , XB + YB) + 1−H(XB +NsB |XA, XA + YA)

+H(YE |XA +NsA, XB +NsB)

= 1−H(XA +NsA|XB , XA +NrB)−H(XB +NsB |XA, XB +NrA)

+H(XA +XB +NE |XA +NsA, XB +NsB)

= 1−H(XA +NsA|XA +NrB)−H(XB +NsB |XB +NrA)

+H(XA +XB +NE |XA +XB +NsA +NsB)

= 1− h(p2 ? prb)− h(p1 ? pra) + h(p1 ? p2 ? pe). (A.144)
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We write the conditions (A.139) and (A.140), respectively, as

n1 < n′1
4
= n2

I(XA +NsA;XB, YB)

I(XA + YA +N ′sA;XA, YA|XB, YB)
= n2

1−H(XA +NsA|XB, YB)

H(XA + YA +N ′sA|XB, YB)

= n2
1−H(XA +NsA|XA +NrB)

H(XB +NrA +N ′sA|XB, YB)
= n2

1− h(p2 ? prb)

h(p1 ? pra)
, (A.145)

and

n1 < n′′1
4
= n2

I(XB +NsB;XA, YA)

I(XB + YB +N ′sB;XB, YB|XA, YA)
= n2

1−H(XB +NsB|XA, YA)

H(XB + YB +N ′sB|XA, YA)

= n2
1−H(XB +NsB|XB +NrA)

H(XA +NrB +N ′sB|XA, YA)
= n2

1− h(p1 ? pra)

h(p2 ? prb)
. (A.146)

By letting n∗1 = min{n′1, n′′1} and following the lower bound (A.138) for this case, we

arrive at

max
n1,n2,p1,p2

[
n1Lbd

tw∗
1 + n2[Lbdtw∗2 ]+
n1 + n2

, s.t. n1 ≤ n∗1]. (A.147)

Using the result of Lemma 14 for (A.143), we have that Lbdtw∗1 ≥ 0 holds for any

0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1. On the other hand, comparing (A.143) and (A.144) reveals that Lbdtw∗1 ≥

Lbdtw∗2 . These together imply Lbdtw∗1 ≥ [Lbdtw∗2 ]+. Thus, the maximum in (A.147) is

achieved by selecting n1 = n∗1, i.e.,

LbndtwN
4
= max

p1,p2

[
n∗1Lbd

tw∗
1 + n2[Lbdtw∗2 ]+
n∗1 + n2

] = max
p1,p2

[µLbdtw∗1 + (1− µ)[Lbdtw∗2 ]+],(A.148)

where

µ =
n∗1

n∗1 + n2
= min{ 1− h(p1 ? pra)

1− h(p1 ? pra) + h(p2 ? prb)
,

1− h(p2 ? prb)

1− h(p2 ? prb) + h(p1 ? pra)
}. (A.149)

Furthermore, (A.148) clearly shows that

LbndtwN ≥ max
p1,p2

[Lbdtw∗2 ]+,

since Lbdtw1 ≥ [Lbdtw2 ]+ holds for any 0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1. �
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A.15 Proof of Lemma 19: Uniform and strong SK capacity

equality

Prerequisites. We shall show that the protocol Πs is a (CS
usk, δ)-strongly-secure SKE

protocol, i.e., it satisfies reliability, strong secrecy, and strong uniformity as in Definition

29. The following analysis is given assuming that “Alice” sends the 2L bits of information

for reconciliation. Similar analysis works when Bob sends information reconciliation bits.

Using the reliability property of Πu, we write

∀1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 : Pr(SuAj,i 6= SuAj,i) ≤ δ′.

Fano’s inequality (cf. [23, Ch 2]) and the independence of Πu repetitions give us

∀1 ≤ j ≤ 2 : H(SNuAj|SNuBj) ≤ N (δ′K + 1) .

We combine the above with Lemma 9 to reach the following. For any δ1 > 0, by choosing

ε1 sufficiently small, there exists L satisfying

L ≤ (1 + ε1)N (δ′K + 1) ≤ δ1NK, (A.150)

for which information reconciliation succeeds with probability ≥ 1− 2ε1, i.e.,

Pr(S ′NuA1 = S ′NuB1) ≥ 1− ε1 and Pr(S ′NuA2 = S ′NuB2) ≥ 1− ε1. (A.151)

The secrecy and uniformity properties of Πu (see (3.3b) and (3.4)) imply

∀1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 : H(SuAj,i|VuEj,i) ≥ (1− δ′)
(
K − δ′CostSΠu

)
. (A.152)

Strong secrecy: Proving (3.5b). Eve’s view V iewE of the protocol originates from the

first two steps of the above construction, where resources in the setup are used. In step

(i), she observes (VN
uE1,VN

uE2). We use Lemma 25, as a simplified version of [60, Lemma

6], which shows that the min-entropy of long i.i.d. sequences becomes close to their

Shannon entropy.
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Lemma 25. For any joint distribution PXZ, let Xn and Y n be drawn i.i.d. according to

PXZ. For any ε > 0, for sufficiently large n, there exists an event E such that Pr(E) ≥

1− ε/n, and furthermore, for all z ∈ Zn,

H∞(Xn|Zn = z, E) ≥ n (H(X|Y )− ε) .

Letting ε2 ≤ 1/(NK2), the above implies that there is an event Ej with probability

Pr(Ej) ≥ 1− ε2 ≥ 1− 1
NK2 , such that for all views vj,

H∞(S̃jA|VN
uEj = vj, Ej)

(a)
= H∞(SNuAj|VN

uEj = vj, Ej)
(b)

≥ N
(
(1− δ′)(K − δ′CostSΠu)− ε2

)
≥ NK(1− δ2), (A.153)

for some δ2 > 0 that can be made arbitrarily small based on δ′ and ε2 when N and K

are sufficiently large. Equality (a) is due to the injective binary mapping function and

inequality (b) follows from (A.152).

In step (ii), Eve observes the independent variables VrEj, for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, each of

which reveals some information about the information reconciliation (error-correction)

bits hj(S
N
uAj). This implies the Markov chain VrEj ↔ hj(SuAj,i) ↔ (SNuAj,VN

uEj), which

lets us write the following. For any instance of Eve’s view v′j there exists an L-bit string

w such that, for ε3 > 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2, we have

H∞(S̃jA|VN
uEj = vj,VrEj = v′j, Ej) ≥ H∞(S̃jA|VN

uEj = vj, hj(S
N
uAj) = w, Ej)

(a)

≥ H∞(S̃jA|VN
uEj = vj, Ej)− L− ε3 (with prob. ≥ 1− 2−ε3)

(b)

≥ NK(1− δ1 − δ2)− ε3 (with prob. ≥ 1− 2−ε3).

Inequality (a) follows from the property of the min-entropy function (cf. [60]), and

inequality (b) is due to (A.150), (A.153), and Lemma 9. We continue, by choosing

ε3 = log(NK2), which leads to

H∞(S̃jA|VN
uEj = vj,VrEj = v′j, Ej) ≥ NK(1− δ3) (with prob. ≥ 1− 1

NK2 ),
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for arbitrarily small δ3 > 0, by choosing N and K sufficiently large. The above inequality

shows that, with high probability for any instance of Eve’s view, each S̃jA is arbitrarily

close to uniform in rate. Applying the two-source extractor makes the output arbitrarily

close to uniform in terms of its absolute value. This is shown in the following. For

sufficiently small ε4 > 0, let γ = 2−ε4NK and the extractor output length r satisfy

r = 3NK(1− δ3)−NK − 4 log(1/ε) ≥ 2NK(1− δ4),

for δ4 > 0 which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing N and K sufficiently large.

According to Lemma 7, the output S̃A of the two-source extractor given V iewE = ve, E1,

and E2 is γ-close to uniform with probability 1 − 1
NK

. Similarly to [60, Lemma 6], the

above implies

H(S̃A|V iewE = ve, E1, E2) ≥ r − 2ε4NK (with prob. ≥ 1− 1
NK2 ).

By taking into consideration the probabilities of E1 and E2, we arrive at

H(S̃A|V iewE) ≥ (1− 1

NK2
+ Pr(E1) + Pr(E2))(r − 2ε4NK)

≥ (1− 3

NK2
)(r − 2ε4NK) ≥ r − δ5, (A.154)

for δ5 < δ, by choosing N and K sufficiently large. This proves strong secrecy as r =

log |S|.

Reliability: Proving (3.5a). We first note that (A.154) also shows H(S̃A) ≥ r − δ5,

i.e., the absolute entropy of S̃A can be made arbitrarily close to uniform. Similarly

to [60], the uniformization step converts S̃A to a completely uniform variable SA with

error probability Pr(SA 6= S̃A) ≤ ε5 for arbitrarily small ε5 > 0. The following steps

eventually prove the reliability property by using (A.151).

Pr(SA 6= SB) ≤ Pr(SA 6= S̃A ∨ S̃A 6= SB) ≤ Pr(SA 6= S̃A) + Pr(S̃A 6= SB)

≤ Pr(SA 6= S̃A) + Pr(S′NuA1 6= S′NuB1) + Pr(S′NuA2 6= S′NuB2) ≤ ε5 + 2ε1 < δ,
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for appropriately small ε1 and ε5 when N and K are sufficiently large.

Strong uniformity: Proving (3.5c). The protocol Πs provides r-bit secret key. Obvi-

ously perfect uniformity holds as SA is uniformly distributed thanks to the uniformization

step. The rest is to analyze the key rate and show that it is arbitrarily close to the uni-

form SK capacity CS
usk. Before all, note that the protocol Πu satisfies the randomness

condition (3.3c), i.e., K/CostSΠu ≥ CS
usk − δ′.

The cost CostSΠs of the protocol Πs equals those of steps (i) and (ii), i.e., 2NCostSΠu

plus the cost of sending 2L information bits by either party. We note that other steps do

not use any communication resource and hence have no effect on the total cost. Assuming

that the setup allows for reliable transmission in at least one direction, we denote by CS
m

the reliability capacity of the setup (maximized over forward and backward directions).

This gives that for any ε6 > 0 and large enough N and K (hence L), there exists a

protocol that sends 2L information bits in either (forward or backward) direction with

error probability ε6 and cost at most 2L
CS
m−ε6

. The SK rate achieved by the protocol Πs is

obtained as follows.

H(SA)

CostSΠs
=

r

CostSΠs
≥ 2NK(1− δ4)

2NCostSΠu + 2L/(CS
m − ε6)

≥ 2NK(1− δ4)

2NCostSΠu + 2δ1NK/(CS
m − ε6)

≥
CostSΠu(CS

usk − δ′)(1− δ4)

CostSΠu + δ1CostSΠuC
S
usk/(C

S
m − ε6)

=
(CS

usk − δ′)(1− δ4)

1 + δ1CS
usk/(C

S
m − ε6)

≥ CS
usk(1− δ),

The last inequality is attained by choosing ε6, δ1, δ4, and δ′ suitably small for sufficiently

large N and K. This proves that the strong SK capacity equals to the uniform SK

capacity.
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Appendix B

Proof Results on Manipulation Detection

B.1 Proof of Theorem 11: effective tag length

The proof mainly relies on the results of the following lemma.

Lemma 26. For any weak, resp. strong, LR-AMD code the failure probability is lower

bounded as

ε ≥ max{
(

(1− e−1)
M− 1

X− 1

)1−α

, (1− e−1)MαM− 1

X− 1
}, resp. (B.1)

ε ≥
(

(1− e−1)
M− 1

X− 1

)(1−α)/2

. (B.2)

Proof. We start by the (M,X, α, ε)-weak LR-AMD code. We shall show that for any such

code there exist a message distribution M ∈M, a leakage variable Z with H̃∞(M |Z) ≥

(1 − α) logM, and an adversary whose success chance in changing M is lower bounded

by (B.1).

Let M be uniformly distributed and Z be an α logM-bit string that represents the

adversary’s α logM questions about the codeword. The variable Z is such that each

bit Zi is defined by Zi = Queryi(Z
i−1
1 ,M), where Queryi shows the i-th question. Let

X = Enc(M) be the codeword for M . The adversary can choose any non-zero adversarial

noise δ ∈ X/{0} to be added to the X. There are n = X−1 values for δ, at least t = M−1

of which lead to valid codewords X + δ. Let X+ be the set of such valid δ values. If the

adversary picks δ randomly, their success chance will be thus at least t/n.

We now describe the adversary’s strategy as follows. She first chooses a random

subset H0 ⊆ X/{0} of size k = n/t and runs Algorithm B.1. The size of H at the end of
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Algorithm 1 Adversary’s strategy
H ← H0.

for i = 1 to α logM do

Partition H arbitrarily into equal sized H1 and H2.

Ask whether |H1 ∩ X+| > 0.

if Yes then

H ← H1.

else

H ← H2.

end if

end for

Choose δ randomly from H.

return δ.

the algorithm decreases to k/Mα. The adversary succeeds with probability Mα/k only

if H0 ∩ X+ is not empty, whose probability is obtained as

Pr(|H0 ∩ X+| > 0) = 1− Pr(|H0 ∩ X+| = 0) = 1−
(
n−t
k

)(
n
k

) = 1− (n− t)!(n− k)!

n!(n− k − t)!

= 1− (n− k)× · · · × (n− k − t)
n× · · · × (n− t)

≥ 1− (1− k/n)t = 1− (1− 1/t)t ≥ 1− e−1.

This concludes that the adversary’s success probability is at least

ε ≥ (1− e−1)Mα/k = (1− e−1)MαM− 1

X− 1
,

which is the second term of (B.1). For the first term, we use the fact that the message size

M is such that after α logM questions the adversary cannot guess the correct message

with probability more than ε, and this implies M1−α ≥ 1/ε. We use this to write (noting

that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1)

ε1/(1−α) ≥ (1− e−1)
M− 1

MT− 1
=⇒ ε ≥

(
(1− e−1)

M− 1

X− 1

)1−α

.
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A similar argument can be used for the (M,X,R, α, ε)-strong LR-AMD code: For

uniform randomness R and the variable Z such that H̃∞(R|Z) ≥ (1 − α) logR, the

adversary can use a similar strategy to Algorithm B.1 with α logR questions to achieve

the success chance of (noting that there are at least R(M− 1) valid δ values in H0)

ε ≥ (1− e−1)RαR(M− 1)

X− 1
.

In a strong LR-AMD code, the adversary is assumed to know the message. So the

randomness size R should be large enough to satisfy R1−α ≥ 1/ε. Combining this with

the above shows that (0 ≤ α ≤ 1)

ε2/(1−α) ≥ (1− e−1)
M− 1

X− 1
=⇒ ε ≥

(
(1− e−1)

M− 1

X− 1

)(1−α)/2

,

which gives (B.2). �

We now use (B.1) to lower bound the effective tag length of weak AMD code families

as

logX− ν ≥ log
X

M
= log

(
X

M− 1
× M− 1

M

)
≥ log

X− 1

M− 1
+ log(1−M−1)

≥ max{ 1

1− α
log

1

ε
, log

1

ε
+ α logM}+ log(1− e−1) + log(1−M−1)

≥ max{ κ

1− α
, κ+ αν} − 2.

Similarly, (B.2) can be used to lower bound the effective tag length of strong AMD code

families as

logX− ν ≥ log
X− 1

M− 1
+ log(1−M−1)

≥ 2

1− α
log

1

ε
+ log(1− e−1) + log(1−M−1) ≥ 2κ

1− α
− 2.
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 12: weak AMD code

We need to show that for the uniformly random messageM ∈ Fd and any (δm, δt) ∈ Fd×F

such that δm 6= 0, it holds

Pr
M

(fw2(M + δm) = fw2(M) + δt) ≤
t− 1

q
. (B.3)

Since δm = (δm,1, . . . , δm,d) 6= 0, there exists at least non-zero one element δm,o 6= 0 for

1 ≤ o ≤ d. This lets us write the term fw2(M + δm) − fw2(M) − δt as a polynomial of

degree t− 1 with respect to the variable Mo, i.e.,

Poly(Mo)
∆
= fw2(M + δm)− fw2(M)− δt =

[
d∑
i=1

(Mi + δm,i)
t −M t

i

]
− δt

=
t∑

j=1

(
t

j

)
δjm,oM

t−j
o + a0, (B.4)

where a0 =
[∑d

i=1,i 6=o (Mi + δm,i)
t −M t

i

]
− δt is the constant term of the polynomial

(w.r.t. Mo). For any values of (Mi)i 6=o, hence fixed a0, the polynomial Poly(Mo) evaluates

to zero for at most t− 1 ≤ 2 (out of q) values of Mo. The polynomial thus becomes zero

with probability at most 2/q, implying (B.3).

The effective tag length of this code family is obtained as follows. For integers κ, ν ∈

N, let q = 2κ+1 and d = dν/ log qe so that both ε = 2/q ≤ 2−κ and |Fd| = qd ≥ 2ν are

satisfied. By restricting the source space Fd to only M = 2ν elements the code range

will also reduce to X = q2ν elements in Fd+1. This fact gives

logX− ν = ν + log q − ν = κ+ 1.

B.3 Proof of Theorem 13: strong LR-AMD code

Let Enc/Dec denote a (M,X,R, ε)-strong AMD code. The security property implies

(when there is no leakage)

∀m : max
δ

Pr
R

(Dec(Enc(R;m) + δ) /∈ {m,⊥}) ≤ ε, (B.5)
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where R is the uniformly distributed randomness of the encoder. For any m and any

δ, define Rfail(m, δ) ⊆ R as the set of r values that lead to the verification failure,

by satisfying Dec(Enc(R;m) + δ) /∈ {m,⊥}. Since R has uniform distribution, the

probability that R ∈ Rfail(m, δ) equals to |Rfail(m, δ)|/R; thus, to write (B.5) as

∀m : maxδ |Rfail(m, δ)| ≤ εR.

Let Z be any random variable such that the randomness R is (1−α)-weak conditioned

on Z for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, i.e., Ez maxr Pr(R = r|Z = z) ≤ Rα−1. For any message m, the

probability of failure when Z is leaked to the adversary Adv is upper bounded as

Pr(Dec(Enc(R;m) +Adv(Z)) /∈ {m,⊥})

= Ez Pr(Dec(Enc(R;m) +Adv(z)) /∈ {m,⊥}|Z = z)

≤ Ez max
δ

Pr(R ∈ Rfail(m, δ) | Z = z) = Ez max
δ

∑
r∈Rfail(m,δ)

Pr(R = r|Z = z)

≤ Ez max
δ
|Rfail(m, δ)|max

r
Pr(R = r|Z = z)

= max
δ
|Rfail(m, δ)| Ez max

r
Pr(R = r|Z = z) ≤ εRα.

B.4 Proof of Theorem 14: weak BLR-AMD code

The code construction is systematic, so we only need to show the security property. Let

the message M ∈ Fd come from a (1− α)-block-source, the codeword be X = (M,G) ∈

Fd+1 where G = fdlr(M), and the leakage information be Z = f(X) for some (d − 1)-

block-leakage function f : Fd+1 → L. Letting Encdlr/Decdlr denote the encoding and

decoding functions, the decoding failure probability when Z is leaked to the adversary
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Adv is upper bounded as

Pr(Decdlr(Encdlr(M) +Adv(Z)) /∈ {m,⊥})

= Ez Pr(Decdlr(Encdlr(M) +Adv(z)) /∈ {m,⊥}|Z = z)

≤ Ez max
δ

Pr(Decdlr(Encdlr(M) + δ) /∈ {m,⊥}|Z = z)

We thus need to show that for any δ = (δm, δt) ∈ Fd × F such that δm 6= 0, it holds

Ez max
δm 6=0,δt

Pr
M

(fdlr(M + δm) = fdlr(M) + δt | Z = z) ≤ ψd

q1−α . (B.6)

Since f(.) is (d− 1)-block-leakage, there is a set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , d+ 1} of size at most

d − 1 such that we have Z = f ′(XI) for some f ′ : Fd−1 → L. Let s and t such that

0 ≤ s < t ≤ d+ 1 be two indices not in I. Certainly Xs = Ms is a message element since

0 ≤ s ≤ d, but there are two cases for Xt, i.e., either t ≤ d and Xt = Mt is a message

element, or t = d + 1 and Xt = fdlr(M) is the tag. Both cases imply that there is one

message element Mo (where o is either s or t) remains (1 − α)-weak conditioned on Z,

i.e., H̃∞(Mo|Z) ≥ (1− α) log q, noting that M is a (1− α)-block-source.

We now write the term fdlr(M + δm)− fdlr(M)− δt as

fdlr(M + δm)− fdlr(M)− δt =

d∑
i=1

[
τ
∑
j gi,j(Mj+δm,j) − τ

∑
j gi,jMj

]
− δt

=

d∑
i=1

[(
τ
∑
j gi,jδm,j − 1

)
τ
∑
j 6=o gi,jMjτ gi,oMo

]
− δt

Letting a0 = −δt, Y = τMo , and ai be the coefficient of Y gi,o in the summation, i.e.,

ai =
(
τ
∑
j gi,jδm,j − 1

)
τ
∑
j 6=o gi,jMj ,

one can write the above as a polynomial

P (Y )
4
= fdlr(M + δm)− fdlr(M)− δt =

d∑
i=1

[aiY
gi,o ] + a0 (B.7)

which is of degree at most maxi(gi,o) = ψd over F. Lemma 27 shows that the polynomial

has degree is at least 1 since the polynomial has at least one non-zero coefficient, with

high probability.
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Lemma 27. For any δ = (δm, δt) such that δm 6= 0, the polynomial p(Y ) has at least one

non-zero coefficient.

Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Assume that all ai’s are zero, implying (τ

is a primitive element in Fq)

∀1 ≤ i ≤ d :
(
τ
∑
j gi,jδm,j − 1

)
τ
∑
j 6=o gi,jMj = 0 ⇒ τ

∑
j gi,jδm,j = 1

⇒
d∑
j=1

gi,jδm,j = 0 mod q − 1.

The above can be written as δm.G = 0 over Zq−1, which holds only if δm = 0 as G is

non-singular. This contradicts the adversarial assumption δm 6= 0. �

The polynomial P (Y ) is a non-constant polynomial with degree at most ψd, hence

there are at most ψd values of Y that make the polynomial evaluate to zero. On the

other hand, there are at most ψd+ 1 values of Mo corresponding to these Y values (the

additional 1 is for when the roots include Y = 1 which corresponds to Mo ∈ {0, q − 1}).

LetMo,fail(δ) of size at most ψd+1 be the set of such Mo values that lead to verification

failure. The security property (B.8) is proved as

Ez max
δm 6=0,δt

Pr
M

(fdlr(M + δm) = fdlr(M) + δt | Z = z)

≤ Ez max
δm 6=0,δt,(mj)j 6=o

Pr(Mo ∈Mo,fail(δ) | Z = z)

≤ max
δm 6=0,δt,(mj)j 6=o

|Mo,fail(δ)| . Ez max
mo

Pr(Mo = mo | Z = z) ≤ ψd

q1−α .

B.5 Proof of Theorem 15: robust SSS

For the (1 − α)-block-source secret S ∈ Ud let X = Enc(S) ∈ F l, Sh = (Shi)
t
i=1 =

Share∗(S) = (Share(Xn
1 ), . . . ,Share(Xd

(t−1)n+1)), and Sh′ = (Sh′i)
t
i=1 be the manipu-

lated share vector as in Deification 46. We define δsh = Sh′ − Sh whose elements are
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zero for honest players, Λ for absent players, and adversarially chosen values for the un-

qualified or intermediate subset B of dishonest players. The linearity of the SSS lets us

write for any 1 ≤ i ≤ t,

Rec(Sh′i) =


⊥, if Rec(δsh,i) = ⊥

(X in
(i−1)n+1 + δi), else

,

where δi = Rec(δsh,i) is determined arbitrarily by an adversary whose knowledge of the

secret is Z = ShB. We hence write δ = Adv(Z) for some adversary function. The

definition of the somewhere-perfect SSS implies that the overall leakage can be written

as Z = f(X) for some t-block-leakage function f , where t = w(n − 1) = l − w ≥ l − 2.

The BLR-AMD code security property hence promises that

Pr(Rec∗(Sh′) /∈ {S,⊥}) ≤ Pr
S,Adv

(Dec(Enc(S) +Adv(Z) /∈ {S,⊥}) ≤ ε.

B.6 Proof of Theorem 16: AMD over EWC

For uniform message M = (M1,M2, . . . ,Md) ∈ Fdq , we denote its tag by T = fdlr(M) ∈

Fq. The codeword X = (M,T ) ∈ Fd+1
q is transmitted over the (u, p)-EWC as a sequence

of u-ary symbols: letting q = uη each codeword element Xi ∈ Fq consists of η such

symbols. The wiretapping adversary observes each u-ary symbol independently with

probability 1 − p; in other words each symbol is erased by the channel with probability

p. The probability that one codeword element is completely erased is thus p′ = pη =

plogu(q) = qlogu(p) = qζ−1, where ζ = logu(pu). We shall prove that with high probability

(≥ 1 − exp
(
− (d+1)

8q1−ζ

)
) the wiretap channel leakage matches a (l − 2)-block-leakage, for

which the BLR-AMD code can detect algebraic manipulation except with probability

ψd+1
q

. Let Erase2+ denote the event that the wiretap channel leakage Z misses at least
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two elements the codeword X. We obtain the probability of this events as

Pr(Erase2+) = 1−
1∑
i=0

(
d+ 1

i

)
p′i(1− p′)d+1−i

(a)

≥ 1− e−
((d+1)p′−1)2

2(d+1)p′

≥ 1− e−
((d+1)p′)2
8(d+1)p′ = 1− e−

(d+1)p′
8 = 1− e−

(d+1)

8q1−ζ . (B.8)

Inequality (a) uses the Chernoff bound. The overall detection failure probability is upper

bounded by the summation of the probability that Erase2+ does not occur and the

probability that the BLR-AMD constriction fails, which equals exp
(
− (d+1)

8q1−ζ

)
+ ψd+1

q
.

B.7 Proof of Proposition 3: bitwise manipulation detection

The code rate is simply the product of the rates of the Manchester code, 0.5, and the

BLR-AMD code, d
d+1

. We moreover prove that failure probability of the code Encb/Decb

equals that the BLR-AMD code over p-BEWC (or p/2-BSWC), which equals

ψd+ 1

2v
+ exp

(
−(d+ 1)pv

8

)
, (B.9)

for uniform message. We show this by discussing that using on-off keying and Manchester

coding causes a bitwise manipulation adversary to be either detected or behave like an

additive (keep and flip) adversary, whose manipulation is detected by the BLR-AMD

code from Theorem 16. For message M , we denote the n-bit codeword X = Enc(M),

where n = 2(d+1)v, by X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn). The on-off keying transmission makes the

adversary only choose from keep, flip, and set-to-1 functions. Assume such an adversary

wants to tamper with the codeword and let TampA = (t1, t2, . . . , tn) be the sequence

of bit-manipulation functions over the set of keep, flip, and set-to-1. We claim that

Decmn(TampA(X)) ∈ {⊥, Decmn(TampS(X))}, where TampS = (t′1, t
′
2, . . . , t

′
n) is an

“additive” manipulation sequence such that ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n/2:

(t′2i−1, t
′
2i) =


(keep, keep), (t2i−1, t2i) ∈ {(keep, set-to-1), (set-to-1, keep), (set-to-1, set-to-1)}

(flip, flip), (t2i−1, t2i) ∈ {(flip, set-to-1), (set-to-1, flip)}

(t2i−1, t2i), else

.(B.10)
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We consider the case where Decmn(TampA(X)) 6= ⊥ since otherwise we are done with

the proof. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2, the pair of codeword bits (X2i−1, X2i) are either 01 or

10. We can prove the above claim by showing that, in both of these cases,

(t′2i−1(X2i−1), t′2i(X2i)) = (t2i−1(X2i−1), t2i(X2i)). (B.11)

We do this for (X2i−1, X2i) = 01 and the other case can be argued similarly. Note that

the equality (B.11) holds trivially from (B.10) if the pair (t2i−1, t2i) does not include any

set-to-1 function. Otherwise, the only valid options are (t2i−1, t2i) ∈ { (keep, set-to-1),

(set-to-1, flip) }. It is easy to see that the equality (B.11) holds for both options.

B.8 Proof of Proposition 4: manipulation detection and privacy

Let n = 2(d + 1)v and k = dv. The codeword C = Encwb(M) ∈ {0, 1}n is obtained by

applying three encoding functions sequentially. The first (wiretap) encoding gives X =

Encw(M) ∈ {0, 1}k which is uniform for the uniform message M ∈ {0, 1}t. The second

(BLR-AMD) encoding gives Y = (X, fdlr(X)) ∈ {0, 1}n/2, and the third (Manchester)

encoding results in C = Encmn(Y ). The code rate is simply t/n = (td)/(2k(d+ 1)). The

bitwise manipulation detection failure probability also equals that of the code Encb/Decb

and uniformity of X (see Proposition 3). It remains to prove the privacy property of the

code.

We only show privacy over p-BEWC, noting that it also implies privacy over p-BSWC

since the latter channel output can be constructed by the former. Manchester encoding

Encmn appends to each bit of Y = (X, fdlr(X)) its negation, which has the same amount

of information as the bit itself. If both a bit and its negation are erased by p-BEWC

(which occurs with probability p′ = p2), the Eve cannot discover the bit. This implies

that Eve’s view Z = BECp(C) can be constructed by Z ′ = BECp′(Y ) that is the

view of an eavesdropper over the p′-BEC without Manchester coding. This allows us to
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remove the role of Manchester coding and assume that Eve’s view is Z ′ = (Z ′1, Z
′
2), where

Z ′1 = BECp′(X) and Z ′2 = BSCp′(fdlr(X)). We conclude

I(M ;Z) = I(M ;Z ′1, Z
′
2) = I(M ;Z ′1) + I(M ;Z ′2|Z ′1) ≤ I(M ;Z ′1) +H(Z ′2)

≤ I(M ;Z ′1) + (n/2− k) ≤ I(M ;Z ′1) + v

⇒ I(M ;Z)/t ≤ ε+ v/t ≤ 2ε.

B.9 Proof of Proposition 5: AMD for linear-delay adversary

We start by considering the linear-delay adversarial case. For message any m ∈ Fd and

uniform randomness R ∈ F, the codeword X = (m,R, fs(R;M)) ∈ Fd+2 is transmitted

over the channel. Let n = (d + 2)u denote the code length. When d ≥ d 2
γ
− 2e, the

success probability of the γ-linear-delay adversary Advldo,γ is upper bounded by that of

an adversary Adv∗ whose view of the transmission equals Z = m, i.e., Adv∗ only sees

the message. This is true because the view of Advldo,γ at any time can be constructed

using the view of Adv∗, since for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

i− γn ≤ (1− γ)(d+ 2)u = du+ 2u− γ(d+ 2)u ≤ du+ 2u− γ 2

γ
u = du.

From lemma 20, the success probability Adv∗ is upper bounded by (d+ 1)/q for q = 2v;

this completer the proof.

A similar proof can be used for the Γ-constant-delay adversary Acdo,Γ when v ≤ bΓ/2c

because again, the view of this adversary can be constructed by that of Adv∗ since

i− Γ ≤ (d+ 2)u− Γ = du+ (2u− Γ) ≤ du.
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B.10 Proof of Theorem 17: unary coding for constant-delay

adversary

Let pn denote the success probability of the 1-constant-delay adversary, Eve, when the

n-unary code is used for algebraic manipulation detection. We prove pn ≤ 2/(n + 1)

by induction over the code length. The claim for the base case n = 1 follows trivially

from the fact that the success probability is upper bounded by 1. Assuming that for all

integers i ≤ k, pn ≤ i/(n + 1) holds, we shall show that it also holds for i = k + 1. Let

M be uniformly selected from {0, 1, . . . , k+ 1} and X = Encu(M). Eve aims at choosing

the first adversarial noise bit such that her success chance pk+1 is maximized. Depending

on the first codeword bit X1, the following cases need to be considered.

Case 1: Eve chooses δ1 = 0. If we have X1 = 0, Eve will fail since the only valid codeword

with this zero prefix is 0k+1 and there is no chance left for her to change it. If X1 = 1,

there are k + 1 codeword with such prefix in the codebook. Removing this bit one from

all remaining codewords results in a k-unary code which Eve needs to attack. Using the

induction hypothesis, her success chance in this step cannot be more than 2/(k + 1).

Noting that X1 = 0 and X1 = 1 occur with probabilities 1/(k + 2) and (k + 1)/(k + 2),

respectively, we upper bound Eve’s success probability in this case as 2
k+2

.

Case 2: Eve chooses δ1 = 1. If X1 = 0, Eve will certainly win since she knows that

the transmitted codeword must be X = 0k+1 and the first bit of the forged codeword is

X ′1 = 1. This lets her change X to any codeword of her choice in the codebook. However,

if X1 = 1 there are k + 1 codewords with such prefix in the codebook while the only

choice for a forged codeword is X′ = 0k+1. Using another similar induction argument, it

is not hard to show that this leads to a success chance of 1/(k + 1) for Eve. Eventually,

Eve’s success chance in this case is upper bounded by 2
k+2

.

The above shows pk+1 ≤ 2
k+2

, and this proves the Theorem.
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B.11 Non-singular d× d matrix construction over Zp

Let H be a d × d diagonal matrix over Zp, where p is prime and d < 3p, with entries

Hi,i = i for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. The following algorithm converts H into a non-singular matrix

G that has non-identical entries in each and every column. It is easy to show that the

value of s is always upper bounded by 2i and thus at the end, all entries in G are less or

equal to 2d+ d = 3d.

G← H

for j = 1 to d− 1 do

Add column j of G to its column j + 1

end for

s← 2

for i = 2 to d do

while s equals any entry of G up to row i− 1 do

s← s+ 1

end while

Add s times the first row of G to row i

end for

return G

B.12 On-off keying

On-off keying is the simplest form of amplitude-shift keying (ASK) modulation that

transmits the bit “1” as the presence a carrier wave signal and the bit “0” as the absence

of the signal. The career wave is usually a high frequency sinusoidal signal that is trimmed

for a relatively short time interval. We assume that the career wave is deterministic and
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publicly known to all the parties (including Eve). Although on-off keying is in essence a

binary modulation, it can work with any underlying modulation scheme by letting “0”

be the absence of signal and “1” be transmitted as a publicly known (fixed) modulated

signal. Manipulation of a bit (transmitted by on-off keying) is by injecting an adversarial

Transmission Tampering

bit abstraction signal bit abstraction signal

0
keep

flip

1
set-to-0 ×

set-to-1

Table B.1: Bitwise manipulation realization for on-off keying.

signal to the channel. Assume that the career wave is one period of the sine signal. As

illustrated in Table B.1, there are appropriately-shaped signals to realize the keep, flip,

and set-to-1 functions. However, there is no signal to realize a (deterministic) set-to-0

for a bit unless the adversary knows the bit, under which condition she could realize

set-to-0 by either keeping or flipping the bit. This property lets us replace, without loss

of generality, the unlimited bitwise manipulation adversary with an additive-and-set-to-1

adversary.
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Appendix C

Proof Results on Distance Bounding Verification

C.1 Proof of Lemma 22: averaging sampler

For any m ∈ {0, 1}k and sampling sequence (S1, . . . , Sk) = Samp(Ur) and define x ∈

{0, 1}n such that

∀i ∈ [n] : xi =


mj, if∃j : i = Sj

0, else

.

SinceX is (µ, δ)-almost-secure conditioned on Y , we have Ey maxx Pr(dH(X, x) ≤ µn|Y =

y) ≤ 2−δn. Define ∆x = X⊕x ∈ {0, 1}n and the event Ex to be true when 1
n

∑n
i=1 ∆x,i > µ;

this gives Ey maxx Pr(Ex|Y = y) ≤ 2−δn. Conditioned on Ex, the averaging sampler guar-

antees that

Pr(
1

k

k∑
j=1

∆x,Sj ≤ µ− θ|Ex) ≤ γ.

We complete the proof as

Ey,u max
m

Pr(dH(M,m) ≤ (µ− theta)k|Y = y, Ur = u)

= Ey,u max
m

Pr(
1

k

k∑
i=1

∆x,Sj ≤ µ− θ|Y = y, Ur = u)

≤ Ey,u max
m

Pr(
1

k

k∑
i=1

∆x,Sj ≤ µ− θ|Ex, Y = y, Ur = u) + Pr(Ex|Y = y, Ur = u)

= Ey,u max
m

Pr(
1

k

k∑
i=1

∆x,Sj ≤ µ− θ|Ex) + Pr(Ex|Y = y) ≤ γ + 2−δn.�
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C.2 Proof of Lemma 23: BSWC representation of PLAN

Let S ∈ {0, 1} be a bit to be delivered to an intended distance d over the PLANξ,α,Σ en-

vironment using ModE/Demod functions. Applying the modulator function to S gives

X = ModE(S), where E =
(
d
d0

)α
E0. When X is transmitted, the signals received at

distances d and ψd are respectively denoted by Y = X ′ + Ny and Z = X ′′ + Nz, where

X ′ = (ξdα)−0.5X, X ′′ = (ξ(ψd)α)−0.5X, and Ny and Nz are noise variables generated

by independent sources both with Gaussian distribution ∼ N (0,
√

Σ). Let pi and pb be

errors in estimating S in the intended and the blocked receivers at distances d and ψd,

respectively.

We obtain pi by noting that the intended receiver can calculate S ′ = Demod(Y ),

which implies pi = Pr(S ′ 6= S). We have

Pr(S ′ = 1|S = 0) = Pr(Y > 0|X = −
√
E) = Pr(Y > 0|X ′ = −

√
E

ξdα
)

= Pr(Ny >

√
E0

ξdα0
) =

1

2
erfc(
√
SNR∗),

and due to symmetry Pr(S ′ = 0|S = 1) = 1
2
erfc(
√
SNR∗). This concludes that

pi =
1

2
erfc(
√
SNR∗).

We obtain the bit error probability pb at the blocked receiver by calculating its com-
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plement, i.e., the success chance in guessing S using the knowledge of Z.

1− pb = Ez max
s

Pr(S = s|Z = z) =

∫ ∞
−∞

max
s
fZ(z|S = s).Pr(S = s) dz

=

∫ 0

−∞
fZ(z|S = 0).Pr(S = 0) dz +

∫ ∞
0

fZ(z|S = 1).Pr(S = 1) dz

= Pr(S = 0)

(∫ 0

−∞
fZ(z|X = −

√
E) dz

)
+ Pr(S = 1)

(∫ ∞
0

fZ(z|X =
√
E) dz

)

= Pr(S = 0)

∫ √
E0

ξ(d0ψ)α

−∞
fN (n) dn

+ Pr(S = 1)

(∫ ∞
−
√

E0
ξ(d0ψ)α

fN (n) dn

)

=

(
1− 1

2
erfc(

√
SNR∗

ψα
)

)(
Pr(S = 0) + Pr(S = 1)

)
= 1− 1

2
erfc(

√
SNR∗

ψα
).

This shows that

pb =
1

2
erfc(

√
SNR∗

ψα
).

C.3 Proof of Proposition 6: basic DBV

For any choice of E0 ≤ Emax, the error probabilities pi and pb > pi (at distances dc and

ψdc, respectively) are determined by Lemma 23. For uniform challenge M ∈ bsetk, let

X = ModE(M) be transmitted and Y and Z be received at distances dc and ψdc, respec-

tively. For an honest prover at distance dc, the probability of being rejected equals to the

probability that there are more than βk errors in M̂ = Demod(Y ). The completeness

condition of Definition 56 requires

∑
i>βk

(
k

i

)
pii(1− pi)

k−i ≤ εFR. (C.1)

For a dishonest prover at distance ψdc, the best probability of being accepted is obtained

by choosing Demod(Z) as response, noting that pb < 0.5, the communication channel

is memoryless, and the challenge is uniform. The acceptance probability hence equals

to the probability that there are at most βk errors in Demod(Z). The completeness
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condition of Definition 56 requires

∑
i≤βk

(
k

i

)
pib(1− pb)k−i ≤ εFA. (C.2)

We let pi < β < pb and apply Chernoff’s inequality to simplify (C.1)-(C.2) as

exp

(
−(β − pi)

2

β + pi

k

)
≤ εFR, and exp

(
−(pb − β)2

2pb

k

)
≤ εFA. (C.3)

These inequalities suggest

k ≥ max{(pi + β) ln(1/εFR)

(β − pi)2
,

(2pb) ln(1/εFA)

(pb − β)2
}. (C.4)

C.4 Proof of Theorem 18: BRM-DBV for general intruder

We shall show that the BRM-DBV protocol is complete and is sound against all three

attacks. The completeness follows directly from the DBV protocol Π2. Soundness against

DFA and MFA is also implied by TFA-security, because these two attacks against the

DBV protocols becomes special cases of terrorist fraud: DFA can be realized when I

does not do any activity, and MFA can be realized when P follows the protocol honestly.

Thus, we only focus on TFA-security, for which we should assume that P is really located

at a distance dr ≥ ψdc.

Without loss of generality, we consider the strongest TFA scenario where all com-

munication to and from I is error-free (it is literally located pretty close to V) and P’s

distance is the dr = ψdc. V’s BRM oracle sends XO over the PLAN environment, P

observes YO, and I observes (with no error) XO; however, each party can only retrieve

k = λn bits from what they observe.

Upon receiving XO (or its binary equivalent O), I retrieves fadv(O) for some function

fadv : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}k which is chosen based on the leaked knowledge W about SKe,

which is given by P to I. The definition of TFA requires that W does not increase I’s
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success chance in impersonation. We give a proof sketch to argue that W cannot help

improve the TFA’s success chance either. (We do not provide a formal proof due to lack

of space.) The above requirement on W implies the independence of W and the averaging

sampler output Samp(SKe); otherwise, knowing about the indices of X selected by the

sampler would increase I’s chance in impersonation. We can thus replace the key SKe

with a new variable SK′e that is independent of W and whose values determine all possible

outputs from Samp(SKe). This suggests that either SKe is independent of W or it can be

replaced by SK′e that is independent of W . Hereon, we assume that W and hence fadv(.)

are independent of SKe.

On the prover’s side, there is the noisy signal YO as well as the secret key SK. Letting

V = (fadv(XO), YO, SK) we shall prove:

Ev max
m

Pr(dH(M,m) ≤ βk|V = v) ≤ εFA. (C.5)

For fixed E0, let pb be the bit error probability in P’s receiver (at distance dr) which

is obtained from Lemma 23. Using Chernoff’s inequality shows that for any µ < pb,

Ey max
o

Pr(dH(O, o) ≤ µn|YO = y) =
∑
i≤µn

(
n

i

)
pib(1− pb)n−i ≤ exp

(
−(pb − µ)2

2pb
n

)
. (C.6)

That is O is (µ, δ1)-almost-secure conditioned on YO, where δ1 = (pb−µ)2

2 ln(2)pb
. Using Lemma

21 shows us that O is (µ, δ2)-almost-secure conditioned on (YO, fadv(XO)), where δ2 =

δ1−λ is positive because µ+ln(2)λ+
√

(ln(2)λ)2 + 2 ln(2)µλ < pb holds by the theorem.

We now apply Lemma 22 which gives us that M is (β, δ′)-almost-secure conditioned on

(YO, fadv(XO), SK), where β = µ−θ and δ′ = log(γ+2−δ2n)/k = log(εFA)/k as mentioned

by the theorem. This completes the proof.

C.5 Proof of Theorem 19: BRM-DBV for sampling intruder

The proof here requires one step modification compared to that of Appendix C.4 (for

Theorem 18), which relies on the sampling intruder assumption. For this intruder, the
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retrieval function fadv : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}k is a sampling function, i.e., fadv(O) = OI for

some fixed set of k indices I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ [n], which is selected independently of

SK. Let Ī = [n] − I denote the complement of I. Given (YO, fadv(O)), the adversary

first determines OI , calculates O′ = Demod(YO), and uses each bit of O′
Ī

to obtain some

information about the corresponding bit of OĪ .

For fixed E0, let pb be the bit error probability at distance dr, obtained from Lemma

23. We calculate δ such that O is (µ, δ)-almost secure conditioned on (YO, fadv(O)) as

follows (we use Chernoff’s inequality since µ < (1− λ)pb).

Ea,y max
o

Pr(dH(O, o) ≤ µn|YO = y, fadv(O) = a) = Eo′
Ī

max
oI

Pr(dH(OI , oI) ≤ µn|O′Ī = o′Ī)

=
∑
i≤µn

(
(1− λ)n

i

)
pib(1− pb)n−i ≤ exp

(
−((1− λ)pb − µ)2

2(1− λ)pb
n

)

⇒ δ ≤ ((1− λ)pb − µ)2

2 ln(2)(1− λ)pb

Applying Lemma 22 lets us conclude that M is (β, δ′)-almost-secure conditioned on

(YO, fadv(XO), SK), where β = µ − θ and δ′ = log(γ + 2−δn)/k which equals log(εFA)/k

according to the theorem.
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